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ABSTRACT

Thesis Title:

The Status, Rights and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities within Customary Legal Frameworks in Uganda: A Study of Mukono District

Submitted by:

David Brian Dennison on 31 October 2017

This thesis addresses the question: How do customary legal frameworks impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities?

It is motivated by two underlying premises. First, customary legal frameworks are highly consequential in Sub-Saharan contexts. Second, human impairments are likely to impact status, rights and treatment in customary legal scenarios. In addition, the reality of deep legal pluralism and an anthropologically versed conception of customary law inform the research design.

Customary legal content is rightly discerned by researching its substance and application within the lived environment. The researcher gathered input and stories of 63 persons with disabilities and conducted interviews of 23 community members with heightened knowledge of cultural matters in order to discern the experiences of persons with disabilities in non-formal legal contexts.

In her semi-autonomous social field approach, Sally Falk Moore considers diverse and layered sources of law when determining the normative legal content in lived contexts. However, this research uncovered little in the way of normative principles specially pertaining to persons with disabilities within lived environments. Instead, legally consequential occurrences take place in customary scenarios that are largely autonomous from formal actors and institutions. The perceived normative substance of formal and customary law can influence the outcome of customary scenarios, but the decision makers’ working knowledge of this legal content as it pertains to people with impairments is limited and disparate.

Decision-making family, clan and community members take various factors into consideration when determining rights, status and treatment in customary scenarios. Suppositions about the capacity and functionality of persons with disabilities are particularly influential. Thus, human impairments can be consequential factors in these decisions.

This thesis demonstrates that customary scenarios are highly significant forums for establishing customary rights and status in the contexts of marital relations, clan leadership, customary guardianship, customary succession and land
rights. Moreover, it indicates that effectual social and legal influences in these scenarios are multi-sourced, multi-layered and dynamic.

Finally, the thesis offers practical change strategies suggested by the research for those seeking to improve the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District and similar settings.
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The Status, Rights and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities within Customary Legal Frameworks in Uganda: A Study of Mukono District

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

I INTRODUCTION

This research project is motivated by two key premises. First, customary law and legal frameworks are highly consequential within lived environments in Sub-Saharan contexts. Second, human impairments have pervasive social impacts on people’s lives that are likely to impact status, rights and treatment in customary legal settings.

The thesis includes the product of extensive desk research and fieldwork. The reading phase of the research provides the theoretical grounding to construct a research project at the intersection of legal anthropology, disability theory, legal content and human rights development. The fieldwork offers insights on the lived experiences and social context of persons with disabilities in Mukono District, a home to deeply pluralistic customary legal frameworks.

The foundational tenets of deep legal pluralism inform the research approach. Deep legal pluralism ‘is a concomitant of social pluralism: the legal organisation of society is congruent with its social organisation’.¹ To understand the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District, we must obtain some understanding of their lived experiences, relevant social factors and the effective consequences of life events.

The thesis demonstrates the vital importance of customary legal scenarios to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. In these scenarios the perceived normative substance of formal and customary law can influence decisions, but the decision makers’ working knowledge of this legal substance as it pertains to

---

disability status is disparate, varied and incomplete. Under these circumstances the
process and outcomes of customary scenarios are shaped by suppositions about the
capacity and functionality of persons with disabilities as well as situational analysis.
The flexibility of customary law combines with the diversity of human disability to
generate varied legal outcomes where particular biases and an individual or group’s
rational thought process can play effectual roles.

The field research method shifts the focus from discerning the substance of
normative customary law to appreciating the significance of various dynamics at
play within informal scenarios where legal rights are meted out by family, clan and
community members. It does so using the inclusive lens of Sally Falk Moore’s semi-
autonomous social field.²

In addition, the fieldwork findings offer insights into how the processes and
outcomes of customary legal scenarios in Mukono District can be impacted and
engaged in ways that advance disability rights. The resulting insights lead to
suggestions for change strategies for those seeking to improve and advance the
social and legal cause of persons with disabilities in Mukono District and similar
settings.

II THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

This thesis addresses a largely unstudied question: How does customary law impact
the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities? It addresses this problem
by presenting qualitative findings about the rights, status and treatment of persons
with disabilities within customary legal frameworks in deeply pluralistic, post-
colonial contexts.

Customary law is resilient and ubiquitous.³ Despite the proliferation of legal
formalism in sub-Saharan Africa, customary legal content and practice remain

² SF Moore ‘Law and social change: the semi-autonomous social field as an appropriate subject of
study (1973) 7(4) Law & Society Review 719-746.

³ E Ehrlich The Fundamental Principles of the Sociology of Law (1936) at 37 (‘[j]ust as we find the
ordered community wherever we follow its traces . . . so we also find law everywhere, ordering and
upholding every human association’).
impactful and dispositive in peoples lives. Matters of marriage, family relations, succession, land ownership, and cultural leadership often hinge on legal determinations made within customary legal frameworks.\(^4\)

Given the tendency of human impairments to elicit negative social responses, there is a need to assess the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in highly relational customary legal frameworks. Yet unlike the extensively treated interaction between women’s rights and customary law\(^5\), the relationship between disability status and legal custom remains largely unaddressed.

Customary legal frameworks entail a wide-ranging assessment of agents and factors that contribute to the sourcing and application of customary law and practice. Customary frameworks include the legal substance, social relationships and cultural practices that help to generate the content, determination and application of customary law. Customary frameworks include indigenous legal content, relevant cultural beliefs, ceremonial rights, leadership structures, decision making bodies, formal laws and the affective engagement of formal institutions. The plural term ‘frameworks’ used in the thesis’ title reflects the fact that even a singular district in Uganda is home to multiple customary frameworks.

This thesis employs the analytical lens of the semi-autonomous social field for assessing and evaluating customary legal frameworks. Moore writes that ‘[t]he semi-autonomous social field has rule making capacities, and the means to induce or coerce compliance; but it is simultaneously set in a larger social matrix which can, and does, affect and invade it, sometimes at the invitation of persons inside it,


sometimes at its own instance’. The semi-autonomous social field enables a the to consider both discrete individual transactions that reflect the lived law as well as the impact on norms resulting from legislation and legal decisions.

Customary law is rightly discerned by researching its existence and application within the lived environment. This thesis employs qualitative field research guided by literature review to determine how customary legal frameworks interface with and impact persons with disabilities in Mukono District. The thesis is built on the input and narratives of 63 persons with disabilities along with interviews of 23 community members reputed as knowledgeable in cultural matters. These two cohorts of interviewees offer insights helpful to addressing the research problem.

The field research demonstrates the vital importance of customary legal scenarios to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. These scenarios are occasions where consequential decisions about people’s lives and circumstances are made outside of formal legal proceedings. They need not involve juridical or quasi-juridical actors. Key scenarios where consequential decisions are made outside of formal institutions include family and clan gatherings subsequent to burial rites and meetings where young men seek permission to marry from the father of an intended bride. Non-judicial actors in these social occasions influence and determine weighty matters including clan leadership, land inheritance, marital status and custody relationships.

Customary legal scenarios are not mere exercises in recalling and applying dispositive normative rules. Decision-makers in these scenarios take various factors into consideration when determining the rights, status and treatment in customary scenarios. This is especially the case in matters involving persons with disabilities who present with unique traits and characteristics that are resistant to the formation

---

6 Moore (note 2) at 720.
7 Ibid 743.
of established precedents. Thus the research problem calls for an analysis concerning how and why determinations involving persons with disabilities are made in customary scenarios as opposed to the unearthing of established customary substantive law. Moore’s semi-autonomous social field ensures the generous consideration of affective sources and influences within consequential scenarios.

This thesis involves more than a descriptive catalogue of outcomes from customary legal occurrences involving persons with disabilities. It includes an assessment of cultural attitudes about persons with disabilities. It considers the influences of other legal sources and actors on customary legal scenarios including domestic law and international instruments. It assesses the viability of strategies to improve legal status, rights and treatment within customary scenarios. This ambitious scope reflects the need to account for diverse influences and the pragmatic potential of the research to improve the lives of persons with disabilities in deeply pluralistic, Majority World contexts.

III  JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH

There is abundant justification for this thesis. It offers insights in important and challenging contexts where research-based knowledge and guidance are limited.

First, the thesis concerns disability status, rights and treatment. Persons with disabilities make up a substantial portion of the world’s population. The World Health Organization asserts that more than one billion people are disabled\(^9\) and of these ‘nearly 200 million people experience considerable disabilities in functioning\(^{10}\). Uganda’s census reports that 14 per cent of its population over five years of age has a disability\(^{11}\). The census reports that out of Mukono District’s 2014 population of 501 644 there were 59 650 persons with disabilities\(^{12}\).


\(^{10}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{12}\) *Ibid* at 80 in table A11.
Despite the sizable population of persons with disabilities, existing research in the area of disabilities in Uganda is limited. In a 2012 case study regarding disability rights development, Norad found that ‘[r]esearch is one of the areas’ that their evaluation of Uganda ‘found least supported’. Ugandan policy makers agree that research is needed in the context of disability matters. For its part the World Health Organisation posits that ‘[c]ollecting information on knowledge, beliefs and attitudes about disability can help identify gaps in public understanding that can be bridged through education and public information’.

The relationship between poverty and disability heightens the importance of this research. Poverty is endemic to much of sub-Saharan Africa including Uganda. Poverty and disability promote each other in a reciprocal cycle. There is a ‘bidirectional link’ between poverty and disability whereby disability increases the risk of poverty and poverty increases the risk of disability. Persons with disabilities in low-income countries are typically overrepresented among the poor, and personal poverty is linked to disability in developing nations.

Developing nations have fewer financial resources to allocate towards empowering and improving the lives of persons with disabilities. Funding is often

---


15 WHO (note 9) at 267.

16 According to the World Bank in 2014 19 of the 20 nations with the lowest GDP per person were in sub-Saharan Africa with Uganda ranking as the 16th poorest nation in the world. Data available at <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?order=wbapi_data_value_2013+wbapi_data_value&sort=asc> last accessed on 27 October 2015.

17 Although richer nations have a higher percentage of persons with disabilities, this is largely attributable to having a higher life expectancy and a higher percentage of older citizens. WHO Report (note 9) at 27 (reporting that the prevalence rate for disability for adults in higher income countries is 11.8 per cent and the rate in lower income countries is 18 per cent).

18 WHO (note 9) at 10.

19 WHO (note 9).

restricted to those experiencing the ‘most significant difficulties in functioning’. In developing nations only one to two per cent of gross domestic product goes to social safety-net programmes. The burden of dealing with these challenges falls on individuals with disabilities and kinship groups, thus raising the importance of the customary legal frameworks which often govern and influence personal law and familial relations.

In addition, customary legal frameworks remain operative and vital in the lives of people in Mukono District. A recent study by International Justice Mission found that only 1.3 per cent of widows engage in the mandatory formal court-based probate process after the death of their husbands. Given the prevalence of customary legal scenarios it is important to understand how persons with disabilities are treated in those scenarios.

This study also touches on the crucial area of land rights. Persons with disabilities ‘are prone to the loss of land rights and are threatened by landlessness due to poverty-induced asset transfers, distress land sales, evictions, land grabbing and abuse of land inheritance procedures’. Customary legal scenarios often determine land rights. Given the importance of customary legal scenarios in the determination and establishment of land rights, this study offers vital insights.

Customary law is living law. It is the law that people apply in their lives. Customary legal traditions are flexible, diverse and dynamic.

---

21 Ibid at 165 citing A Marriott & K Gooding Social Assistance and Disability in Developing Countries (2007).


23 Ibid at 157.

24 Twinomugisha (note 5) at 452.

25 IJM (note 4) at 16-17.

26 Uganda Land Policy s 72.

27 Ehrlich (note 3).

systems have the capacity to adapt to unique situations and new developments. Thus customary law has the capacity for progressive engagement. It changes over time. It can incorporate emergent norms and values and presents a means for community-based adoption of human rights principles. This thesis shines a light on the process and possibility of human rights-based change within customary legal frameworks.

Another strategy for human rights-based change is aligning existing customs and values with human rights. Many indigenous customs and cultures are reputed to foster general communitarian principles that appear to offer the promise of potential benefits to persons with disabilities. In particular, Bantu cultures in Africa are known for the practice and veneration of the social ethos known as ‘ubuntu’. The Baganda, the predominate people group in Mukono District, are a Bantu people. I assess the potential for leveraging an indigenous communitarian ethos for the advancement of the human rights of persons with disabilities.

In sum, the potential benefits of this thesis are substantial and expansive. It provides information on the treatment, status and rights of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. It can also serve as a model for those in the disability rights movement seeking to engage indigenous communities in bottom-up social and legal reform. Furthermore, the thesis offers insight opportunities for constructive engagement with customary law and practice.

IV OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS

This thesis qualitatively assesses the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities as experienced within situations governed and impacted by customary legal frameworks. It presents salient information about the way persons with disabilities experience customary legal scenarios in Mukono District. The thesis offers instructive and beneficial insights to those devising legal and social strategies

---

for meeting and preserving human rights standards for persons with disabilities in deeply pluralistic majority world settings.

V SCOPE OF THE THESIS

The subject matter of this thesis largely defines its scope. It concerns: 1) persons with disabilities 2) in customary legal frameworks 3) in Mukono District. In addition, because of the geographic scope the study is dominated by a specific people group the cultural scope centres on 4) the Buganda. These four subjects are treated below in order to better establish and define the scope of the thesis.

1) Persons with Disabilities

Disability is a complex and politically charged term. The challenge of categorically defining disability is exhibited in the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). Instead of defining the term, the CRPD frames disability as follows:

Recognizing that disability is an evolving concept and that disability results from the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and environmental barriers that hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others, . . .

This thesis adopts the CRPD’s framing of disability.

The term ‘persons with disabilities’ is the most widely preferred term of reference in the English language for those experiencing disability. According to Clark and Marsh the British civil rights movement has rejected the term because it refers to a medical condition and thus confuses disability with impairment. Moreover, they note that the phrase diminishes political identity by separating the person from the identifying marker. L Clark & S Marsh ‘Patriarchy in the UK: The language of disability’ (2002) 2nd Draft <http://pf7d7vi404s1dxh27mla5569.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/files/library/Clark-Laurence-language.pdf> last accessed on 25 September 2017.
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30 ‘Disability: Who Counts? Defining disability is tricky—and measuring it is even harder’ The Economist (14 December 2013) 56.


32 While ‘persons with disabilities’ is presently predominant, its use and acceptance is not universal. According to Clark and Marsh the British civil rights movement has rejected the term because it confuses disability with impairment. Moreover, they note that the phrase diminishes political identity by separating the person from the identifying marker. L Clark & S Marsh ‘Patriarchy in the UK: The language of disability’ (2002) 2nd Draft <http://pf7d7vi404s1dxh27mla5569.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/files/library/Clark-Laurence-language.pdf> last accessed on 25 September 2017.
not an inherent aspect of the person.\textsuperscript{33} Notably the CRPD uses the phrase. It inclusively classifies ‘persons with disabilities’ which it describes as:

includ(ing) those who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and effective participation in society with an equal basis with others.\textsuperscript{34}

This thesis also takes up the CRPD’s classification of persons with disabilities.

Another key term included in the CPRD classification is ‘impairment’. The term impairment adopted by the World Health Organization entails problems with body function and body structure.\textsuperscript{35} This is consistent with Uganda’s formal definition of impairment as ‘any loss or abnormality\textsuperscript{36} of psychological, physical, neurological or anatomic function or structure’.\textsuperscript{37} Impairment is a component of the CRPD classification of person with a disability as adopted by this thesis.

I use the term ‘impairment’ to place an emphasis on the anatomical and mental conditions that present themselves scientifically as opposed to the term ‘disability’ which entails the role and impact of social factors. This approach to terminology runs the risk of both marginalising the role society plays in disablement and in objectifying persons with disabilities as objects requiring a cure.\textsuperscript{38} However, despite its problematic connotations and associations, the term impairment remains helpful

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} M Wickenden, D Mulligan et al ‘Stakeholder consultations on community-based rehabilitation guidelines in Ghana and Uganda’ (2012) 1(1) African Journal of Disability 1-10 at 2. However, there are some adherents of the social model who find the phrase lacking. See for example C Ngwena ‘The new disability convention: Implications for disability equality norms in the South African workplace in OC Dupper & C Garbers (eds) Equality in the workplace: Reflections from South Africa and beyond (2010).
\item \textsuperscript{34} CRPD art 1.
\item \textsuperscript{35} World Health Organization The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (2014) defines ‘impairments’ as problems in bodily function or alterations in body structure.
\item \textsuperscript{36} When using the word ‘abnormality’ it is important that the term should only be used in its scientific sense and should not be used to refer to a person as being ‘not normal’ or somehow less than a ‘normal’ person. National Center on Disability and Journalism Disability Language Style Guide definition of ‘Abnormal/abnormality’ available at http://ncdj.org/style-guide/ last accessed on 20 Aug 2017. This thesis uses the term impairment in the scientific and medical sense of the term to refer to an actual physical or bodily condition.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development, National Policy on Disability in Uganda (2006) at 26.
\end{itemize}
when there is a need to distinguish the physical presentation of biological conditions from the impact of social forces and cultural systems. Thus for the purpose of this thesis, ‘disability’ includes the social context while ‘impairment’ only concerns physical and mental conditions.

2) Customary Legal Frameworks

This study concerns customary legal frameworks. The adjective ‘customary’ refers to something that is indigenous to a place that it rooted in the traditions of the people. Customary law has certain traditional attributes such as being oral, mutable, situational and naturally occurring without formal legislation. For the purpose of this thesis these qualities are treated as common characteristics of customary law rather than mandatory requirements. Prior codified versions of customary law or pronouncements by customary monarchs are not disqualified as sources of customary law under this approach.

The title refers to ‘customary legal frameworks’ as opposed to ‘customary law’ in order to reflect the fact that customary law operates in systems and it is not monolithic even in the context of a single district. In addition, this term allows for the consideration of various elements within semi-autonomous social fields as opposed to limiting consideration to purely official legal phenomena. Given the limited findings regarding normative customary laws with particularised relevance to persons with disabilities it was important for the research to gather information about actual customary legal scenarios.

3) Mukono District

Mukono District is one of Uganda’s 111 districts. It is located in Central Uganda east of the capital city of Kampala and north of Lake Victoria. Mukono is a traditional indigenous home to the Buganda although other tribal groups now inhabit the District as well due to increased mobility within Uganda. Mukono District is

---


located in a transitional area that includes semi-urban towns within the suburban expansion of greater Kampala as well as rural areas.

4) The Buganda

The people group at the cultural centre of this study are the Baganda. They are the largest of the 65 ethnic groups recognised under the Constitution comprising almost 17 per cent of Uganda’s population. They are considered to be part of a larger ethnic category known as Bantu. Bantu peoples are found largely in the southern half of Uganda while people in the other broad ethnic categories are primarily indigenous to the northern half.

In terms of nomenclature, the people group is called the Baganda and their kingdom and historic territory is referred to as Buganda. For the purposes of this thesis the word Baganda is also used as an adjective to refer to things attributable to the Baganda people and Buganda is an adjective that refers things attributable to the Buganda Kingdom. The language of the Baganda people is Luganda.

The traditional social structure of Buganda is monarchical and feudalistic. The Buganda king is the Kabaka. Historically the Kabaka had the power to rule, tax, judge, wage war and bestow chieftainships. He enjoyed power over the life and death of his subjects and the use of their labour.

The British partnered with Buganda to achieve political hegemony in the Protectorate of Uganda. The British treated the Baganda more favourably than other people groups in the Protectorate and granted Buganda significant legal
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44 Kiganda is a Luganda word that can also be used as an adjective used to refer cultural aspects of the Baganda. However, for stylistic purposes the term Kiganda is not used in this thesis.
45 Tumusiime & Bichachi (note 43) at 4.
46 Ibid at 4.
47 ES Haydon Law and Justice in Buganda (1960) at 5.
authority and autonomy including the right to legislate in consultation with, and
approval of, the colonial regime.\textsuperscript{49}

The colonial regime kept the customary law of the Baganda operative\textsuperscript{50} and
colonial authorities did not dispense with Buganda’s traditional court system.\textsuperscript{51}
During British rule the Kabaka remained especially active and involved in the
administration of legal matters including the appointment and oversight of
customary heirs.\textsuperscript{52}

Despite British respect for Buganda’s customary justice system\textsuperscript{53}, non-
indigenous people were excluded.\textsuperscript{54} The Buganda Agreement provided that
‘[t]he Jurisdiction of the native court of the Kabaka of Uganda, however, shall
not extend to any person not a native of the Uganda province.’\textsuperscript{55}

The end of colonial rule resulted in a significant diminishing of the
Buganda Kingdom. The power vacuum brought about by the British departure
in 1962 left Buganda's formal institutions vulnerable. Although Kabaka
Mutesa II was named as the first president after Ugandan independence, his
time in office was short. In 1966 Prime Minister Milton Obote, a Langi from
Northern Uganda, took control of the national government by force and
Mutesa II fled to the United Kingdom to live in exile until his death in 1969.\textsuperscript{56}

Under Obote, and later Amin, the Buganda government and court structures
dissipated, leaving Baganda customary law bereft of legitimising formal
institutions. Today, despite the presence of a Kabaka and the formal recognition

\textsuperscript{49} Haydon (note 47) at 21 quoting the decision of Nasanairi Kibuka v. A.E. Bertie 1 U.L.R. 41
(1908) which held in part: ‘the native Government of Uganda has power to legislate for the
subjects of the Kabaka after consultation with and following the advice of the Governor . . .’

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid at 25 quoting s 20 of the Order of Council and at xxxvii quoting s 10(b) of the Buganda
Courts Ordinance.

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid at 11 and 30 citing HR Horne ‘The native of Uganda and the criminal law’ (1938-39)
Uganda Journal 1 at 6.

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid at 195, 208-214.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid at 11, 47.

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid at 8.

\textsuperscript{55} Buganda Agreement of 1900 s 6.

of traditional leaders, customary law remains ‘truncated because, although the substantive customary law exists, its courts and procedures do not’.  

VI RESEARCH QUESTION AND ARGUMENT OF THE THESIS

An appreciation of the history and heritage of the Buganda Kingdom helps us understand the place of Baganda cultural institutions and customary law in contemporary Uganda. This thesis answers the specific research question: How does customary law impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District, Uganda? It does so through qualitative data generated in interviews conducted in Mukono District and the study of relevant literature.

The field research is an exploratory study. Exploratory research does not set out to prove a specific hypothesis. Instead, the value of exploratory research is rooted in the utility; knowledge that might lead to the generation of particular hypotheses. Exploratory research is particularly useful in contexts where little or nothing is known about a certain subject matter. The purpose of this thesis is to learn about the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities under customary legal frameworks.

This study traverses a number of theoretical disputation. Disability is a highly politicised subject with a diverse array of theoretical schools. Customary law is the subject of a rich debate between legal anthropologists who seek to describe things the way they are and legal formalists who prefer to talk about what the formal law says things are or should be. The interface of aspects of indigenous culture—which includes customary law—with human rights is a contested zone pitting normative universalists against cultural relativists. Despite these controversies, this thesis commends a generous approach to theory. In the challenging context of this research,
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57 Jjuuko & Kibalama (note 5).
58 RA Stebbins Exploratory Research in the Social Sciences (2001).
59 Ibid at 25.
60 Ibid at 54.
strident adherence to one theoretical approach to the exclusion of others fails to address the layers of challenges and needs.

Certain foundational premises undergird and direct the field research. First, customary law is highly relevant to lived environments in Mukono District. Second, customary law is rightly discerned by researching its existence and application within the lived environment. Third, the attributes and application of customary law can be place-specific and situation-specific. The basis and support for these foundational premises is presented in Chapter 3 of the thesis.

Building on those premises, the argument of this thesis is that disability status is a relevant factor in customary legal scenarios in Mukono District and that the thesis’ fieldwork will provide relevant and useful information as to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary legal frameworks.

VII LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review for this thesis was broad and multifaceted. Addressing the research problem requires knowledge of several content areas. For example the literature review required a theoretical understanding of disability, customary law, legal pluralism and proposed strategies for effecting socio-legal change. It also required a cultural and historic appreciation of the Baganda people and the reported content of Baganda customary law. Because the thesis employs Moore’s semi-autonomous social field as an analytical lens, I needed to appreciate the domestic and international formal law that speaks to disability and customary matters in Uganda. Finally, because this thesis entails fieldwork, there was foundational literature that informed the research design.

To a great extent Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the thesis present expanded topical literature reviews on the subject matter assigned to those chapters. This literature review locates this thesis within the existing scholarship without exhausting the literature explored in subsequent chapters.
(1) Customary Law and Legal Pluralism

The thesis requires a working understanding of traits and tendencies of customary law. Woodman61 writes about the dominant attributes of customary law such as its mutability, flexibility and diversity. Oba62, Ochich63 and Ubink64 provide useful analysis on the present status and future of African customary law in the context of increasing legal formalisation.

Many authors address the challenge of customary law to adapt to modern human rights requirements.65 Often times these articles address the tension between customary laws and modern conceptions regarding women’s rights and gender equality. Himonga66 writes about the capacity of customary legal systems to align with universal rights standards through change and transformation. This possibility of human rights alignment informed the research design which investigated the openness of local customary knowledge bearers to human rights treaties and external change agents. In addition, those who denounce cultural practices in the name of human rights must appreciate that there is also a right to practice culture67 and this right has particular resonance in the context of post-colonial indigenous people.68

61 Woodman (note 40).


66 Himonga (note 5).


(a) Legal attributions and condition of customary law

The right to culture is proclaimed by the formal law of Uganda. The Constitution\(^69\) provides for the right to practise culture and custom. However Ugandan formal law places limitations on the right to practice one’s culture, including customary legal practice. For example, the Judicature Act includes a ‘repugnancy clause’ that limits the enforcement of customary law to instances where the custom is ‘not repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience and not incompatible either directly or by necessary implication with any written law.’\(^70\)

(b) Theoretical justification for developmental engagement with customary law

This thesis addresses customary law despite the fact that the state law has largely displaced customary law on a formal basis. The thesis design is informed by the reality of ‘deep legal pluralism’ and is thereby appreciates that customary law as a ‘feature of the social field’ that is not dependent on official legal recognition.\(^71\)

Corradi\(^72\) makes a thorough case for the use of ‘bottom-up’ approaches for legal reform in deeply pluralistic legal settings in the developing world. Kane, Oloka-Onyango and Tejan-Cole\(^73\) address the evolving nature of customary law and challenge biases about the incapacity of customary systems to embrace norms that are compliant with modern human rights standards.

This thesis places an emphasis on the actual experiences of persons with disabilities. Cornwall and Nyamu-Musembi\(^74\) bring out the necessity of direct engagement and struggle in the realization of meaningful rights advancement in African contexts. They also note the difficulty in bringing about tangible human rights reform through outside actors and the formal justice sector. Noting these
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69 Uganda Constitution art 37, national objectives and directives principle XXIV.
70 The Judicature Act of 1996 (cap 13) s 15.
challenges, Nyamu-Musembi\textsuperscript{75} discusses the impediments to bringing about broad-based meaningful change through formal legal institutions and emphasises the need to adopt ‘actor-oriented’ perspectives for effecting social and legal change. Her work speaks to the importance of bottom-up approaches and why such approaches have special currency in the African context. This thesis’ research makes inquiries that are relevant to the effectiveness and potential of bottom-up disability empowerment strategies.

\textit{(c) Customary law in Mukono District}

The field research and the resulting analysis was informed by background reading about the content and practice of Baganda customary law\textsuperscript{76} including materials generated in Uganda's colonial era.\textsuperscript{77} A recent study published by International Justice Mission speaks to the persistence and extent of customary practice in the context of succession in Mukono District.\textsuperscript{78}

\textit{(2) Disability}

The key international human rights instrument concerning disabilities is the CRPD. Uganda ratified the CRPD in September of 2008. The prominent domestic laws concerning disabilities issues in Uganda are the Constitution\textsuperscript{79} and the Persons with Disabilities Act.\textsuperscript{80} These sources of formal disability law are unpacked in greater detail in Chapter 5.


\textsuperscript{76} Jjuuko & Kibalama (note 5).

\textsuperscript{77} Haydon (note 47).

\textsuperscript{78} IJM (note 4).

\textsuperscript{79} Constitution of Uganda art 35, 21, 24 and nat obj and dir pr XVI and VI.

\textsuperscript{80} The Persons with Disabilities Act of 2006 (Uganda).
Weber and Doyle present the rise of the disabilities rights movement in the West. Herr, Gostin and others produced a wide-ranging collection of articles concerning the legal trajectory of the international disabilities movement leading up to the adoption of the CRPD. The articles combine to portray the rapid ascension of disability rights to international prominence.

When it comes to scholarship on the CRPD, Lord and Stein are prodigious in reporting on the scope, content and potential of the treaty. Harpur discusses the potential of the CRPD to promote societal change through legal action. Van Reenen and Combrinck discuss the possibility of the communitarian ethos in Africa to inform and enliven the implementation of the CRPD. The work of these authors covers many of the foundational aspects of the CRPD and allowed me to move towards a finer applied assessment of the CRPD through the field research.

The disabilities studies movement has generated a large body of literature on the social context facing persons with disabilities. Key foundational works on the social context of persons with disabilities include those by Goffman on ‘stigma’, Wolfensberger on ‘normalization’ and ‘social role valorization’ and Oliver on the ‘politics of disablement’. Flynn and Nitsch address normalisation in the context of
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85 P Harpur ‘Time to be heard: how advocates can use the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to drive change’ (2011) 45(3) *Valparaiso Univ LR* 1271-1296.
social integration. Link and others\(^91\) label and outline the ways that persons with disabilities are marginalised and discriminated against. Engel\(^92\) describes and contrasts vertical and horizontal perspectives on transmitting rights consciousness. These works alerted me to social causes and consequences of disability in Western contexts as well as proposed means of addressing discrimination and social displacement.

Stone-MacDonald and Butera\(^93\) produced an extensive literature review of writings on cultural beliefs and attitudes about disability in East Africa. It offers a thorough and relatively current assessment of the scope and breadth of disability oriented research in East Africa.

Devlieger\(^94\) writes extensively on the topic of language and cultural meaning in the context of disabilities. Similarly Ogechi and Ruto\(^95\) discuss the portrayal of disability though personal names and proverbs in Kenya. Bickenbach\(^96\) addresses the negative role of cultural beliefs in the social status and treatment of persons with disabilities in developing societies. These studies inform the research with respect to social factors relevant to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in the East African context.

Research in Uganda on the legal rights and status of persons with disabilities is limited. Oyaro wrote a helpful report providing statistical information and an overview of the relevant legal content as well as the key disability policy initiatives,


activities, actors and challenges in Uganda. There are also reports and papers addressing overall international rights compliance with an emphasis on the CRPD. There is material from the United Nations outlining written law regarding persons with disabilities in Uganda. Uganda’s Ministry of Gender issued the National Policy on Disability that catalogues the disabilities law and policies in Uganda prior to ratification of the CRPD.

However, none of the existing disabilities-based literature originating from Uganda places specific emphasis on their legal rights and status in customary legal contexts. Katsui and Kumpuvuori discuss the implementation of disability rights within Uganda’s political space contrasted with the lack of disability rights development in Uganda’s social space. Mulumba writes about persons with disabilities in the context of pro-poor initiatives in Uganda from rights-based approach. Legal Action People with Disabilities (LAPD) has a draft report regarding research on the challenges faced by women with disabilities. There are also Ugandan case studies regarding the discriminatory treatment in the context of microcredit and the relationship between poverty and disability.
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100 Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development (note 37).
103 Legal Action for People with Disabilities ‘Violation of rights for the disabled woman: draft baseline study report’ (2011).
(3) Research Methodology

Arksey and Knight\textsuperscript{105} provide guidance on social science research through interviews. Ewick and Silbey\textsuperscript{106} discuss the value of individual stories from individuals facing socio-legal challenges in the context of legal studies and provide examples of the effective use of narrative research methodology. Griffiths notes that personal stories are particularly valuable in demonstrating how people see the law and how the law applies to their lives.\textsuperscript{107} Benda-Beckmann writes that customary law in pluralist legal frameworks is discerned through the lived experiences of individuals.\textsuperscript{108} Baffoe recommends placing persons with disabilities at the centre of research initiatives because they are ‘expert knowers’ of their own lived experiences and should be consulted as knowing authorities.\textsuperscript{109} The first phase of the field research for this thesis bore out the wisdom of Baffoe as the interviews offered instructive qualitative content about the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary scenarios.

Scheyvens and Storey\textsuperscript{110} write about fieldwork in the context of development-related efforts and settings. Knight\textsuperscript{111} provides insights on small-scale research design. Behling and Law\textsuperscript{112} offer insights on the translation of questionnaires and other research instruments. Liamputtong\textsuperscript{113} writes about the special challenges a researcher faces when researching vulnerable subjects. For Liamputtong the research of vulnerable people calls for researcher sensitivity, robust

\textsuperscript{105} H Arksey & PT Knight (eds) \textit{Interviewing for Social Scientists: An Introductory Resource with Examples} (1999).


\textsuperscript{110} R Scheyvens & D Storey (eds) \textit{Development Fieldwork} (2003).

\textsuperscript{111} P Knight (ed) \textit{Small Scale Research Design} (2002).

\textsuperscript{112} O Behling & KS Law \textit{Translating Questionnaires and Other Research Instruments} (2000).

\textsuperscript{113} P Liamputtong \textit{Researching the Vulnerable Moral and Ethical Issues in Researching Vulnerable People} (2006).
collaboration with members of the vulnerable group, and an overriding need to give people who are discouraged from speaking the ability to tell their stories through qualitative research. I incorporated this guidance into the research design, my approach to interviewee engagement and my interview technique.

Both the University of Cape Town and the Ugandan Government issued ethical pre-clearance for the fieldwork. The actual fieldwork process ran quite smoothly and no complaints were lodged by any of the interviewees or any other individual or official.

(4) Gaps in the Literature

It is evident from the discussion of the literature that disability law and related socio-legal aspects are vibrant areas of research. In the African setting this research tends to emphasise the implementation of international human rights standards, the compliance of domestic law and policy with international standards, and the impact of the formal legal system and the modern human rights regime on the social and economic welfare of persons with disabilities.

The interface and interaction of customary law and disability status has been point of emphasis in literature encountered by this researcher. Certain catalogues of customary law touch on disabilities issues, but these issues tend to be on the periphery and are not the focus of any prior work. Moreover, even if these large general gaps did not exist, there would still be a gap in the research regarding the specific state of customary law concerning the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within Uganda generally and within Mukono District specifically.

VII RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

(1) Overview of the Research Methodology

Mukono District was an appropriate situs for the field research. As my home for seven years, Mukono offered ease of access and a wealth of contacts and relationships. Second, as an indigenous home to the well-studied Baganda people,

\[114\] The University of Cape Town Faculty of Law’s Research Ethics Committee granted a 24 month ethical clearance for the proposed field work involving human participants on 20 June 2014. The Uganda National Council for Science and Technology granted clearance in 2014 for application SS 3538
the research could benefit from ample prior studies describing the customary laws and practices of the Baganda. Third, Mukono District offers a wide variety of settings because it is in an area that encompasses both secluded villages and transitional urban and semi-urban zones within the ever-expanding reach of metropolitan Kampala. Thus Mukono District is home to the transitional dynamics that are pervasive in sub-Saharan Africa.

The field research was qualitative, exploratory and empirical. It sought descriptions, and narratives about the actual customary law and practices that specially concern the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. The research was grounded in the understanding that customary legal content is discoverable in the knowledge of people, the status of persons and social interactions.115

I endeavoured to avoid imposing responses on the interviewees. The first phase of the field research interviews consisted of open-ended questions and narrative opportunities that gave the interviewees with disabilities the opportunity to speak about their own observations and experiences. Thus, the field research was not specifically calibrated to prove or disprove a theory. Instead it sought, in the tradition of Sally Falk Moore, primarily to discern and describe what is real, relevant and influential in the lived environment.116

Post-interview coding and the inclusion of direct questions in the second and third phases of the field research provided the opportunity to cross check the validity of the findings drawn from the open-ended and narrative inquiries comprising the majority of first stage of field interviews.

The field research also uncovered beliefs about the heritage of current customary practices relevant to matters of trajectory and legal legitimacy of customary law and practices within formal legal forums in Uganda.

The field research comprised three stages of interviews: 1) interviews of persons with disabilities; 2) interviews of people with actual and locally respected

116 Moore (note 2) at 730.
knowledge regarding Baganda customary law and practice; and 3) follow-up interviews with persons with disabilities concerning the results of the second stage of interviews.

In the first phase, I identified interview participants through the use of key contacts who had relationships with persons with disabilities throughout Mukono District. I implemented selective sampling to locate willing interviewees with disabilities.117 Two persons with disabilities who reside in Mukono District assisted in identifying willing interviewees.

I conducted the first phase of interviews from January through March of 2015. Interviews were conducted in eight locations in Mukono District: Mukono Town, Seeta, Kalagi, Kyabakadde, Kimenyedde, Nakifuma, Nagojje, Kitimbwa and Nabbaale. Of these locations Mukono Town and Seeta are semi-urban transitional areas. The other interview locations are rural.

The interviewees came from a broad range of backgrounds in terms of age, employment status, religious affiliation and lived environment. The interview cohort was somewhat imbalanced in terms of gender and impairment type.

I obtained informed consent from all of the research participants. The consent protocol and materials met the core criteria of disclosure, understanding, voluntariness and competence.118

Interviews were conducted in private. I used semi-structured interview templates.119 The semi-structured interview templates were modified and supplemented over the course of the interviews to address relevant and recurrent issues brought out in preceding interviews.120 Interview templates and consent forms were translated into Luganda to facilitate the interview process and ease the work of

117 RL Miller Researching Life Stories and Family Histories, Analysing Life Histories (2000) 76 citing L Schatzman & AL Strauss Strategies for a Natural Sociology (1973) (Selective sampling is recognised as an appropriate methodology in light of the inability of random sampling to generate relevant interviewees).

118 Liamputtong (note 113) at 15.

119 Arksey & Knight (note 114) at 7.

120 Miller (note 116) at 96.
the translator. The initial templates for each phase of the interviews as well as the informed consent form are included in the appendix II of this thesis.

There are a few specific points on language worth noting. Luganda does not use a multi-word phrase to express the concept ‘person with a disability’. Instead Luganda speakers use the single word ‘obulema’ which means a person who has a limp or limb-based disability as well as the more general meaning of person who has a disability. To make sure interviewees applied the expansive use of obulema interviewees were asked to talk about different types of obulema. This also ensured that interviewees had the opportunity to brainstorm and think expansively about disability before proceeding further with the interviews. During the interviews it was clear that people appreciated the broad meaning of obulema to be a class of people that include people experiencing a wide range of impairments with some people’s conception being broader and more nuanced than others as will be discussed in Chapter 6.

One could critique the use of the term ‘obulema’ because it connects a person more directly to disability both grammatically and in terms of association than the phrase ‘person with a disability’. However, the prefix and root combination we see in obulema entrenched in the language and Uganda’s disability community does not condemn the use of the term. Moreover, the fact that the personal preface ‘obu’ in obulema places that word in a lexical category of nouns associated with humans is a positive feature. If obulema was a term that connotes a non-human lexical status then arguably some other Luganda word choice would have been necessary.

The interview templates encouraged the interviewees to think expansively and inclusively about disability and human impairment. This increased the scope of subject matter for relevant stories and knowledge about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

Most interviews were conducted in Luganda with the assistance of a translator. Participants with hearing impairments were interviewed with the assistance of sign language interpreters. Interviews typically lasted between one to two hours.
The researcher, translator and participants collaboratively developed written responses in English that fairly and accurately reflected the substance of the answers and stories provided in Luganda. This included a review of answers at the conclusion of the interview. I made and preserved audio recordings of the interviews that were referenced as needed. This was the procedure for all three phases of fieldwork interviews.

The interviewees received a stipend of 25,000 Uganda Shillings for participating in the interview as well as a soda or water. The amount paid was roughly equivalent to $8 to $9 US Dollars at the time of the interviews. This amount is consistent with current cultural expectations and necessary to advance the research. The interviewees received payment before they gave their interview to ensure that the interviewee did not think payment was dependent on the content or quality of the answers provided. This protocol involving both procedures and amounts was approved with directed inquiry in the Faculty of Law Research Ethics Committee ethical review process.

The interviews of persons with disabilities sought information regarding indigenous beliefs and perceptions relevant to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities under customary law and practices. Semi-structured interviews and prompts for narrative responses allowed for the collection of stories arising out of lived experiences. This facilitated a grounded approach to the research by enabling interviewees to discuss complex matters in their own words and by limiting my ability to manipulate responses. I adopted a saturation-based approach whereby collection of data ended after the interviews were no longer producing ‘genuinely “new” material’. I modified the interview template over the course of the stage one as interviewees alerted me to the importance of issues that were not included in the initial template.

The second phase of field interviews were semi-structured interviews of individuals who could be considered as having heightened knowledge about
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Baganda customary law and practices. The interview template for the second set of interviews was revised after the conclusion of the first set of interviews. These interviews were largely conducted in Luganda with a translator. The second phase of interviews had the same protocols as the first. The second phase consisted of 23 interviews.

The 23 customary knowledge bearer interviews were reviewed and an additional questionnaire was developed for the purpose of validating the results of those interviews by persons with disabilities. The questionnaire asked persons with disabilities to determine whether assertions extrapolated out of the apparent findings from stage two of the interviewee process were consistent with the beliefs and perspectives of persons with disabilities.

The third stage of interviews consisted of six short interviews of persons with disabilities. These short interview scripts were translated directly into Luganda by the translator assisting with the interview sessions. These interviews checked the validity of the responses given by the customary knowledge bearers by running the apparent findings from those interviews by persons with disabilities. This third stage of interviewees confirmed the findings generated in the customary knowledge bearer interviews.

At the conclusion of the fieldwork the interview content was logged and analysed. This process entailed a review of the interview responses to identify recurring themes and trends. Prominent issues were coded and highlighted on the interview sheets. Due to the complexity of responses and the variety of demographic traits in the first stage of interviewees, I compiled two matrices to better analyze the results. A redacted version of one these matrices appears in Appendix IV. This matrix includes demographic information and responses to more direct prompts concerning the existence and general performance and various customary practices. The redacted version of this matrix excludes names.

123 Per s 46 of the Evidence Act of 1909 (cap 6) customary rights and customs can be proven in court by the testimony of those deemed likely to know of the existence of customs and rights.

124 See appendix II of the thesis for a combined interview script English Luganda.

125 See appendix II of the thesis for interview script in English.
occupations and other information about the interviewees with disabilities that could enable someone to discern the identity of the interviewee. I organised the second matrix by various topics such as ‘stories that reflect the characterisation of disability by society’ and ‘notable legal stories’. The second matrix is not included in Appendix IV because it contains detailed narrative content that could potentially compromise the confidentiality of interviewee identity.

I analysed the data to check for connections between responses and certain demographic characteristics such as sex, age, disability, people group affiliation, educational background and vocation. Highly and moderately negative responses (e.g. ‘people with disabilities cannot inherit property’) in terms of the social or legal treatment of persons with disabilities were highlighted on the grid sheets to determine if there was a correlation between the frequency of negative responses and any particular demographic quality. This review did not result in any noteworthy correlations in this regard. Negative results were fairly evenly distributed across all of the tracked demographic attributes.

The findings of this research are reported in a manner that preserves the confidentiality of the interviewees while retaining the value of the qualitative research.  

(2) Demographic Breakdown of Interview Phases
(a) Persons with disabilities exploratory interviews

The first phase of fieldwork consisted of 63 interviews of persons with disabilities residing in Mukono District. Nineteen of these interviewees were women and 44 were men. (appendix III, table A) The ages of the interviewees ranged from 19 to 73. The average age was between 39 and 40 years of age.

While persons experiencing a variety of impairments were interviewed, persons with physical disabilities were the dominant cohort in terms of impairment type. (appendix III, table B) A total of 51 interviewees self-identified as persons with physical disabilities that impact movement,
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126 Liamputtong (note 113) at 20.
mobility and/or limbs; and 27 of these interviews cited polio as the cause of their physical disability. Others sources of physical disabilities included malaria, accidents, amputations, bone diseases, and cerebral palsy. One interviewee stated that the cause of his physical disability was witchcraft.

Six interviewees had vision impairments. Two of those with vision impairments also had physical limb-based impairments. Four interviewees self-identified as deaf. One interviewee had a speech impediment. One of the interviewees has albinism. One interviewee was a little person and one was the survivor of a severe acid burn. Due to concerns over ethical complications and methodology the field work did not entail the purposeful interviewing of persons with mental disabilities or their caregivers. Future research that directly investigates the lives and experiences of persons with mental disabilities in customary legal scenarios would be helpful in supplementing the research findings.

Although the Baganda people are the dominant indigenous tribe in Mukono District there was considerable ethnic diversity among the interviewees. (appendix III, table C) Thirty-nine interviewees self-identified as Baganda; 12 of the interviewees identified as members of other Bantu people groups (three Basoga, three Bugisu, two Batoro, one Byanyankole, one Bahima, and two Rwandese); 12 self-identified as members of non-Bantu people groups (four Samia; four Eteso, one Japadohla, one Acholi, one Langi, and one Lugbara).

In terms of religious background 30 self-identified as protestant (including six expressly identifying as Anglican and four expressly identifying as Pentecostal); 17 self-identified as Catholic; 14 self-identified as Muslim; one self-identified as Latter Day Saints (Mormon); and one self-identified as Jehovah’s Witness. (appendix III, table D)

The educational background of the interviewees was varied. (appendix III, table E) Three had no formal educational background. One interviewee had some education in Islamic studies and 19 attended school without

127 I use the term ‘mental disabilities’ collectively to include both intellectual (cognitive) disabilities and psychosocial disabilities.
advancing beyond primary level. 23 interviewees ended their education at the
secondary level. 17 interviewees attended tertiary institutions with some
earning degrees and certificates.

The interviewees constituted a diverse spectrum in terms of
employment status. (appendix III, table F) Nineteen of the interview pool
were involved primarily in agriculture; 21 were involved in small scale trade
and services; five were involved in disability advocacy and support. There
were three who self-identified as home-makers, three as teachers and
counsellors, four as administrative workers, three as students, one electrical
engineer and four who self-identified as unemployed or retired.

(b) Customary knowledge bearer interviews

This second stage of the research consisted of interviews of individuals
who are reputed to be knowledgeable about Baganda customary practices and
who have significant life experiences in Baganda custom. This phase of the
research was intentionally limited to Baganda-based cultural expertise
because the Baganda are the dominant people group in Mukono District.
Although there are many non-Baganda people in the district, the variety of
other people groups represented is too extensive to sufficiently investigate
within the limitations of this research project. For example, the 24 non-
Baganda persons with disabilities interviewed in the first phase of the
research self-identified with 12 different people groups.

This second stage of interviews took place in small towns and rural
areas in Mukono District. Interview locations included Kalagi, Nakifuma,
Kitovu, Kasana, Kimenyedde and Mukono Town. I utilised the connections
of one particularly active and widely connected community member in
Mukono District to identify a number of the stage two interview subjects.
Additional participants were identified through the interviews conducted in
stage one and through other connections and relationships. During the
interviews the participants were asked whether they were considered to be
experts in customary matters in their communities and whether they were
actually knowledgeable about local customary law and practices. They were
also asked to provide the basis of their heightened knowledge of customary laws and practices.

The level of cultural knowledge and expertise varied among the interviewees. However, most of the participants supposed that others perceived them as experts and indicated they had a solid level of knowledge in matters of local custom and culture. Three of these interviewees held noteworthy positions of leadership and status within the Buganda Kingdom and several others claimed to be leaders within their clans.

Age is an important factor within Baganda society in order to be considered an expert in cultural matters. Thus the second stage interviewees were relatively advanced in age. The average age of these participants was 68 years. The oldest individual interviewed was 94 and the youngest was 43.

Baganda culture views men as the primary bearers of cultural knowledge and the administrators of customary practices. However, I interviewed eight women in this phase of the research despite that existing gendered preference. (appendix III, table G) All but one of the female interviewees demonstrated significant knowledge of cultural and customary matters. Similarly all but two of the male interviewees demonstrated significant knowledge of local cultural and customary matters. A comparative analysis revealed no notable discrepancies in the responses by male and female interviewees.

The participants were diverse in terms of religious background. (appendix III, table H) Ten interviewees self-identified as Muslim and 13 self-identified as Christians. Of the Christian interviewees eight were Protestant and five were Catholic. There were no notable discrepancies in the responses that were associated with religious affiliation.

Although one of the participants in the second phase of interviews described herself as a ‘herbalist’, no self-identified traditional healers (often referred to by community members as ‘witch doctors’) were interviewed. On three occasions reputed traditional healers did not appear for scheduled interviews. Other traditional healers demanded relatively substantial financial
payments to participate in interviews in line with the amounts they charge for spiritual assistance. Thus these individuals could not be interviewed in accordance with the ethical guidelines established for the allowable amount for a stipend to interview participants.

Despite the lack of interviews with traditional healers, many participants had extensive knowledge about traditional religious beliefs relevant to disability. Moreover, matters of customary law pertinent to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities were not directly linked to indigenous religious beliefs or practices. The only indication of a direct connection was one interviewee’s isolated comment that traditional healers can play a role in divorce proceedings.

Two of the 23 customary knowledge bearer interviewees self-identified as having physical disabilities. Any concern over the number of interviewees with disabilities in this customary expert stage was addressed through the perspectives of persons with disabilities collected in interview stages one and three.

*(c) Validation interviews by persons with disabilities*

Much of the interview content concerning the impact of other legal sources came from the customary knowledge bearers. This is because the question sets in stage one were open-ended and sought stories about actual life experiences. In contrast, the customary knowledge bearer interview questions in stage two were more pointed about specific issues and covered certain areas that we left largely unexplored in the stage one interviews. In order to check the answers of the stage two interviewees against the beliefs and experiences of persons with disabilities, I conducted a set of follow up interviews in stage three. The stage three interview participants were individuals who had been interviewed during the first stage of interviews. There were six interviews in this third phase of the field research—three women and three men. There was a high level of agreement with the findings generated from the customary knowledge bearer interviews. Thus additional validation interviews were not deemed necessary.
VIII LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

There were several limitations of this study. First there were limitations in terms of time and resources. This was a single researcher project performed with minimal financial support. Thus there was a practical limit on the number of interviews that could be conducted.

This study was limited in geographic and cultural scope. It concerned one district in Uganda and focuses on the customs and culture of one people group. This limited scope cautions against overly generalised findings. This is especially the case given the situational and idiosyncratic qualities of customary law and process.

I am not fluent in Luganda, and had to rely on interpreters for the information I received in almost all of the interviews.128

I am Caucasian American. The social dynamics resulting from my identity could have had an impact on the findings. For example, it is possible that some interviewees may have provided answers they thought someone with my background would like to hear. This is particularly the case when it comes to interview responses concerning opinions about outside actors and international human rights.

I made the strategic choice not to pursue information from persons with mental disabilities or their caretakers. This was done to simplify matters ethically and logistically. Yet the study’s findings indicate that mental disability can be a highly determinative trait in customary legal matters. Thus, the stories and input of persons with mental disabilities would have added depth and insight to the research.

Only 30 per cent of the persons with disabilities who were interviewed were women. Given the significance of gender the research would have benefitted from a higher percentage of female interviewees with disabilities.
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128 There are techniques that can be used to ensure greater fidelity in the translation process such as written reverse translation. Instead the research utilised what I considered to be a more efficient and direct form of oral reverse translation where at the conclusion of the interviews the interviewee’s answers were read out in English and translated back into Luganda by the translator for confirmation from the interviewee.
The percentage of persons with limb-based impairments far exceeded their relative percentage of the population among persons with disabilities in Uganda. However, despite the disparity in percentages the interview pool included interviewees who presented with a wide range of physical impairments including vision, hearing, speech-related and albinism.

The cultural diversity encountered in Mukono District presented a research challenge. Approximately one third of the persons with disabilities who were interviewed self-identified with an ethnic group other than Baganda. These interviewees self-identified with a total of 12 other people groups. It was not possible to make thorough research-based and literature-based inquiries as the unique culture and customs of each of the people groups represented by the interviewees with disability. Other than a few isolated comments as to the special features of the customs of other people groups, the study does not seek to present findings about the special features, traditions or customs of people groups other than the Baganda.

Due to the exploratory nature of the research, certain issues suitable for detailed inquiry did not come into focus until the end of the fieldwork. One example of a late identified issue was the use of customary guardianship as a mechanism for taking children away from widows with disabilities.

I obtained information about the functioning of Buganda Kingdom institutions from interviews and literature. Although the research included interviews of two high ranking individuals in the Buganda Kingdom, Baganda cultural institutions were not directly investigated as part of the research design.
IX STRUCTURE AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The thesis begins with this introductory chapter. The introduction is followed by four foundational chapters setting the stage for the fieldwork by laying out the theoretical and legal framework underlying this thesis.

Chapter 2 presents relevant aspects of disability, including the history and trajectory of the disability movement, a survey of disability theory and a discussion of societal features with particular salience to disability in sub-Saharan settings.

Chapter 3 concerns relevant descriptive and anthropological legal theory. It includes a treatment of legal pluralism and an examination of customary law with an emphasis on contextual aspects relevant to Mukono District.

Chapter 4 offers a critical survey of various approaches to effecting legal change in postcolonial developing world settings. It includes descriptions of various top-down and bottom-up strategies for effecting desired changes.

Chapter 5 consists of legal and policy descriptions and analysis. It sets forth the layered legal context relevant to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. It includes a treatment of international legal instruments with an emphasis on the CRPD, a presentation of the domestic law and policy of Uganda that specially concerns persons with disabilities and a survey of the customary law and practices of the Baganda people with particular relevance to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities.

Chapter 6 presents findings from the research about disability and society in Mukono District. These findings provide fodder for the critical assessment of theoretical approaches to disability presented in Chapter 2.

Chapter 7 presents fieldwork findings concerning the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District in customary legal scenarios. The findings demonstrate that customary scenarios are highly consequential events in the contexts of marriage, guardianship, cultural leadership, succession and land rights. While decisions made in customary scenarios do not adhere to clear normative rules based on disability status, customary actors affect the
rights and status of persons with disabilities based on those actors’ beliefs about disability and the capabilities of persons with disabilities.

Chapter 8 builds on the findings in Chapter 7 and considers the legal plight of persons with disabilities in Mukono District through the analytical lens of Moore’s semi-autonomous social field. Chapter 8 includes a topical treatment on the impact and influence of various sources within customary legal frameworks relevant to disability status, rights and treatment including formal law, state institutions, religions and cultural values. It also includes assessments of the change strategies covered in Chapter 4 as well as an applied critique of the substance of the CRPD and a discussion of the relationship between gender and disability in customary contexts.

The thesis concludes with Chapter 9 which restates the major findings of the research and posits practical ways for going forward in light of the research including suggestions for further study.
CHAPTER 2
Disability: Movement, Theory and Cultural Context

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter offers background on aspects of disability relevant to this thesis. It introduces the disabilities movement and predominant approaches to disability theory. It canvasses prevalent social-economic issues and cultural phenomena in Sub-Saharan contexts germane to the lives of persons with disabilities.

II THE DISABILITY MOVEMENT

To understand the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities, it is helpful to have some appreciation of the disability movement. This section presents a brief survey of the disability movement by highlighting its emergence from a global, continental and national standpoint.

(1) Global Emergence

Although the disability movement represents a massive number of people, the movement's ascent to global prominence is a relatively recent development. This brief historic treatment begins in the mid-19th Century when organisations championing the interests of persons with disabilities achieved recognition in Western Europe and North America.¹ Such initiatives maintained an ongoing presence but failed to make substantial political headway until the latter half of the 20th Century. Significant moments from that time include the launch of the Special Olympics in 1968² and the passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990.³


The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)\(^8\) is the watershed accomplishment of the global disabilities movement. It was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 13 December 2013. Less than two years after adoption, 159 nations had ratified or acceded to the CRPD.\(^9\) Although the CRPD is not the exclusive international treaty addressing disability\(^10\), it is so comprehensive that it is difficult to find gaps that other human rights instruments fill in the context of disability rights.\(^11\) Thus, although the CRPD references prior instruments that address disability rights in its Preamble\(^12\), these other instruments have diminished significance in disability matters in the wake of
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\(^4\) <http://www.ohCHR.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/RightsOfMentallyRetardedPersons.aspx> accessed on 26 October 2015.


\(^12\) CRPD pre (d) ‘Recalling the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.’
the CRPD. A more extensive legal treatment of the CRPD appears in Chapter 5, Section II.

(2) Disability Movement in Africa

Africa was home to regional pre-CRPD developments in disability rights. Article 18(4) of African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights of 1981 provides that ‘[t]he aged and the disabled shall also have the right to special measures of protection in keeping with their physical or moral needs.’ Other regional developments include the establishment of the African Rehabilitation Institute in 1985, the specific reference to children with disabilities in the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, and Organization for African Unity resolutions establishing both 1999-2009 and 2010-2019 as African Decades of Persons with Disabilities.

African nations have been quick to adopt the CRPD. Lord and Stein credit Africa with being ‘innovative and resourceful’ in implementing the CRPD. Presently, the CRPD has assumed centre stage in disability rights matters throughout Africa, including Uganda.

There are ongoing efforts to answer calls for an Africa-specific disabilities rights treaty. In February 2016, the African Commission of Human and Peoples’ Rights adopted a Draft Protocol on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in
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17 JE Lord & MA Stein ‘Prospects and practices for CRPD implementation in Africa’ (2013) 1 ADRY 97-114, at 111.

18 Ibid.

The Draft Protocol builds on the CRPD by including points of emphasis on issues commonly encountered by persons with disabilities in Africa. For example, it addresses the abuse of persons with albinism, recognises the essential role of families, guardians and caregivers, and includes damaging attitudes and practices based on tradition, culture, religion and superstition as harmful practices.

(3) Disabilities Movement in Uganda

The disabilities movement in Uganda largely emerged during the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons of 1983 to 1992. This global initiative provided a platform for persons with disabilities in Uganda. Increased awareness and support for the cause of persons with disabilities led to the launch of national initiatives and organisations. Today, the disability movement in Uganda is regarded as one of the most vibrant in Africa.

Uganda is home to a number of disability rights bodies and organisations. The National Council on Disability (NCD) serves as a communicative agent and as a watchdog for persons with disabilities. Other prominent groups include the National Union of Disabled Persons of Uganda (NUDIPU), Uganda National Action on Physical Disability (UNAPD) and Handicap International. Many of these groups are involved in legal advocacy and empowerment initiatives.

Uganda was an early ratifier of the CRPD and its Optional Protocol. Its prompt actions concerning the CRPD reflect the ruling government’s willingness to
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21 Ibid at pre and art 1.


23 Ibid at 38.


promote disability rights at the formal level. Uganda is also party to other international\textsuperscript{26} and regional\textsuperscript{27} instruments that ostensibly address disability rights. However, the practical relevance of these other treaties is limited in light of the scope and depth CRPD.

III A PRIMER ON DISABILITY THEORY

Disability theory shapes and informs the disability rights movement. An appreciation of the influential strands of disability theory offers perspective regarding the challenges facing persons with disabilities as well as strategies for improving their status, rights and treatment.

(1) \textit{The Medical and the Welfare Models of Disability}

Traditional approaches to disability seek to address disabilities through treatment and care.\textsuperscript{28} Adherents to the medical model view disabilities primarily as problems that need to be cured or managed.\textsuperscript{29} The goal of the medical model is to enable someone with a disability to approach ‘general normality’ to the greatest extent that a person’s capabilities and the available services can achieve.\textsuperscript{30} Similarly,

\begin{itemize}
\item I Grobbelaar-du Plessis & T van Reenen \textit{Aspects of Disability Law in Africa} (2011) at xxiii.
\item \textit{Ibid} at xxiii.
\item \textit{Ibid} at xxiv.
\end{itemize}
the welfare model focuses on the maintenance of persons with disabilities through charity and government support.\(^{31}\)

\(2\) The Rise of ‘Integrationism’ and Functionalism

In the latter half of the 20th Century the vanguard of the disabilities movement shifted from the ‘custodianism’ of the medical and treatment models to ‘integrationism’.\(^{32}\) This spurred an increasing emphasis on accommodating persons with disabilities through enabling and enhancing functionality.

Disability as non-functionality is at the core of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).\(^{33}\) The ADA defines disability as ‘a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual; a record of such an impairment; or being regarded as having such an impairment’.\(^{34}\) Uganda’s Persons with Disabilities Act of 2006 (PDA) similarly defines a ‘person with disability’ as ‘a person having physical, intellectual, sensory or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of that person’.\(^{35}\) Because the PDA predates the CRPD, the PDA’s language is not reflective of the CRPD.

\(3\) The Social Model of Disability

The past four decades have witnessed the rise of the social model of disability. This model attributes disability to societal factors.\(^{36}\) The social movement


\(^{33}\) *Sutton v United Airlines Inc* [1999] 527 US 471 (SCOTUS) (holding that determination of disability under the ADA should be made in reference to an individual’s ability to mitigate his or her impairment through corrective measures).

\(^{34}\) 42 U.S. Code § 12102(1).

\(^{35}\) Persons with Disabilities Act of 2006 (Uganda) s 2.

is rooted in materialist conceptions and the Marxist tradition. Thus many social theorists seek to deconstruct exploitive structures and critique systems that oppress persons with disabilities.

According to the social model, impairment can be intrinsic to an individual but effective disability is extrinsically derived. Thus, what makes someone experience life with a disability is the social response to the impairment. Under this model, the structure and attitudes of society are considered to be the primary disabling forces in people’s lives. Social model theorists seek to identify and eradicate disabling social barriers.

Social theorists have traditionally critiqued the welfare and medical approaches to disability. They condemn the objectification of persons with disabilities that results from treating such persons as problems to be fixed. They assert that such treatment reinforces ‘the perception that persons with disabilities (are) of inferior worth’ and contend that medical and welfare models foster dependence on services while neglecting the creation of opportunities for productive contributions to society by persons with disabilities.


39 Union of the Physically Impaired against Segregation Fundamental Principles of Disability (1976); M Priestley Disability Politics and Community Care (1999); M Oliver Understanding Disability: From Theory to Practice (1996).


41 Grobbelaar-du Plessis and van Reenen (note 28) at xxv.


43 Harpur (note 38) at 2-3.

44 G Muller ‘On considering alternative accommodation and the rights and needs of vulnerable people’ (2014) 30 SAJHR 41-62, at 54.

Social model reformers target the lived community. They see the ‘re-arrangement of communities’ as the solution to the problem of disability. They hope to engender ‘mind shifts’ among community members who are impeding persons with disabilities.

This thesis’ field research demonstrates how community beliefs and attitudes concerning persons with disabilities can impact their rights, status and treatment in customary contexts. This is especially the case when it comes to attitudes about the abilities and usefulness of persons with disabilities as discussed in Chapter 6, Section II and further demonstrated throughout Chapter 7.

Social theorists often look to the state as an engine for reform. They see law as a means for changing social attitudes and call upon the state to obviate structural barriers. This thesis' field research indicates that both persons with disabilities and respected community members credit the government for improving the lives of persons with disabilities. Many interviewees gave Uganda's long-ruling government credit for improving the lives of persons with disabilities. However, when it comes to specifically identifying the government action that has led to improvements, interviewees tended to reference symbolic acts. For example multiple interviewees noted that the President recognizes persons with disabilities at public functions.

The social model has incurred pragmatic push-back in recent decades. Its tendency to marginalise non-social challenges to persons with disabilities is the target of critiques. Meanwhile proponents of the social model now present the
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46 Grobbelaar-du Plessis & van Reenen (note 28) at xxv.
47 Ibid at xxvi.
48 Ibid at xxv.
51 Gabel & Peters Ibid.
social model as non-exclusivist. For example, social movement pioneer Michael Oliver affirms the continuing need for medical interventions to address impairments and Priestly posits an overlapping four fold conception of disability typologies that includes a medical model along with three variations of social models.

The social model of disability certainly has limits. Creating an ‘accessible environment minimises the inconvenience of impairment, but it does not equalise disabled people with non-disabled people’. Impairments persist even in the absence of barriers.

Yet this thesis’ fieldwork confirms the potency of social phenomena in shaping and establishing the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary legal frameworks. The norms, values and beliefs of family and community members impact the way that customary legal scenarios play out. When it comes to access to land rights through inheritance and other significant customary occurrences, social forces are highly influential and consequential in Mukono District. Research findings affirming the relevance of the social model to the customary legal experience of persons with disabilities are presented in Section III(2) of Chapter 6, and throughout Chapter 7 of this thesis.

(4) The Minority Group Model of Disability

Other disability advocates endorse a minority group approach to disability. Adherents to this approach see possibilities for progress by constructing disability as


54 M Priestley ‘Constructions and creations: Idealism, materialism and disability theory’ (1998) 13 (1) Disability and Society 79. Priestly’s four typologies consist of (1) a medical model, (2) an individualist model that focuses on the negotiation of social roles between individuals, (3) a materialist social model associated with Oliver, and (4) an idealist social model whose starting point is that disability is a culturally specific and requires cultural specific cultural responses.

55 See for example T Degener ‘Disability in a Human Rights Context’ (2016) 5(3) Laws 35 which discusses how the CRPD and the human rights approach to disability provides for a more comprehensive approach to addressing disability and its challenges.

56 Shakespeare (note 45) at 51.
a self-defined and self-affiliated social status.\textsuperscript{57} This model mirrors identity politics used in the contexts of race, ethnicity, gender and sexuality.\textsuperscript{58}

Proponents of this approach seek to mobilise persons with disabilities as a minority group that builds political capital based on their political affinity and self-identification. They call for non-discrimination and affirmative action and view litigation as an effective means for bringing about social change.\textsuperscript{59}

However, the diversity and fluidity of disability presents challenges in terms of identity\textsuperscript{60}, and consequently solidarity This thesis’ fieldwork presented in Chapter 6, Section III(4) denotes a lack of solidarity among persons with disabilities in Mukono District due to their differences in terms of impairment types and perceived political inequities.

(5) The Human Rights Based Approach to Disability

The minority group model shares political and theoretical space with the human rights approach. Under the human rights approach persons with disabilities are seen as subjects rather than objects.\textsuperscript{61} They are rights bearers as opposed to problems. Human rights advocates believe the recognition and enforcement of universally pronounced rights can provide practical assistance and empowerment to persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{62} Human rights proclaimed in international treaties are the normative cornerstones for the rights based approach.\textsuperscript{63} Such rights are declared for

\textsuperscript{57} SR Bagenstos ‘Justice Ginsburg and the judicial role in expanding "We the People": the disability rights cases’ (2004) 104 Columbia Law Review 49-59, at 54 (discussing the minority view approach to disability theory as espoused by Justice Ginsberg of the US Supreme Court).


\textsuperscript{59} Bagenstros (note 57) at 56.


\textsuperscript{61} Quinn & Degener (note 49).


all humans and endorsed by the consent of nations. Key rights include the right to freedom from discrimination, the right to dignity, and the right to reasonable accommodation.

Degener presents the CRPD as the dominant embodiment of the human rights approach. She writes that while the CRPD is notable for marking a paradigm shift from the medical model to the social model, it charts a more expansive course. It encompasses civil and political rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights. Thus it responds to the social theorist demand that ‘we want rights not charity’ with a framework that classifies matters of provision as matters of right. Moreover, the human rights model reflected in the CRPD places a greater emphasis on human dignity than the social model.

There is little indication of an awareness of the CRPD in Mukono District. The only international instrument referenced by interviewees without disabilities was the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and that instrument was merely mentioned by two persons with no discussion of its content. Yet, many interviewees stated that they know it is wrong to discriminate against persons with disabilities. There is a general sense that Uganda Constitution prohibits discrimination against persons with disabilities.

Some of the critiques against human rights based approaches reflect anti-Western and localised viewpoints. For example, some scholars question the utility and global appropriateness of the individual-centric Western approach to disability theory. Often there are anti-imperialist sentiments in these critiques. Yet
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66 T Degener (note 55).

67 See for example CPRD arts 24 and 25 addressing the rights to education and health.


Bickenbach and Bickenbach argue that this tension only arises when these positions are expressed in an extreme and stilted fashion.\textsuperscript{71} They contend that when rights are considered situationally in terms of progressive realisation, the conflict between these schools of thought dissipates.\textsuperscript{72}

Regardless of any objections to moral imperialism, Grech notes that Western disability discourse often remains at the periphery of development initiatives in the Majority World.\textsuperscript{73} Significant contextualisation can be necessary for the successful exportation of Western disability models to settings such as Mukono District.\textsuperscript{74}

Chapters 6 and 8\textsuperscript{75} include research findings indicating that people in Mukono District are open to acknowledging and honoring the human rights of persons with disabilities. However, interview participants often expressed a belief that it is the role of the government to carry out the realisation of these rights through financial assistance and the allocation of resources. Moreover, there is minimal awareness concerning the substantive content of disabilities rights.

Other social theorists point to the necessity of a first-person struggle in any meaningful advancement of human rights.\textsuperscript{76} They contend that human rights must be earned by the rights bearers for those rights to be relevant and operative.\textsuperscript{77} This actor-based approach to human rights reflects Marxist ideology about the essentiality of struggle in achieving genuine social and political change.\textsuperscript{78} In the context of

\textsuperscript{71} JE Bickenbach & JE Bickenbach ‘Disability, culture and the UN convention’ (2009) 31(14) Disability and Rehabilitation 1111-1124.

\textsuperscript{72} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{73} S Grech ‘Disability, poverty and development: Critical reflections on the majority world debate’ (2009) 24(6) Disability & Society 771-784.

\textsuperscript{74} Ibid; B Ibhawoh ‘Between culture and constitution: Evaluating the cultural legitimacy of human rights in the African State’ 22(3) Human Rights Quarterly 838-860.

\textsuperscript{75} See specifically ch 6, s II(5) and ch 8, s II(1)(c) for reports from the field work that tend to show an cultural openness and willingness to accept international human rights standards.

\textsuperscript{76} IK Zola ‘Developing new self images and interdependence’ in NM Crewe & IK Zola (eds) Independent Living for Physically Disabled People (1993) 49-59.


disabilities that would mean that persons with disabilities must play an active role in
the establishment of their rights in order for their rights to be real and effective.

The field research confirms the need for self-championing of disability
rights. The contexts where customary law and process are functionally operative in
Mukono District tend to put persons with disabilities, whether they like it or not, in
the centre of the struggle for the realisation of rights and privileges. Chapter 7
reports how persons with disabilities are often required to stand up for their right to
inherit land or prove themselves capable of serving as customary guardians.79

(6) Ableist Approaches to Disability

Some approaches to disability emphasise the impairments and inabilities of
persons with disabilities as opposed to their capacities and abilities. This tendency
has spurred a countervailing movement which stresses what persons with disabilities
can do rather than what they cannot. Harpur refers to this approach as ‘ableist’.80

The need for an encouraging and non-tragic approach to disability is
endorsed by Swain and French in their affirmation model which ‘addresses the
limitations of the social model through the realisation of positive identity
encompassing impairment, as well as disability’.81 The capabilities framework
similarly stresses the abilities and capacities of persons with impairments as opposed
to their limitations.82 This thesis’ fieldwork speaks to the importance of engendering
positive community attitudes about the capabilities of persons with disabilities.
People’s conceptions and presuppositions about what persons with disabilities can
and cannot do is a major cause of discrimination against persons with disabilities in
customary legal scenarios as well as other important contexts such as employment
and dating. The findings presented in Chapter 7 place the beliefs of community

79 ch 7, secs IV, V and VI.
80 P Harpur ‘From disability to ability: changing the phrasing of the debate’ (2012) 27(3) Disability &
Society 325-337.
569-582.
82 T Burchardt ‘Capabilities and disability: the capabilities framework and the social model of
disability’ (2004) 19(7) Disability & Society 735-751 (crediting Amartya Sen and others for
spearheading the development of this approach).
members about the ability of persons with disabilities at the center of customary disablement in Mukono District.

(7) The Politics of Ideology: Purity v Pragmatism

The theoretical pedigree of legislation and reform initiatives can spawn ideological discontent. For example, Grobbelaar-du Plessis and van Reenen lament the continued ‘trace’ presence of the medical model of disability in Africa. However, critiques of the continued legacy of the medical model can be difficult to appreciate in places where medical services are inadequate or nonexistent.

This thesis' fieldwork found several interviewees who complained about the government’s failure to deliver resources for the benefit of persons with disabilities. Conversely, no one complained about the government merely treating persons with disabilities as people who need to be cared for or cured. In fact several women with disabilities complained that they were denied pre-natal care by public hospitals on the purported ground that persons with disabilities should not bear children. When a man with a disability who works as medical clinic staffer was confronted about this alleged practice, he confirmed it and personally submitted that such women should not be provided any care. Certainly concerns about the prevalence of a medical model can fail to resonate in such a context.

For its part the World Health Organization (WHO) adopts a pragmatic and blended view. It observes:

The medical model and the social model are often presented as dichotomous, but disability should be viewed neither as purely medical nor as purely social: persons with disabilities can often experience problems arising from their health condition. A balanced approach is needed, giving appropriate weight to the

---

83 Arguably the medial/social distinction is an outdated controversy among disability theorists, but the echo of this controversy persists in legal discourse. T Degener (note 55) at page 2 of pdf version of article.

84 Grobbelaar-du Plessis & van Reenen (note 28) at xxiv.

85 H Meekosha ‘Decolonising disability: thinking and acting globally’ (2011) 26(6) Disability and Society 667-682, at 670; D Werner Nothing About Us Without Us: Developing Innovative Technologies for, by and with Disabled Persons (1998) at 6; but see Albert (note 52) at 5 (challenging the common critique that the social model is of limited relevance in nations with limited resources and capacities to reduce the functional impact of impairment).
different aspects of disability. (citations and references omitted)\textsuperscript{86}

There is wisdom in the WHO’s non-exclusivist approach. The challenges of living with physical impairment in high-poverty environments call for expansive, as opposed to exclusive, approaches to improving the lives of persons with disabilities.

This study is informed by the social model in a non-exclusive way. It is not necessary to disregard the value of other theoretical approaches to disability in order to benefit from the insights of the social model. The broad spectrum of theoretical approaches to disability presents diverse insights regarding status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. The value of these varied perspectives outweighs any benefit of clarity or ideological purity that could come from a singular theoretical allegiance.

This study is not alone in adopting a generous and non-exclusive approach to theoretical engagement in the context of disability.\textsuperscript{87} Harpur notes that singular approaches to disability are incapable of fully addressing the challenges that persons with disabilities encounter in achieving equal citizenship.\textsuperscript{88} Research commissioned by Britain’s National Institute of Health Research endorses a non-exclusive approach to disability in the context of public health research design.\textsuperscript{89} Moreover, other approaches to disability theory, including the vulnerability theory\textsuperscript{90} and the resistance theory\textsuperscript{91}, purposefully engage both social and bodily aspects of disability.

\textsuperscript{86} WHO (note 58) at 4.


\textsuperscript{88} Harpur (note 80).

\textsuperscript{89} MJ Berghs et al ‘Implications for public health research of models and theories of disability: a scoping study and evidence synthesis’ (2016).


\textsuperscript{91} Gabel & Peters (note 50).
IV CULTURE AND DISABILITY IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

This section offers relevant content on culture and disability in sub-Saharan Africa. Culture is a famously broad subject. It has been defined as the ‘totality of values, institutions and forms of behaviour transmitted within a society as well as the material goods produced by man (and woman)’.\(^92\) Culture includes the ‘inherited ideas, beliefs, and knowledge which constitute the shared bases of social action’\(^93\) and envelops matters such as law\(^94\), religion, language, art and politics.\(^95\)

Given the breadth of culture, it is not possible to fully address the relationship between culture and disability. Moreover, this challenge is especially daunting in a context as large and diverse as sub-Saharan Africa. Yet it is instructive to address some prevalent cultural features that significantly impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. This subsection addresses five key areas of cultural content: (1) collective beliefs about sources and causes of disability; (2) cultural beliefs and attitudes about persons with disabilities; (3) ubuntu and sub-Saharan communitarianism; (4) language and disability; and (5) customary law and disability.

(1) Collective Beliefs about Sources and Causes of Disability

To appreciate the way a society treats persons with disabilities, it is helpful to understand that society’s beliefs about the sources and causes of disabilities. African disability discourse is complex, combining historic and cultural beliefs with input from colonial and postcolonial sources.\(^96\) In the context of causation theories, this plurality of sources can result in a mix of animistic beliefs attributing disability to

---


witchcraft and curses\textsuperscript{97}, Christian and Islamic beliefs about the will, sovereignty and power of the Deity, and beliefs that are based on or built from scientific theories and findings.\textsuperscript{98}

Religious and cultural beliefs regarding disabilities can be detrimental to persons with disabilities. Many sub-Saharan cultures attribute disabilities to supernatural causes.\textsuperscript{99} Bickenbach observes the tendency of pre-industrial cultures to attribute the etiology of disability to divine retribution.\textsuperscript{100} In Ghana there are cultural myths that attribute disabilities to spiritual offences.\textsuperscript{101} Conversely, other African cultures associate disability with special spiritual status.\textsuperscript{102}

The fieldwork conducted for this thesis repeatedly ran across a belief among the Baganda that a ‘small god’ named Wanema is responsible for physical disabilities. The presence of a family member with a limp or some other limb-related problems necessitates the building of a small shrine to Wanema and the household presence of a special stick also called Wanema which is purported to ward off further manifestations of physical disabilities. Disability is viewed as a spiritual curse that manifests itself in other family members if Wanema is not appeased.

Many people in sub-Saharan Africa obtain physical impairments from physical injuries.\textsuperscript{103} The WHO notes ‘[r]oad traffic injury, occupational injury, violence, and humanitarian crises have long been recognized as contributors to

\textsuperscript{97} Mwa-Mungai ‘“For I name thee…”: disability onomastics in Kenyan folklore and popular music’ (2009) 29(4) Disabilities Studies Quarterly (noting the tendency in Kenya to see curses as a cause of disability).


\textsuperscript{100} JE Bickenbach Physical Disability and Social Policy (1993).


disability.’ The high prevalence of external causation can reinforce the view that disability is the product of an event as opposed to a social context. Uganda’s National Policy on Disability reflects this conception of disability when it officially lists health problems and accidents as the cause of disabilities.  

(2) Cultural Beliefs and Attitudes about Persons with Disabilities

Society’s beliefs regarding disability impact the lives of persons with disabilities. The World Health Organization lists ‘negative attitudes’ as one of the key disabling barriers facing people with disabilities. As noted by the CPRD, the attitudes of others can hinder ‘full participation in society on an equal basis with others’.

Persons with disabilities have qualities that run counter to attributes that many sub-Saharan cultures value. The physical health and the absence of physical maladies is a crucial concern for Bantu people. Stigma can result from conflict between cultural values and personal attributes. Stigma against persons with disabilities can lead to ‘prejudice, discrimination and ultimately to the denial of rights and resources’.

This thesis’ fieldwork indicates that social attitudes concerning disability present formidable obstacles to persons with disabilities in Mukono District. Interviewees with disabilities consistently reported that other people often consider them to be useless and incapable, and that these unfavorable attitudes negatively impact their rights, status and treatment. This is particularly true in the contexts of employment, dating, and customary succession rights. Chapter 6 presents findings about community attitudes towards disability in Mukono District and the impact of

104 WHO (note 58) at 34.
106 WHO (note 65) at 262.
107 CPRD at pre (e).
109 Baffoe (note 101); See also MP Mostert ‘Stigma as barrier to the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Africa’ (2016) 4 ADRY 3-24.
those attitudes on employment and social interaction. Chapter 7 demonstrates the impact of those attitudes on customary succession and other areas of customary law.

Prejudices create substantial barriers for persons with disabilities. A study in Cameroon notes that women with disabilities are excluded from decision-making and deemed to be unfit for marriage. The study found that young girls with disabilities are often not sent to school by families with limited financial resources. A study in Northern Uganda reports severe social stigma towards women with disabilities resulting in prohibitions to speak in community forums, hurtful comments, and the denial of food, clothing and shelter.

There are mixed accounts about how families in sub-Saharan Africa support members with disabilities. Some reports commend families for caring for their children regardless of a child’s physical condition. On the other hand, a study of hearing impaired people in Uganda found that families considered their deaf children to be burdens and often hide them to avoid public shame. This thesis’ field research offers a mixed picture including many stories of exclusion and harsh discrimination and some reports of considerate and equitable treatment. Chapter 6 presents some of the more poignant instances of inhumane treatment including the story of one interviewee with polio who was abandoned in a garbage dump by her mother when she was an infant.

---


112 Ibid at 522.


116 See ch 6, s II(2).
Another important cultural factor is the social emphasis placed on usefulness. Stone-McDonald and Butera note ‘the functional capacity of an individual to complete life’s daily tasks without help’ is ‘especially salient’ within East African cultures.\textsuperscript{117} The ability to contribute economically or otherwise is a key element in being valued within many sub-Saharan communities.\textsuperscript{118} In this thesis’ fieldwork interviewees with disabilities linked family and clan perceptions about their inability to poor marketability for employment and relatively dim prospects in dating and marriage, along with diminished rights, status and treatment in customary legal contexts. Understanding the social value placed on usefulness is also important to appreciating the collectivist Bantu ethos known as ubuntu discussed in the next subsection.

\textit{(3) Ubuntu and Sub-Saharan Communitarianism}

Generalised beliefs about sub-Saharan cultures often entail some aspect of communitarianism. Sayings like ‘it takes a village’ and various African stories and aphorisms about the need to work together exemplify this stereotype. Given the limited government resources in most sub-Saharan nations, the idea that communities are culturally inclined to offer substantial and self-generated support to their members can be a cause for optimism.

The most prominent sub-Saharan communitarian ethos is ubuntu. Originating among Bantu peoples in Southern Africa, ubuntu is an expansive and flexible concept that is not easily defined in English.\textsuperscript{119} Justice Langa, the now deceased former Justice of Constitutional Court of South Africa, observed that ubuntu ‘places emphasis on communality and on the interdependence of the members of

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Ibid} at 69.

\textsuperscript{118} ST Tesemma ‘Economic discourses of disability in Africa: An overview of lay and legislative narratives’ (2014) 2 \textit{ADRY} 121-147; A Talle ‘A child is a child: disability and equality among the Kenya Maasai’ in Benedicte Ingstad & Susan Reynolds Whyte (eds) \textit{Disability and Culture} (1995) 56-72.

community' and promotes ‘unconditional respect, dignity, value and acceptance’ within communities. Langa asserted that ubuntu is built on the understanding that community people are not ‘islands unto ourselves’. For Langa, this concept is well expressed through the Zulu phrase ‘umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu’ which has been roughly translated as ‘a person is a person through other people’. Langa posited that ubuntu fosters an appreciation for the human dignity of all people.

Ubuntu has a tendency to be cast in a humanitarian light. However, collectivism in sub-Saharan contexts can be more about survival and pragmatism than an idealistic manifestation of love and generosity for one’s fellow person. The idea that without you I am nothing is intertwined with the pressing awareness that communities must work collectively to meet the necessities and challenges of life.

Ubuntu can be seen as communal reciprocity: *I am because you are— because you are helping me to live well (or perhaps survive) in community.* Thus the usefulness of someone towards the good of a community is at the core of ubuntu and other commensurate versions of African communitarianism. If persons with disabilities are seen as useless they are unlikely to be valued in societies that value usefulness. Therefore it is important to appreciate the centrality of usefulness and the detrimental impact of perceived uselessness when considering the potential benefits of an indigenous communitarian ethos to persons with disabilities.

The thesis’ fieldwork confirms that beliefs about the usefulness or uselessness of a person with disabilities impact their rights, status and treatment in contexts where customary law is applied by family and clan members. On the other hand, the African world-view cannot be neatly categorised and defined, any definition [of ubuntu] would only be a simplification of a more expansive, flexible and philosophically accommodative idea.

---

120 *S v Makwanyane* 1995 3 SA 391 (CC) opinion of Justice Mokgoro at para 224 (Because the African world-view cannot be neatly categorised and defined, any definition [of ubuntu] would only be a simplification of a more expansive, flexible and philosophically accommodative idea).

121 *Ibid* para 224.

122 *MEC for Education: Kwazulu-Natal v Pillay* 2008 1 SA 474 (CC) para 53.

123 Makwanyane (supra note 120) para 225.

hand, as discussed in Section II(6) of Chapter 8, the fieldwork indicates that the
communitarian concept of ubuntu has limited social currency and is seen by many as
a non-indigenous concept.

(4) Language and Disability in Africa

Another aspect of culture that warrants consideration is language. Language
can both reflect and influence cultural attitudes regarding disability. Terms for
disability ‘can have very different meanings and connotations depending on the
cultural background and social environment’. Disparaging terminology describing
disability is in all human cultures; cultures in Sub-Saharan Africa are no
exception. In response to such practices, the Draft Protocol to the African Charter
on Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Africa
requires state parties to take measures to prohibit the use of derogatory language
against persons with disabilities.

Language that identifies people by their disability can be damaging. Smart
lists five negative impacts of such language: 1) offending and demeaning people; 2)
setting people apart from the rest of society; 3) imposing language on groups instead
of letting groups determine what language should be used to describe them; 4)
lumping people together despite differences and diversity; and 5) reducing people to

\begin{footnotes}

125 J Smart Disability, Society and the Individual (2000) at 56 (‘Language is a mirror that reflects a
society’s views toward certain groups’).

126 NO Ogechi & SJ Ruta ‘Portrayal of disability through personal names and proverbs in Kenya;
evidence from Ekegusii and Nandi’ (2002) 2(3) Vienna Journal of African Studies 63-82, at 64
quoting BI Bruhns, A Murray, T Kanguche et al NEPRU Research Project No. 9: Disability and
Rehabilitation in Namibia; A National Survey (1995) at 5.

127 Smart (note 125) at 60 (discussing disparaging terminology in Latin America and China).

128 Baffoe (note 101) at 190 (noting that ‘language used in reference to intellectual disabilities in
Ghanaian society perpetuates negative societal perceptions and attitudes toward children with
disabilities’).

129 Draft Protocol at 6.2.
\end{footnotes}
one single characteristic.\textsuperscript{130} Persons with disabilities in Uganda are often labeled with identifying language.\textsuperscript{131}

Many languages in East Africa do not have an indigenous lexical root that stands for all disabilities or all persons with disabilities. Instead these languages tend to have various terms for persons with disabilities based largely on the body part that is impaired.\textsuperscript{132} In Luganda the root word now used to generally cover all disabilities is ‘lema’. This is the root used specifically to describe limps and other limb-based impairments.

As discussed in Section II of Chapter 6, those interviewed for this thesis indicated that hurtful and objectifying names for persons with disabilities are still in use in Mukono District. As one interviewee with disabilities remarked, ‘they are called by their disabilities and not by their names’. One name that interviewees consider particularly harsh is ‘kasiru’ which is the common label for persons who are unable to hear and speak. In Luganda ‘kasiru’ roughly means a ‘host of stupid ideas’. Another example is the name is ‘kaddu wanema’ which means the slave of the ‘small god’ who causes physical disabilities.

The common Bantu root ‘lema’ or ‘rema’ means to ‘become heavy, fail, or experience difficulty’.\textsuperscript{133} Thus this root creates an linguistic link between disability and burdens as well as incapability.\textsuperscript{134} Similarly in Botswana, the Setswana word for a person with a disability is ‘segole’ which means someone who is incapable of doing what is considered normal by the community.\textsuperscript{135} The fieldwork encountered Luganda words and names associated with persons with disabilities that reflect

\textsuperscript{130} Sm\textsc{art} (note 125) at 56.

\textsuperscript{131} C \textsc{Lwanga-Ntale} ‘Chronic poverty and disability in Uganda’ paper presented at \textit{Staying Poor Chronic Poverty and Disability Policy} Manchester, United Kingdom (April 2003) at 4 available at \textless http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/gladdnetcollect/320\textgreater last accessed 28 October 2015 (observing that persons with disabilities in Uganda are given names directly associated with their disability instead of names that refer to them as people experiencing a disability).

\textsuperscript{132} O\textsc{gechi} & R\textsc{uta} (note 126) at 64.

\textsuperscript{133} P\textsc{j} \textsc{Devlieger} ‘Physical “disability” in Bantu languages: understanding the relativity of classification and meaning’ 21 \textit{International Journal of Rehabilitation Research} 51-62.

\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Ibid}.

\textsuperscript{135} B\textsc{r} \textsc{Dinokopila} ‘The rights of persons with disabilities in Botswana: policy and institutional framework’ in Grobbelaar-du P\textsc{lessis} & van \textsc{Reenen} (note 28) 261-280, at 263.
incapacity, dependency and uselessness. Examples include ‘kateyamba’ which means someone who cannot help themselves and ‘omubogo’ which means helpless child. Such terms, along with ‘the definitions and symbols that attach to societal lexicon, can be social disablers’.  

Changes in syntax can reflect changing cultural attitudes. A study by Stone and McDonald reported a lexical shift in Tanzania from the use of earlier indigenous words which grammatically included people with disabilities in a class of nouns that typically refer to objects as opposed to people. This field research found that the present terms used for people with disabilities fall within a grammatical category of words used for humans.

(5) African Customary Laws and Practices with Special Application and Relevance to Disability

Colonial era African legal ethnographic studies largely ignore the specific status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. References to the legal implications of physical impairment are limited. One example comes from Ghana where the ethnographer noted that land could not be alienated to ‘a person of unsound mind’ under the customary law. The use of the legalistic terminology ‘unsound mind’ denotes some syncretism with colonial law. In his study of the Pedi, Mönning writes that Pedi men who are living with a cognitive disability remain permanent minors under the tutelage of the closest male relative.

Fertility is another area where physical limitations traditionally impact customary rights and status. One example comes from the Xhosa Law of Persons which deemed those incapable of procreating children as incompetent to marry.


137 PJ Devlieger ‘From handicap to disability, language use and cultural meaning in the United States’ (1999) 21(7) Disability and Rehabilitation 346-354 (presenting the cultural shift reflecting in the changing discourse regarding disability terminology in the United States).

138 Stone-McDonald & Butera (note 6).


140 HO Mönning The Pedi (1967).

Other ethnographic studies also discussed the customary implications of barrenness and impotency.\textsuperscript{142}

Seymour’s survey of customary law in South Africa has considerable content concerning disability, but this text is more of an overview of codified indigenous hybrid law as opposed to a collection of ethnographic studies.\textsuperscript{143} Other significant legal ethnographies merely touch on the cultural significance of disability status, but offer negligible content about the customary legal implications of disability.\textsuperscript{144}

I did not come across any ethnographic content that discussed the impact of disability on succession and land inheritance which the fieldwork identifies as the most significant customary impact on persons with disabilities in Mukono District. Instead sections on succession in customary legal systems were silent on the issue of disability in terms of heirs (customary administrators) and beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{145}

Disability can be a negative factor within culture and custom.\textsuperscript{146} McDonald and Butera report that in some African cultures persons with disabilities are excluded from cultural practices and this negatively impacts social acceptance.\textsuperscript{147} However, not all customary practices pertaining to disability are negative.\textsuperscript{148} The Maasai in Kenya allow for special pro-disability cultural concessions. They permit women with disabilities to remain in their parents’ home when they bear children instead of forcing such women to move to their husband’s home as is the standard practice.\textsuperscript{149}


\textsuperscript{143} JC Bekker \textit{Seymour’s Customary Law in Southern Africa} (1989) 59, 61, 178, 211.

\textsuperscript{144} I Schapera \textit{The Tswana} (1984) at 36-37 (discussing disability as a relevant factor in Tswana social status); I Schapera \textit{A Handbook of Tswana Law and Custom} 2nd ed reissue (1970).
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These mothers with disabilities that remain in the home can inherit their family’s property.  

This thesis’ field research discerned little in terms of settled customary substantive law that specifically addresses persons with disabilities in distinctive ways. Instead it identifies zones where customary processes occur in which community members are able to act in a manner that negatively impacts the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. Examples include not allowing persons with disabilities to inherit real property and not permitting a person with disabilities to serve as a customary heir of an estate. Zones of customary discretion can also give customary legal actors the opportunity to offer more favorable treatment to persons with disabilities. For example some interviewees indicated fathers may require a lower payment of bride wealth from a male suitor with a disability. This same freedom to set the bride wealth is used by other fathers to make the marriage process more onerous for a male suitor with a disability.

The specific customary law of the Baganda with special significance to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities is addressed in Section IV of Chapter 5 of this thesis and further details regarding the findings of the fieldwork concerning customary legal content in Mukono District are reported and discussed in Chapter 7.

V  CONCLUSION

This chapter presents context. It provides an understanding of the history and theory behind the disabilities movement along with a survey of predominant Sub-Saharan cultural content relevant to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities.

Globally, persons with disabilities have achieved significant political and legal advances over the last half century. Their rights have been widely recognised through the rapid and extensive adoption of the CPRD and through other legislative

150 Ibid.
and policy initiatives. Yet, the actualisation of proclaimed rights and legal mandates often proves difficult to achieve in deeply pluralistic settings where resources and governmental reach are limited.

The legal and socio-economic context in Mukono District presents considerable challenges and opportunities to those seeking to improve the lives of persons with disabilities. It is a place where various approaches to disability are put to the test in terms of relevance and functionality. The fieldwork indicates that such context is best served by an inclusive approach to disability theory with the social theory assuming a predominant role.

Where formal law is ineffectual, inaccessible or largely aspirational, the substance and operation of customary law takes on a heightened importance. The customary context is where disability rights are worked out at the most elemental and relevant level.

The next chapter presents the theoretical grounding behind customary law and legal pluralism that further justifies and substantiates the utility, relevance and soundness of this thesis and its field research. It provides another layer of theoretical grounding that enables instructive analysis of the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary legal frameworks in Mukono District.
CHAPTER 3:
Discerning a Theoretical Approach for the Customary Law and Process Relevant to Persons with Disabilities in Mukono District

I  INTRODUCTION
If one simply looked at the laws of Uganda as they are written and applied by courts one would have a false conception of the operation and relevance of customary law. There are vibrant—and in some instances dominant—customary legal frameworks that are officially nullified by the formal statutory law.

The persistence of formally illegitimate customary law has been observed and assessed by others with expertise in the area of legal anthropology. Their contributions help to direct the fieldwork and rightly frame expectations about the limitations of the formal law and the significance of customary legal practices.

In order to understand the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within customary legal frameworks it is necessary to appreciate customary law and process. In particular it is important to grasp the characteristics of customary law and how this law interacts with formal law in post-colonial contexts.

This chapter begins with a treatment of legal pluralism. It discusses the tension between strong and weak conceptions of legal pluralism and notes the particular soundness of strong legal pluralism as a beneficial perspective for scholarly engagement with customary legal frameworks.

Next the chapter turns to customary law. It presents a general discussion of customary law and then considers the British colonial imprint on customary law. This is followed by descriptions of the formal place and persistence of customary law in Uganda. It concludes by surveying newly emergent conceptions of customary law and a treatment of challenges relevant to strategic engagement with customary law.
II LEGAL PLURALISM

Legal pluralism arises from the ‘observation that individual and social behaviour is regulated by more than one normative order’.¹ It is the common phenomenon that results when there are overlapping layers of legal obligations and enforceable norms.

Approaches to legal pluralism present along a spectrum. At one end are formalists who have a ‘weak’ conception of legal pluralism. At the other end are those who have a ‘strong’ or ‘deep’ conception of legal pluralism.

Weak pluralism describes a context where formal law predominates and the government establishes and maintains a normative ordering of the administration of law and courts.² In weak pluralism ‘the normative existence of non-state norms (such as customary law) depends upon their recognition by the central administration’.³ On the other hand, strong pluralism ‘resembles an inexorable state of affairs in which all normative orderings regardless of their origin and mutual recognition by one another co-exist side by side within a normative universe’.⁴ Under strong pluralism normative standards persist despite the fact that they are not established, recognized or even allowed by the government.

Those who lean towards weak legal pluralism tend to be legal centrists. Centrists adhere to a view that ‘law is and should be the law of the state, uniform for all persons, exclusive of all other law, and administered by a single set of state institutions’.⁵ For legal centrists the persistence of legal pluralism is a failure of the state as opposed to an inescapable reality.


³ Ibid.

⁴ Ibid.

⁵ Griffiths (note 1) at 3.
On the other hand, strong legal pluralism appreciates the unpredictability and complexity of human society and the inability of a single law-making source to exert control over human interactions and exchanges. Griffiths observes that the most significant legal marketplace for most people is ‘the ground floor’ of society. This is a place where the formal law might have minimal impact and influence.

While there are some with reservations, anthropologically versed legal scholars generally agree that strong legal pluralism offers a more accurate account of the workings of legal orders in people’s lives. Griffiths flatly asserts that ‘[l]egal pluralism is the fact. Legal centralism is the myth.’ Woodman similarly contends that strong pluralism is a socially observable fact. These bold assertions have particular currency in Uganda which has been singled out for its highly pluralistic legal settings.

Twining notes the tendency of some to view law from non-indigenous sources as filling legal vacuums. Yet modern scholarship demonstrates that the importation of law necessarily involves ‘interaction with pre-existing normative orders’. This interaction typically results in significant changes in the imported law. Thus in order to understand how non-indigenous formal law will function, it is helpful to be cognizant of pre-existing customs and practices.

6 Ibid at 39.
7 Ibid.
9 Ibid. at 4.
13 Ibid at 25.
14 Ibid at 35.
Human rights actors increasingly appreciate the need to account for the reality of strong legal pluralism. Recently insights from the wider field of legal pluralism have begun to affect rule-of-law programming. The broader recognition of the reality of legal pluralism is causing rights-based development initiatives to adopt pragmatic strategies that seek to understand and engage customary legal frameworks. Increased appreciation of customary law and the complex interaction of legal sources offer valuable insights for those seeking to engender legal reform through customary engagement.

Appreciating the fact of deep legal pluralism is not the same as praising it. Those confirming the existence of strong legal pluralism recognise that it presents problems in the context of the human rights of traditionally marginalised people. Benda-Beckmann notes that legal pluralism can reinforce inequality by weakening the power of courts and legal officers to hold the rich and powerful accountable for exploitive behavior. However, the complexities of layered law can also be exploited by the poor as well.

This research is guided by the fact of strong legal pluralism and motivated by the need for descriptive realism in complex legal settings. It offers a baseline of understanding about consequential relationships between customary frameworks and disability. The research does so through the lens of the semi-autonomous social field in order to account for the various influences and sources that contribute to the ‘ground floor’ legal environment where people with disabilities live their lives.
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The substance and characteristics of the operative customary law is the evolving product of a series of influences and interactions. Those that view customary law as something pure and uncorrupted from ages past suffer from a similar misconception as those that believe that the law is whatever is written in the law books. Thus to understand customary law in Mukono District it is necessary to appreciate content from the indigenous culture along with historic influences, existing formal law and other cultural forces. Chapter 8 includes a broad and inclusive accounting of legal sources and their interactions which shape customary legal scenarios in Mukono District.

III CUSTOMARY LAW
Customary law is integrative and wide-ranging. It ‘is not simply a set of rules and sanctions, but a contextually defined process, involving flexibility, negotiation, and reinterpretation of a dynamic body of knowledge to reflect what is considered reasonable under the circumstances’.

Classically, it is unwritten and rooted in actual practice and history. Per Woodman ‘[a] customary law may be defined as a normative order observed by a population having been formed by regular social behavio(u)r and the development of an accompanying sense of obligation.’

It is often described as ‘living’ because it exists within society without the necessity of state action or support and because it has the ability to adapt to changing circumstances.

See especially ch 8, secs II(1), III and IV.

United States Institute of Peace & the Rift Valley Institute (note 15) at 5.


Customary law is not an exotic phenomena limited to African villages and Oceanic islands. Glendon observes that custom is ‘a source of law present in every legal tradition’. However, custom is more legally potent and pervasive in certain contexts. In particular, many post-colonial settings are home to active and effectual customary legal frameworks. This is the case in many sub-Saharan nations.

Customary law is diverse. This diversity ‘is the result of a range of cultural, ecological, social, economic and political factors’. It may exist on its own, or beside, or complementarily to other law. Legal customs may be relatively uniform within a number of societies or they might vary significantly from village to village. Observers have noted customary diversity within different clans, lineages and households. Nyamu-Musembi quips that anything said about the substance of customary law tends to be a partial truth at best.

Indigenous legal content is not self-contained nor is it immune from non-indigenous influences. While it primarily ‘derives from the mores, values and traditions of indigenous ethnic groups’, legal custom in contemporary Africa is influenced by other sources including monotheistic religious values.

---

26 MA Glendon *Comparative Legal Traditions in a Nutshell* (1982).


28 Cotula (note 22) at 1.

29 *Ibid* at 12-14.

30 *Ibid* at 10.


government policies and judicial decisions. In addition, non-indigenous colonial heritages engender ongoing impacts. In Uganda the influence and impact of the British colonial heritage on customary law and practice warrants examination.

(1) The British Colonial Approach to Indigenous Customary Law

During colonial rule, the British Empire espoused a formalist conception of customary law. Osborn’s Concise Law Dictionary provides a representative formalist definition of customary law:

Custom is a rule of conduct obligatory to those within its scope, established by long usage. A valid custom has the force of law. Custom to the society is what law is to the State. A valid custom must be of immemorial antiquity, certain, reasonable, obligatory and not repugnant to statute law, though it may derogate from the common law. 35

The requisite element of ‘not repugnant’ took on legal force in the ‘repugnancy test’. This test allowed British colonial regimes to distance themselves from any indigenous legal practices offensive to British sensibilities. Customary laws found to be repugnant were stripped of any formal legal force. 36

The British Empire developed formal rules of engagement for indigenous customary law. In order to establish a legally binding custom under British rule it was necessary to prove that the custom existed from ‘immemorial antiquity’, was ‘certain and precise’, had been ‘enjoyed continuously’ and was ‘reasonable’. 37

The British imprint on customary law persists in Uganda. Its continued prominence is affirmed in modern court opinions such as former Chief Justice Odoki’s judgement in the Kampala District Land Board and George Mitala v

---


37 Jok, Leitch & Vandewint (note 35) at s 5.2.1 (paraphrasing Dias’s explanation of the origination of customary law).
Venansio Babweyaka et al where he characterised the rigid colonial requirements for establishing customary law as clearly established ‘trite law’.  

(2) The Treatment, Persistence and Place of Customary Law in Contemporary Uganda

In contemporary Uganda the formal law offers general support for customary law and recognises the legitimate domain of customary law within certain spheres.

Customary law receives general support from the 1995 Constitution. Article 37 provides that ‘[e]very person has a right as applicable to belong to, enjoy, practise, profess, maintain and promote any culture, cultural institution, language, tradition, creed or religion in community with others.’ The Constitution also announces a national objective for developing and incorporating cultural and customary values, provides for the institution of cultural leaders, and offers legal recognition for customary land tenure.

There are designated zones within the national legislative framework where customary law is formally observed and applied. For example, customary marriage is a formally recognised form of marriage under the Marriage Act and customary tenure is an official form of land tenure under the Land Act.

British colonial standards and approaches for formal engagement with customary law endure in Uganda. Uganda's Magistrates Act defines customary law as 'the rules of conduct which govern legal relationships as established by custom and usage and not forming part of the common law nor formally enacted by Parliament'. Custom is defined in the Hindu Marriage and Divorce Act as ‘a

---

39 Constitution of Uganda 1995 (as amended in 2005) arts 33(6) and 32(1) and obj XXIV.
40 Ibid obj XXIV.
41 Ibid art 246.
42 Ibid art 237.
43 The Marriage Act of 1904 (cap 251) (Uganda).
44 The Land Act of 1998 (cap 227) (Uganda).
rule which, having been continuously observed for a long time, has attained the
force of law among a community, group or family, being a rule that is certain and
not unreasonable or opposed to public policy, and in the case of a rule applicable
only to a family, has not been discontinued by the family'. 46 Similarly, a
contemporary Ugandan High Court 47 explains that for a local practice to qualify
as customary law ‘it must be reasonable in nature and it must have been
followed continuously, and as if it were a right, since the beginning of legal
memory’. 48

Ugandan courts typically construe legal memory as stretching back to the
time preceding colonialisation in the late 1800s. 49 This requirement is contrary to
the prevailing scholarly view that ‘customary law, like statutory law, is fluid and
responds to political, social and economic events occurring within society’. 50

Significantly, the British ‘time immemorial’ test fails to account for
customary rules of recognition that include the power to create and change law.
For the Baganda people their king (the Kabaka) has the power to make and
change law. 51 This thesis’ field research confirms that the Kabaka is still
considered the ultimate law giver and legal authority among Baganda people.
Thus, there is dissonance between the ‘time immemorial’ requirement and the
Baganda conception concerning the sourcing of customary law.

Uganda preserves the legacy of the British repugnancy test. The
Constitution provides that ‘[l]aws, cultures, customs or traditions which are
against the dignity, welfare or interest of women or which undermine their

---

46 Hindu Marriage and Divorce Act of 1961 (cap 250) (Uganda) s 1(a).

47 High Courts in Uganda are Uganda’s third highest court of record after the Supreme Court of
Uganda and the Court of Appeals/Constitutional Court. High Courts issue opinions that can be
published and have the ability to render legal opinions that contribute to the common law of
Uganda. See the Judicature Act of 1996 (cap 13) (Uganda) s 14.

48 Bruno Kiwuwa v Ivan Serunkuma & Juliet Namazzi HCUg Suit No. 52 of 2006 quoting EA Martin

49 Ibid.

50 AM Banks ‘CEDAW, compliance, and custom: human rights enforcement in Sub-Saharan

51 This power is addressed in ch 4, s IV of this thesis.
status, are prohibited’.\textsuperscript{52} Uganda’s Judicature Act only allows courts to observe and enforce customary law that ‘is not repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience and not incompatible either directly or by necessary implication with any written law’.\textsuperscript{53} This limitation led Justice Kasule to observe that from a formal standpoint customary law is ‘primarily applied where the written law is silent’.\textsuperscript{54}

The Uganda Constitution prevails over all customs that are inconsistent with the Constitution.\textsuperscript{55} The effective result is a constitutional repugnancy test that can strike down any custom or cultural norm contrary to a constitutional right or standard. Significantly in the context of this research, express constitutional rights include the right of persons with disabilities to be free from discrimination\textsuperscript{56} and their right to respect and human dignity.\textsuperscript{57}

Vestiges of the persisting colonial conception of customary law can pose evidentiary challenges. In accordance with the evidentiary requirement established during British rule, Ugandan judges must base their opinions as to the existence and substance of customary law on the expert testimony of a knowledgeable person as opposed to the court’s ‘own experience or imagination, unless the culture or custom has gained such notoriety as to be taken judicial notice of’.\textsuperscript{58}

The challenge of proof can keep the substance of customary law cordoned off from formal legal application and review. Here recent litigation challenging the constitutionality of bride wealth in Uganda based on the

\textsuperscript{52} Constitution of Uganda 1995 art 33(6).
\textsuperscript{53} Judicature Act of 1996 (cap 13) (Uganda) s 15; See also Mustafa Kadala Nsubuga v Mawandu Balumu and Others HCUg Civil Suit No. 1086 [2000] (where Justice Mukiibi held that ‘the requirement for the Mailo land owner’s consent and the customary practice of giving a Kanzu in order to obtain such consent could not be enforced by the courts because it had become incompatible with written law’).
\textsuperscript{54} Kiwurwa (supra note 48).
\textsuperscript{55} Constitution of Uganda 1995 art 2.
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid art 21(2).
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid art 35(1).
\textsuperscript{58} Opinion of J Obura in Yawe v Asaba HCUg Misc. App. No. 128 [2013].
practice’s discriminatory character is instructive. In *Mifumi*\(^59\), the Constitutional Court avoided substantive issues on the grounds that the petitioners failed to present adequate proof to establish the content of the challenged bride wealth practices. Although the Supreme Court of Uganda\(^60\) side-stepped this evidentiary hurdle on appeal and engaged the substantive issues\(^61\), the *Mifumi* litigation illustrates the challenges posed by the formal law to both the proof and application of customary law in formal courts.

Formal law is not always the antagonist of custom in Uganda. The *Kiwuwa* case is a high water mark for the place of custom law within Ugandan courts.\(^62\) In *Kiwuwa*, High Court Justice Remmy Kasule prevented a man and woman who were members of the same Baganda clan to enter into a Christian marriage on the ground that Kiganda custom prohibits marriage between clan mates. Justice Kasule held that the custom preventing the marriage of clan members was not repugnant and applied to non-customary forms of marriage. Thus the communal right to uphold the customs of the clan prevailed over two individuals’ right to marry the person of their choice. However, it should be noted that Justice Tumwesigye of the Supreme Court of Uganda recently opined that *Kiwuwa* was wrongly decided because it applied customary standards to non-customary law.\(^63\)

Despite the formal challenges outlined above, customary law is pervasive and resilient in Uganda.\(^64\) Far from a mere legal ghost whose potency is contingent on courts and government, customary law is widely practiced and
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\(^59\) *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* UGCC 2 Const Petition No. 12/07 [2010].

\(^60\) The Supreme Court of Uganda has appellate jurisdiction over the Constitutional Court. The Court of Appeals and the Constitutional Court are the same judicial organ in terms of personal with the Constitutional Court having jurisdiction, in some gases original jurisdiction, over certain constitutional matters.

\(^61\) *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* UgSC Const App No. 2/14 [2015].

\(^62\) *Kiwuwa* (supra note 48).

\(^63\) *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* UgSC Const App No. 2/14 [2015] in the opinion of Tumweigye at p 35; This position was also taken prior to this case by BK Twinomugisha in ’African customary law and women’s human rights in Uganda’ in J Fenrich, P Galizzi & T Higgins *The Future of African Customary Law* (2011) 446-466, at 452.

applied at the grassroots level. This is especially the case in the context of succession and probate where Ugandan formal law officially displaces customary law.65

According to an International Justice Mission (IJM) study conducted from 2010 to 2013, out of 2,068 relationships in Mukono District where husbands predeceased their wives only 27 widows engaged in the formal (and legally required) estate administration process.66 This amounts to 1.3 per cent usage rate of the mandated formal system. Clearly customary ways persist despite formal invalidity in Mukono District. The IJM study quotes a Magistrate Judge in Mukono District who observes that the people of Mukono District follow Uganda’s Succession Act ‘very rarely, if at all’.67 The Judge observes that ‘[o]rdinary people don’t follow the Succession Act; they do the distribution of property according to their traditions and customs. The girls get less and the boys get more.’68 According to IJM, communities, clans and local leaders in Mukono District uphold the cultural norms regarding the distribution of family property instead of following the formal law.69

The resilience of customary law in Uganda is patent in the context of land ownership. The tendency to handle land relationally, and thus informally, is strong. Moore rightly notes ‘[p]roperty in land is surely one of the most socially embedded of the elements of a legal order’ and is ‘not about things but about relationships between and among persons with regard to things’.70

Customary land tenure is the dominant form of land holding in Uganda.71 According to estimates approximately 75 per cent of the total land holdings are

66 Ibid (IJM) at 65.
67 Ibid at 68.
68 Ibid at 68.
69 Ibid at 68.
customary and untitled customary ownership is the dominant form of land ownership. This is a remarkably high percentage given the dominance of formally titled Mailo land tenure in central Uganda as well as the formal and political disfavouring of customary land holding. The way the land is held and titled indicates that a large percentage of Ugandans are not applying the formal laws of inheritance that would inevitably lead to formalisation of land titles and reduce the predominance of customary tenure.

Legal behaviour in Mukono District reflects the tendency of Ugandans to transfer land outside of formal legal frameworks. For example, IJM observes the ongoing preference of patrilineal kinship and the control of estates by male customary heirs in Mukono District despite the gender neutrality formally required by the Ugandan Constitution and the Succession Act.

(3) Emerging Appreciations of Customary Law

Contemporary scholars and judges challenge the premise that customary law is immutable. South Africa is home to several noteworthy decisions grounded in an appreciation of the dynamic and communal nature of customary law. Although the influence of South African jurisprudence has yet to substantially impact formal law in Uganda, these cases speak to the potential for fresh judicial engagement with customary law.

Although Ugandan formal law has largely adhered to the ‘time immemorial’ requirement, there are indications of progressive incursions.
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72 DR Olanya ‘Colonial legacy, access political economy of land, and legal pluralism in Uganda: 1900-2010’ Gulu University (2011) at 8.


74 Mukono District is located in the region designated as Central Uganda.

75 Tukahirwa (note 73) policy statement 47 (Noting that Ugandan formal law allows for the transition of land from customary tenure to freehold tenure but it does not permit the reverse); V Bennett, G Falk, A Kovina et al ‘Inheritance law in Uganda: the plight of widows and children’ (2006) 7 Georgetown Journal of Gender & the Law 451-530, at 459; Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (note 71) policy statement 38(i) (stating that customary land tenure is 'regarded and treated as inferior' to other forms of land tenure).

76 IJM (note 64) at 16-17.

77 Bhe v Magistrate Khayelitsha 2005 (1) SA 580 (CC); Shilubana and Others v Nwamitwa and Other 2009 (2) SA 66 (CC); S v Shiluban 2008 1 SACR 295 (T); Mabena v Letsoala 1998 (2) SA 1068; Alexkor Ltd. and Another v Richtersveld Community and Others 2004 (5) SA 460.
Notably the Uganda Land Policy proclaims that all land tenure regimes (including customary) must have the opportunity to ‘evolve and develop’ in response to changing social and economic circumstances and that customary tenure should have the opportunity to ‘progressively evolve’. In addition, Justice Mpangi–Bahigeine’s opinion in the case of *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* reflects a growing appreciation among the Ugandan judiciary that customary practices change over time. In *Mifumi* the Lady Justice opined that the specifics of the alleged practice of bride price needed to be proven by the petitioners because those customary practices ‘keep on changing with the times’. Today customary law is increasingly appreciated as flexible and situational. Human Rights Watch offers instructive and pragmatic advice regarding custom in Northern Uganda:

> Customary rules, like the common law in general, evolve naturally are not static. Therefore the question is not whether or not to apply customary rules, but rather how to ensure that these rules are allowed to evolve organically in order to take into account changing circumstances.

This thesis’ field research confirms that customary legal content and scenarios are evolving and open to integrating change. Customary law's flexibility persists in part because it is generally unwritten. Unwritten law is more easily adjusted and applied situationally. The flexibility of customary law can make it more attractive to legal forum-shoppers. A recent study from South Sudan noted that ‘[w]here government courts impose more rigid statutory
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78 Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (note 71) policy statement 33(i).

79 *Ibid* 38(v) (noting that despite constitutional protections customary tenure continues to be ‘[d]isparaged and sabotaged in preference for other forms of registered tenures, denying it the opportunity to progressively evolve’).

80 *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* UGCC 2 Const Petition No. 12/07 [2010].

81 *Ibid*.

82 Human Rights Watch ‘*As If We Weren’t Human*: Discrimination and Violence Against Women with Disabilities in Northern Uganda’ (2010).

83 R Odgaard & AW Benton ‘The interplay between collective rights and obligations and individual rights’ (1998) 10(2) *European Journal of Development Research* 105-16 (Describing the ability of people in Tanzania to choose between formal or customary law within semi-autonomous social fields).
penalties, litigants seek alternative forums in which to negotiate positive outcomes of compensation and, if appropriate, marriage.\textsuperscript{84}

Despite the emerging acknowledgment of the flexibility and mutability of customary law, it is important not to uncritically assign these characteristics. The dividing line between customary law and formal law can be difficult to draw.\textsuperscript{85} History and culture give the Baganda people a uniquely formal customary heritage which includes the top-down law making power of the Kabaka (king) and prior colonial era codifications of customary law.\textsuperscript{86} This unique legal heritage is given consideration in research findings and analysis set forth in Chapter 8, Section II(3).

(4) Practical and Strategic Challenges Posed by Customary Law

The prevalent qualities and tendencies of customary law can pose socio-legal challenges. While customary law remains flexible and unwritten, it also remains ripe for manipulation. Customary legal practices can be used to maintain structural authority and inequality at the family and community level.\textsuperscript{87} In addition, the fact that customary law is unwritten can make it more difficult for judges and others to discern with specificity.

Some view the formal transcription of customary law as a means for increasing legal awareness and certainty as well as limiting abuse. They believe that recording customary law can bolster its legitimacy and help to provide judges with better access to customary law.\textsuperscript{88} Others voice concern over the tendency of written customary law to become rigid and stagnant.\textsuperscript{89} For its part, unlike neighboring Kenya, Uganda never developed written restatements of customary law.\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{84} United States Institute of Peace & the Rift Valley Institute (note 15) at 5.

\textsuperscript{85} Woodman (note 23) at 11.

\textsuperscript{86} These aspects of Baganda customary law are discussed in ch 4, s IV of this thesis.

\textsuperscript{87} United States Institute of Peace & the Rift Valley Institute (note 15) at 28.

\textsuperscript{88} \textit{Ibid} at 73.


\textsuperscript{90} Kakooza (note 65).
Customary law has been criticised for its susceptibility to discrimination and abuse of power. Some observe a tendency to ‘designate older male members as authority figures, particularly in matters relating to law.’91 Thus the recording of customary law as discerned and pronounced by elder males can result in the propagation of distorted power relations. Leonardi and others posit:

If male elders and chiefs dominate the process of recording it—which seems highly probable—the resulting recorded law is likely to represent a conservative version of contested, changing norms, and its application could have an unwelcome or retrogressive effect.92

In Uganda, customary law has been linked to practices that are discriminatory and harmful to women.93 Similarly customary legal systems are accused of failing to support the rights of persons with disabilities in Uganda.94

Despite aspects of patrimony, discrimination and potential for abuse, some scholars and human rights actors contend that customary land tenure in Uganda has the capacity to defend the rights of the vulnerable.95 In the context of women, Gärber contends that ‘[c]ustomary land tenure explicitly recognizes women’s vulnerabilities arising from their dependence upon men and for a long time proactively provided for the protection of their land rights in both, their maiden and matrimonial homes.’96

The fieldwork explored the possibility that customary legal content includes aspects that are helpful to persons with disabilities. Instead it largely found discriminatory practices gilded with protective intentions. For example,


92 Leonardi (note 17) at 121.

93 Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (note 71) policy statement 38.

94 Human Rights Watch (note 82) (noting the rules of traditional clan structures along with the weakness and corruption of local councils as reasons why women with disabilities are being denied their rights to land in Northern Uganda).


the research identified a practice where land that should be inherited by a person with a disability is given to another family member with the expectation that the family member will care for the person with a disability.

That said, it is important not to hastily dismiss customary law on the grounds of perceived discriminatory and anachronistic tendencies. As Kane et al write ‘[i]f indeed Customary Law has remained such a potent and powerful force it must be on account of some degree of resonance that it enjoys within the existing social fabric, rather than on account of some vague linkage to an atavistic practice from the past.’ Thus ‘[a] serious and meaningful reform of the institution can thus only result from an internal critique, debate and engagement that respects the essential attributes of the institution’. 97 This thesis starts its assessment with engagement and investigation as opposed to pre-conceived notions about the discriminatory character of customary law. It does not seek to debunk or chastise customary law; it seeks to present it accurately and instructively.

When customary law is demonised and marginalised the legal systems that shape the lives of people can be unsettled and weakened. Yet, customary laws and practices endure in the lived environment regardless of the posture of custom before formal bodies and courts. The legal fact of customary law’s persistence regardless of formal institutions and proclamations is at the core of an appreciation for deep legal pluralism.

IV CONCLUSION

This chapter sets forth crucial grounding for the thesis in the related areas of legal pluralism and legal anthropology. It discusses the need to approach the field research with an appreciation of the reality and dynamics of deep legal pluralism.

The chapter presents the colonial heritage and formal legal treatment that influence the substance and operation of customary law in Mukono District. Although customary law is durable and persistent, it does not exist in a vacuum.

97 Kane, Oloka-Onyango & Tejan-Cole (note 34) at 22.
Understanding the historic forces that shape customary legal practices offers richer understanding. Similarly awareness of the official place of customary law within the formal law enables one to appreciate where, when and how customary law can be marginalised and where, when and how it can retain significance and influence.

This chapter endorses a pragmatic, informed and inclusive framework for the consideration and study of customary law—a framework that entails both deep legal pluralism and an appreciation of legal formalism in the descriptive and functional assessment of customary law. Customary law is a nuanced, idiosyncratic and place-specific. Thus strategies for customary engagement should be informed by the specific cultural setting where they will be employed.

The next chapter presents and explores various approaches to change and strategic legal engagement in contexts where formal law does not play the dominant role in lived legal experiences. The theoretical groundwork from this chapter and the next inform and direct the thesis’ fieldwork approach and the analytical treatment of the fieldwork findings found in Chapters 8 and 9.
CHAPTER 4
A Critical Survey of Change Strategies for Improving the Status, Rights and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities in the Majority World Contexts

I INTRODUCTION
This thesis concerns the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within customary legal frameworks. Meaningful appreciation of this topic requires more than a descriptive snapshot. To understand the situation facing persons with disabilities, it is important to be aware of possibilities and means for bringing about positive change.

Persons with disabilities in developing societies face formidable obstacles. Examples include unfavorable social attitudes, inaccessible physical environments, governments with severe budget limitations and limited medical and rehabilitative services. These challenges call out for strategies that can improve the lives of persons with disabilities in the Majority World.

This chapter presents descriptions and critical assessments of change strategies. For the purpose of this chapter the change strategies are categorised as top-down or bottom-up. Yet they typically encompass both top-down and bottom-up elements. Moreover, these strategies are rarely applied in isolation. Results driven change actors often employ a combination of strategies and approaches.¹

This chapter’s survey of change strategies speaks to the value of this thesis’ fieldwork. Particular knowledge about the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in lived environments is an essential component to bottom-up change strategies and a key barometer for gauging the effectiveness of top-down strategies.

II TOP-DOWN CHANGE STRATEGIES
Top-down strategies seek to precipitate, and in some cases force, change through formal institutions. Human rights reform has an inherently top-down character.

¹ Y Sezgin ‘How to integrate universal human rights into customary and religious legal systems’ (2010) 60 Journal of Legal Pluralism and Unofficial Law 5-40, at 31 (writing that a ‘multipronged strategy’ is necessary for inducing internal reform in customary legal systems).
Universal proclamations of human rights necessarily entail the abeyance of all humankind. Disability advocates commonly employ top-down strategies to improve the status and treatment of persons with disabilities and to establish and enforce domestically and supra-nationally proclaimed rights.

Top-down strategies are not autonomous and free-standing. To be effective these strategies should be informed by specific cultural understanding. As Wilson observes, ‘[h]uman rights doctrine does get reworked and transformed in different contexts.’

Predominant top-down strategies include the creation, promulgation and implementation of international human rights instruments, domestic legislative reform, government policy, litigation and institutional engagement. This section addresses predominate top-down change strategies and demonstrates the significance of customary and cultural contexts to these strategies.

(1) Categories of Top-Down Change Strategies

(a) The creation, promulgation and implementation of human rights instruments

One dominant top-down strategy is the creation, promulgation and implementation of international human rights instruments. This strategy follows a standard progression. First, human rights treaties are formulated at the international level. Once the treaties are introduced, the nations of the world are encouraged to formally adopt the treaty. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) progressed through this second stage briskly with the rapid adoption by an overwhelming majority of nations.

The next phase in treaty-based change is implementation. This often entails other top-down reform mechanisms. Examples include domestic law reform, compliance reporting, strategic litigation and organisational advocacy.

---


5 P Harpur ‘Time to be heard: how advocates can use the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to drive change (2011) 45(3) Valparaiso Univ LR 1271-1296, at 1292.
Cultural relativism has political resonance in post-colonial settings where indigenous values have been historically marginalised. Cultural relativists regard norms and morals as situational and legitimately varied and situational. As such, cultural relativism poses a threat to normative conceptions of human rights.

Certain cultural beliefs in sub-Saharan Africa present stern challenges to the realisation of universal human rights. For example, social norms about the roles of women in family and society often collide with the right to gender equality. Olako-Onyango notes that a key impediment to achieving gender equality in Uganda ‘is the resilience of the structures of patriarchy, tradition and established practices of discrimination’. Cultural intransigency can stymy human rights reform.

Deep implementation through community-level acceptance and integration poses challenges to top-down strategies. Rights are ‘continually contested and negotiated at different levels of society’. As Moore notes, ‘[l]ocal persons with personal and local concerns can undo grand plans of reform.’ This local undoing need not be the result of an organised collective movement. ‘Seemingly trivial actions of individuals can demolish state policy just as effectively.’

Thus top-down reform often requires some level of community integration to enable it to become operative and effective. Writing in the context of women’s

---

7 R Benedict Patterns of Culture (1934).
15 Ibid.
rights, Himonga notes the importance of community-based processing and ownership of human rights:

Recognizing that a community can align its customary law with constitutional rights encourages the protection of women’s rights from a bottom-up rather than a top-down approach. The former is more likely to have the support of the community, with no cost to women. Otherwise the community’s opposition makes it harder, if not impossible, to implement women’s rights by any mechanism.16

Himonga further observes that customary law is not static and self-contained. It is subject to incremental changes which can be caused in part by formal law and outside influences. This phenomenon is referred to as the ‘passive development’ of customary law.17 In this thesis’ field research, interview participants credited outside groups and foreign nations with improving local attitudes and beliefs about persons with disabilities. This affirms the capacity of outsider engagement to effect socio-legal change.

The modern human rights movement can encounter challenges exporting tenets and principles in Sub-Saharan communities. Universal rights-based ideology may run counter to the flexibility needed to foster reform from within local systems and structures. This can lead to ‘ruptures’ with established ways of life.18 For example, efforts to stop practices such as male inheritance and clan land ownership can hurt marginalised and vulnerable people.19 Nyamu-Musembi cautions that ‘abolitionist approaches are not likely to bring about the desired results, not the least because they might be perceived as cultural imperialism’.20 Corradi advises rights-

---


19 Ibid (Corradi) at 120.

based change operatives to ‘focus on discussing the concrete negative consequences of certain local practices in order to forge a common ground with local actors to pursue solutions to problems that are locally identified as such’. 21 These cautionary points speak to the relevance of this thesis’ field research.

The field research noted minimal pushback against international human rights standards. Instead the interviewees without disabilities demonstrated a general openness to the rights of those with disabilities. However, the impact of human rights dissipates due to a lack of appreciation and understanding. The international human rights agenda can seem alien and irrelevant to people’s lives unless it comes bearing resources. Thus Corradi’s challenge of making rights tangible is highly applicable to Mukono District—especially in the complex context of disability rights.

(b) Change through domestic law reform

Domestic legal reform is a ubiquitous top-down strategy. Legal reformers use law to effect change. Existing laws are critiqued and changes proposed especially in light of the requirements and specifications of international rights instruments. 22

The implementation of change through legislation can be cumbersome. Benda-Beckmann observes that ‘[v]illagers are . . . confronted with local versions of State law, which often have nothing to do with the original version.’ 23 Poor communication of laws to citizens makes the process of genuine reform through legislation more challenging at the community level. 24

Griffiths questions the effectiveness of legislation in achieving change. 25 He finds top-down instrumental approaches to legislative reform to be ‘unsociological’

21 Ibid at 107.
24 Ibid.
and ‘untenable’. Griffiths remarks that ‘[t]hose who have seriously considered the matter concluded long ago that instrumentalism is a sterile approach to legislation, one that cannot lead to the development of significant theory.’ Instead he contends that legislation should be considered as a factor within a wider sociological framework that has the potential of impacting behavioral choices.

This thesis’ fieldwork offers little justification for the present emphasis on revising domestic legislation. There was no indication of any knowledge of domestic laws concerning the rights of persons with disabilities other than the Ugandan Constitution and the provisions that establish special political representation for persons with disabilities. There is no indication that any of the interviewees were aware of the actual language or content of Ugandan statutes addressing disability.

(c) Change through litigation

Another prominent top-down change strategy is litigation. Change seekers bring legal actions in the hopes of righting wrongs, bringing written laws to life and effecting systemic, cultural and political change. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of specific Ugandan case law addressing disability rights and social and economic rights resulting from strategic litigation initiatives.

Kalaluka extolls the merits of disability rights litigation in Zambia. She writes that litigation has ‘the potential to bring to the open the many challenges persons with disabilities face’. She asserts that denouncing discrimination through legal advocacy and resulting judicial action ‘encourages society to embrace persons with disabilities as persons with rights equal to others’.
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28 Griffiths (note 26) at 19.

29 This discussion appears at ch 5, s III(1)(c).

30 L Kalaluka ‘Towards an effective litigation strategy of disability rights: The Zambia experience’ (2013) 1 *ADRY* 165-189, at 167 (Kalaluka defines ‘disability rights litigation’ as ‘the entire process of prosecuting the rights of persons with disabilities before national or international courts or tribunals. This includes obtaining instructions to litigate, preparing briefs for trials, conducting trials and enforcing court decisions.’).
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offering the potential for displacing harmful societal norms that value diversity and human dignity.\(^{33}\)

Conversely, Jjuuko and Kibalama take a measured stance on litigation as a change strategy. They contend that litigation should only be used as a matter of last resort due to its hostile and confrontational tendencies.\(^{34}\) They also view cultural values as more positive and durable and voice concern over the negative impacts of disrupting and displacing traditional norms and practices.\(^{35}\) The potential of litigation to impact change in customary contexts can be especially challenging.\(^{36}\)

Efforts to bring about change through litigation can be viewed as disempowering when formal courts are largely inaccessible to the people strategic litigation seeks to assist. The United Nations estimates that at least four billion people are financially disenfranchised from the benefits of formal rule of law.\(^{37}\) In Uganda the formal legal process is complex, lengthy and takes place in English. The net result is drastically low participation in the formal legal system.\(^{38}\) Thus most Ugandans are effectively alienated from the benefits of court-based change efforts.

Thus, Tushnet cautions against overestimating the impact of law suits to bring about ‘progressive’ change. A legal victory does not necessarily result in a political or material victory.\(^{39}\) He observes that legal actors tend to overestimate the impact of their legal activities and underestimate their ability to damage long term
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\(^{33}\) Ibid at 169.

\(^{34}\) FW Jjuuko & E Kibalama *Culture and Women: The Position of Women in Buganda* (2011) at 96.

\(^{35}\) Ibid at 5, 9-10, 22-24.


\(^{38}\) International Justice Mission (IJM) *Property Grabbing from Ugandan Widows and the Justice System: A Mixed-Methods Assessment in Mukono County, Uganda* (2015) at 65 (finding that only 1.3 per cent of widows participated in the formal probate of their husbands’ estates).

\(^{39}\) M Tushnet ‘The critique of rights’ (1994) 47 *SMU L Rev* 23 at 24; See also S Gloppen ‘Social movement activism and the courts’ in *Mobilizing Ideas* (February 2013) available at https://mobilizingideas.wordpress.com/2013/02/04/social-movement-activism-and-the-courts/ accessed 7 October 2017. Noting various challenges facing strategies to effect social change though litigation including political backlash, the tendency states to use courts as weapons to weaken social movements and the ineffectiveness of litigation based change strategies in states with weak judiciaries.
prospects for change in the hope of gaining short term legal advances. Tushnet also cautions against the potential for cultural dissonance between communal based cultural outlooks and Western rights-based litigation. Each of his concerns are relevant to the Ugandan context.

Uganda has formal laws that are facially capable of fueling litigation-based disability reform. However, the impact of such litigation has been mixed. The Uganda Persons with Disabilities Act (PDA) 2006 is representative of the challenges to effecting change through litigation. Notably the Ministry of Justice takes the position that the PDA is not enforceable through the courts. Instead it considers the language of the PDA to be aspirational. Without the collaboration of other branches of government judicial action to ‘legalize’ existing laws can be pyrrhic victories with limited political and material impact in nations struggling with widespread poverty and limited state resources.

(d) Change through government policy

Government policy is a significant top-down mechanism for bringing about desired change. Policy initiatives seek to improve the lives of vulnerable and marginalised people in society through programs, beneficial treatment and strategic expenditures. Uganda’s disability policy is discussed in Chapter 5, Section III.

Policy based initiatives face challenges in terms of implementation and capacity in nations with limited resources. Special interest groups in low resource environments need strong and persistent lobbies to ensure equitable resource allocation. Njoroge and others believe ‘the disability movement in Uganda lacks the technical capacity to effectively lobby the government to include persons with
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disabilities within the [National Development Plan]. They call for a strategy of increasing the awareness of policy makers about disability issues, educating the members of the disability movement on the government’s development policy processes, increasing the lobbying capacity of disability organisations and improving societal attitudes about persons with disabilities. Others stress inclusion of those with disabilities in the policy development process.

I encountered very little in terms of policy-based impact in the lives of the interviewees with disabilities. Many interviewees expressed the belief that there are government programs in existence that are intended to benefit persons with disabilities. However, the interviewees have not seen such programs operating in Mukono District.

(e) Change through institutional and organisational engagement

International entities dedicated to the interests of persons with disabilities are another potential source of legal and social change. For example, Van Reenen and Combrinck describe the ongoing efforts of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund through targeted development and incentive based programs. Others look to initiatives such as the Millennium Development Goals to direct or encourage positive changes.

Many non-governmental organisations specifically promote the rights and interests of persons with disabilities. Uganda is home to a growing number of such organisations as reported in Chapter 2, Section II(3).
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This thesis’ field research speaks to the benefits of institutional and organisational change initiatives. Several interviewees praised the work of foreign non-governmental organizations in promoting the cause of disabilities in Uganda. They expressed beliefs that foreign advocacy groups are key actors in helping to change local perceptions about persons with disabilities. Others specifically noted that North Americans and Europeans seem to have a keen interest in helping and promoting persons with disabilities and have been effective in their work.

Certainly this positive feedback speaks well of the work of foreign-based initiatives in Uganda. However, the fact that several interviewees view foreign actors as the key agents of change for persons with disabilities in their communities is also troubling. There is a danger that disability rights and empowerment will be considered to be the responsibility of outside actors as opposed to matters that need to be addressed by the indigenous population.50

The flow of top-down human rights agendas from the ‘developed’ West to the majority world can engender resistance and resentment.51 Compliance with international human rights instruments can be seen as the new external standard of review, replacing the colonial-era standard of ‘repugnancy’.52 Bennett observes that when international rights run counter to cultural practices, the global human rights

50 For literature that discusses the negative impacts of foreign aid see e.g. D Moyo *Dead Aid: Why Aid is not Working and How There is a Better Way for Africa* (2009); W Easterly *White Man’s Burden: Why the West’s Efforts to Aid the Rest Have Done so Much Ill and so Little Good* (2006).


I did not detect this brand of backlash in the fieldwork. However, I am an American national and this might have had an impact on the responses that interviews provided about Western involvement in the furtherance of disability rights.\footnote[54]{Ugandans are notoriously welcoming people and it is my experience that many Ugandans tend to avoid confrontation and choose not to say negative things. Thus it is possible that the way the interviewees characterised those from the West could have been impacted by the fact that they were being interviewed by an American.} Thus any backlash may have been hidden from my observation.

\(2\) \emph{An Instructive Lesson in Top-Down Change Initiatives from Mukono District}

Recent fieldwork by International Justice Mission (IJM) in Mukono District offers a telling case study about the importance of understanding local practices and beliefs when championing human rights and justice sector reform. As a matter of change philosophy, IJM sees knowledge of and access to the formal legal system as integral to improving justice delivery at the community level.\footnote[55]{G Haugen & V Boutros The Locust Effect (2014).} IJM’s targeted justice issue in Uganda is the problem of ‘property grabbing’ where women and children are stripped of their land rights after the death of male heads of households.

In an extensive field study concerning the problem of land grabbing in Mukono District\footnote[56]{IJM (note 36) at 11 (This field study consisted of interviews of 1,806 widows in Mukono County, 187 case studies and 13 focus groups).}, IJM identifies three variables that decrease unlawful property grabbing: 1) marriage formalisation, 2) the existence of a will written by the male head of household prior to his death, and 3) documentation of land ownership.\footnote[57]{\textit{Ibid} at 11.} Conversely, factors that increase the likelihood of property grabbing include kibanja\footnote[58]{Kibanja land ownership is discussed in detail at ch 5, s IV(5).} land ownership, customary marriage, the presence of co-wives and the deceased husband having children with women other than a lawful wife.\footnote[59]{IJM (note 38) at 11.}
Based on its research findings, IJM calls for greater integration and implementation of legal formalism. It proposes strategies to increase the reach of legal formalism including increased access to the courts system, easier processes for formalising legal rights and status, heightened community level knowledge of the state justice system, the promotion of will writing and the expansion of marriage formalisation.\(^{60}\)

Yet even as IJM champions access to legal formalism, it recognises that Uganda’s formal justice system is deeply flawed.\(^{61}\) It refers to the state system of estate administration as a ‘failed endeavor’ in terms of clarity for users and functionality.\(^{62}\) The probate process involves numerous steps and must be conducted in English instead of Luganda.\(^{63}\) It also describes the estate administration process as ‘maze-like’, ‘confusing, disorganized, hard to access and inconsistent’.\(^{64}\) This assessment regarding the dis-functionality of formal Uganda law speaks against the workability of IJM’s proposed way forward.

The limitations of pure legal formalism necessitate multi-faceted approaches to human rights and rule of law based reforms. Formal legal content and institutions should be supplemented with other strategies that can address gaps resulting from cultural dissonance as well as the barriers and costs of bureaucracy. Such eclectic and inclusive strategies should not ignore the relevance, durability and functionality of customary law and process.

Transformational strategies seeking to leverage state laws and institutions should be locally grounded and informed. Legal reformers need to understand the varying needs and aspirations of specific cultures.\(^{65}\) They should account for the effectual legal phenomena in the semi-autonomous fields where change is sought. This includes knowledge of current customary law and cultural practices.

\(^{60}\) Ibid at 12, 95-97.

\(^{61}\) Ibid at 12.

\(^{62}\) Ibid at 12.

\(^{63}\) Ibid at 70 (according to IJM 66 per cent of the widows in Mukono County cannot speak English).

\(^{64}\) Ibid at 65.

Ultimately top-down legal change strategies need to be grassroots aware. Top-down strategies should be informed by what takes place in the lived environment and how people navigate legal occurrences outside and parallel to the formal legal system. Top-down actors need to appreciate how formal laws are referenced, received, and applied in informal legal occurrences such as customary succession and customary guardianship. The next section addresses change strategies designed to bring about socio-legal changes from the bottom-up.

III BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES TO CHANGE

Today a growing number of theorists and change actors embrace ‘bottom-up’ approaches to promote international human rights-based development. Weak central governments, cultural resistance and limited justice sector resources push change advocates and operatives to consider grassroots engagement. Thus organizations set out to disseminate knowledge and empower people to uphold and enforce human rights norms in their own social contexts.

Yet, there are reasons for skepticism about the promise of bottom-up strategies. Indigenous cultural views and practices pertaining to persons with disabilities often lag behind current human rights standards and formal laws. This can result in greater discrimination and unchecked abuses of power in customary contexts. However, these problems do not necessitate the jettisoning of bottom-up change strategies. On the contrary, the prominence and proclivity of such problems heighten the importance of bottom-up approaches.

(1) Categories of Bottom-up Legal Change Strategies

The labeling and categorizing of bottom-up strategies is ongoing and fluid. In addition, many bottom-up strategies are blended. Nonetheless, this section is
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organised by selected designations of bottom-up strategic approaches. These
designations and the strategies they encompass are not exhaustive nor are they
exclusive to one another. The designations discussed below include facilitative
change strategies, acculturation, strategies of directed engagement and participatory
change strategies
(a) Facilitative change strategies: Framing, the receptor approach and the soft
approach

Facilitative change strategies entail the purposeful integration and leverage of
indigenous beliefs, norms and practices for achieving desired changes. This section
presents three types of facilitative change: framing, the receptor approach and the
soft approach.

An-Na-im endorses a facilitative strategy he calls ‘framing’ whereby
‘international standards are framed in terms of local symbols and terminology, and
on the other hand, local struggles and grievances start to be understood and fought in
the language of human rights’. Rights ‘framers’ face the challenge of presenting
ideas at the local level in a way that ‘generates shared beliefs, motivates collective
action and defines appropriate strategies for action’. One framing strategy involves
collaboration with local actors with the power to ‘translate’ or ‘broker’ change. Local
actors include religious leaders, customary leaders, traditional healers, local NGOs,
community mediators and legal professionals.

Other terminology is used to describe similar approaches. Examples include
‘negotiating’ social norms, the ‘vernacularization’ of human rights language and

68 Corradi (note 18) at 106 citing SE Merry Human Rights and Gender Violence: Translating
International Law into Local Justice’ (2006a) and SE Merry ‘Transnational human rights and local
69 Ibid at 106 citing Merry (2006b).
70 Ibid at 106 citing Merry (2006b) at 41.
71 Ibid at 103.
72 Ibid at 143 citing Merry (2006a) at 219.
concepts, imagining ‘legal sensibilities’ and the ‘societal internalization’ of human rights.74

A similar facilitative change is the ‘receptor approach.’75 According to Corradi ‘[t]his approach seeks to identify local values which can act as “receptors” for human rights principles.’76 This can entail ‘detecting and making visible social arrangements that protect human rights’.77 When these efforts fail to effectively promote human rights the receptor approach calls for adding mechanisms to make local and traditional institutions protect human rights without eliminating them.78

Like the framing approach, the receptor approach targets traditional leaders. Corradi notes ‘[i]n view of the prominent role traditional authorities play in their chiefdoms and their influence over their communities, development actors cannot afford to ignore them in their programmes’.79 This is all the more important in light of customary leaders’ capacity to be both change agents and inhibitors of change.80 In the context of this research, the Kabaka’s reputed power to establish and change Baganda law and practices offers a highly leveraged opportunity for the receptor approach.

Another facilitative strategy is the ‘soft approach’. This approach ‘grounds human rights on indigenous foundations while emphasizing the latter’s flexibility to respond to new needs and demands.’81 According to Corradi both the ‘receptor approach’ and the ‘soft approach’ require ‘detailed analysis of how social institutions

73 Ibid at 144 citing C Geertz Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology (1983) 175.


75 T Zwart ‘Using local culture to further the implementation of international human rights: the receptor approach’ (2012) 34(2) Human Rights Quarterly 546-569.

76 Ibid; Corradi (note 18) at 107.

77 Ibid.

78 Ibid.

79 Ibid at 139.

80 Ibid.

work and how their internal logic relates to human rights’. A robust appreciation of existing social and cultural contexts can inform the development of workable ‘home-grown solutions’.

(b) Acculturation

Acculturation is ‘the general process by which actors adopt the beliefs and behavioural patterns of the surrounding culture’. The goal is the diffusion and adoption of human rights norms at the micro level. Education is a component that works along with other factors such as social and economic changes, population migration, and media content to bring about local changes in community principles and social practices.

Sensitisation is a key means of acculturation. Sensitisation efforts can be conducted in a myriad of ways including community based trainings, radio broadcasts, engagement through religious institutions and print media. Uganda’s Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development includes media and theatre among its acculturation strategies for disability rights reform. This thesis’ field research indicates that radio is an influential medium for increasing formal legal knowledge and impacting beliefs in Mukono District.

Disability is an area where effective sensitisation is particularly critical. Writing in the Ghanaian context, Baffoe sees ‘education campaigns aimed at eliminating the myths, negative perceptions, stereotyping, superstitions and their resultant discrimination and marginalization of persons with disabilities’ as crucial to making a ‘positive difference in the lives of persons with disabilities’. Baffoe believes that such campaigns should be structured as a two-step process. The first
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step involves getting the wider public to appreciate the personhood of persons with disabilities. The second step entails generating support within the community for services that will benefit persons with disabilities.

The field research indicates that people in Mukono District are open to modifying their beliefs about persons with disabilities through sensitisation activities. Community leaders without disabilities indicated that they were not opposed to the reception of so-called ‘enlightened’ views about the rights of persons with disabilities.

This thesis’ field research confirms the importance of people’s views about persons with disabilities in the context of customary status, rights and treatment. This is especially true when it comes to views about the capabilities and usefulness of persons with disabilities.

Sensitisation efforts can have limited impact when desired changes conflict with local norms. Although there are local norms in Mukono District that hamper the rights of persons with disabilities, the norms identified in the field research do not appear to be especially intransigent. For example, a traditional belief that persons with disabilities contaminate crops and food appears to be waning. In addition, beliefs about the cause and impact of disability appear to be in flux with some people attributing physical conditions to genetics and others attributing them to witchcraft. Thus norms and beliefs concerning disability appear to be open to change through education.

Acculturation initiatives should be culturally informed. To impact local knowledge and beliefs it is important to understand local knowledge and beliefs. Moreover, in the context of disability rights, it is important to appreciate how and why local knowledge and beliefs impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. This thesis’ field research confirms both the necessity and usefulness of specific local knowledge.
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A growing number of development actors adopt directed engagement with customary law as a means for improving the rule of law. This rise in customary engagement reflects a growing theoretical rejection of legal centralism and a rising acceptance of the brand of deep legal pluralism championed by Griffiths, Merry and Moore.

An-Na-im stresses the importance of contextualising human rights reforms in strongly pluralistic contexts. He posits that the combination of ‘internal reinterpretation’ and ‘cross cultural dialogues’ offers a means of accomplishing grass roots human rights reform. He appreciates the necessity of instilling and creating local ownership over conceptions of human rights. For him, simply inserting new law from alien sources is inherently dysfunctional.

This thesis’ field research identified an outward willingness to accept international human rights standards as legitimate. The global movement for disabilities rights is not seen as a threat in Mukono District and the interviewees without disabilities largely held themselves out as open to revising their attitudes and beliefs about disability. However, there appears to be little substantive awareness as to what rights should be afforded to persons with disabilities. For many interview participants disability rights are synonymous with access to resources. Thus rights are seen by many as support the government should provide. Similarly international human rights are associated with the provision of resources and benefits from international bodies as opposed to international standards requiring societal compliance.

Moreover, the language of human rights can be considered mere words of little tangible impact. Remarkably, even efforts to use African terminology such as
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ubuntu can be perceived as words and messages from elsewhere. Thus the field research speaks to An-Na-im’s concern about meaningfully integrating rights standards into the culture as opposed to simply delivering them through laws or information.

Customary engagement strategies are especially prevalent in developing countries where the formal justice sector is inaccessible, unfamiliar and illegitimate for much of the population. The rapid growth of a ‘rule of law’ industry over recent decades has generated customary law engagement strategies and guidance materials.

Allot was a key figure in directed engagement with customary law. He championed the written memorialisation of indigenous customary law to make it official, stable and consistently applied. His ideas were influential in the creation of written restatements of customary law in various nations including Kenya. Over the past several decades Allot’s approach has fallen largely out of favour. Today’s prevailing scholarly position critiques customary codification as contrary to the oral, flexible and mutable qualities of customary law.

The mutability that makes customary law ill-suited for codification makes it a viable target for other reform efforts. Claasens and Mnisi advocate changing the substantive customary law rather than overcoming it. They point to the flexibility
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of customary law and the rising capacity of previously marginalised actors such as women to renegotiate the content of customary law as reason for optimism.\(^\text{105}\)

Some customary engagement strategies seek to capitalise on “positive” aspects of customary justice, while endeavouring to minimise the “negative” aspects.\(^\text{106}\) A rich appreciation of the local context is necessary to devise rights-based reform strategies that are culturally palatable and workable at the grassroots level.\(^\text{107}\) Land Equity Movement Uganda (LEMU) distributes people group specific collections of principles, practices, rights and responsibilities of customary law aligned with this approach.\(^\text{108}\) LEMU has not compiled a collection for the Baganda.

Despite its potential for broad-based empowerment, customary law can be manipulated for discriminatory purposes.\(^\text{109}\) The ‘fluidity of customary law’ can be a point of weakness in its capacity to protect the socially and economically marginalised.\(^\text{110}\) The pretext of maintaining social order can result in interpretations and applications of customary law that benefit the powerful.\(^\text{111}\) Nyamu-Musembi observes that ‘belatedly, law reformers recognised the centrality of customary tenure but celebrated its benefits (e.g. flexibility) without critical analysis of the power relations that shape it’.\(^\text{112}\)

As reported in Chapter 7, this thesis’ field research confirms the unpredictability of customary legal scenarios. This is particularly the case when it comes to land inheritance. Moreover, customary scenarios present opportunities for

\(^{105}\) \textit{Ibid} at 493.
\(^{106}\) Leonardi, Isser & Moro (note 52) at 109.
\(^{107}\) Merry (2006a) (note 68).
\(^{109}\) J Oloka-Onyango (note 11) at 38.
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\(^{112}\) C Nyamu-Musembi ‘Ruling out gender equality? The post-cold war rule of law agenda in Sub-Saharan Africa’ 27(7) \textit{Third World Quarterly} 1193-1207, at 1201.
individuals to manipulate the process through discriminatory biases and abuses of power. Thus the fact that customary legal scenarios are accessible does not mean that they are pro poor. To the contrary, as discussed in Section III(4) of Chapter 3, they can be the preferred forums where the rich and powerful can carry out abuses that the formal law does not allow.

Customary change initiatives face resistance. Those who work to champion international human rights can find themselves ostracised by the targeted society. However, the field research did not detect significant pushback over the promotion of disability rights. Unlike matters of gender which challenge patrilineal land succession, treating persons with disabilities in a non-discriminatory manner does not threaten to cause structural disruption to existing customary frameworks. An instance where there would be resistance in the context of disability rights is a scenario where complying with or fulfilling the right would not make practical sense such as allowing someone with an ‘unsound mind’ to be a clan leader.

Despite the challenges, proponents of customary engagement see customary law as a pragmatic opportunity to advance human rights rather than a regressive problem to be fixed. Customary engagement entails leveraging the positive aspects of custom, tradition and culture towards the desired targets. Such engagement requires a deep knowledge of the relevant customary and cultural context.

(d) Actor-oriented and participatory change strategies

Many endorse actor-oriented approaches for effecting change. Class struggle is often at the theoretical core of actor-oriented approaches. Self struggle ensures local grounding, and human rights need to be grounded within local context.
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communities to reach their full potential.\textsuperscript{118} Actor-oriented approaches recognise the need for rights-bearing individuals to work out the law in the grey zones where cultural norms and formal rights intersect.\textsuperscript{119}

The importance of direct engagement in the struggle for positive change is well known in disability circles. The viewpoint is reflected in disability rights refrain ‘nothing about us without us’.\textsuperscript{120}

The field research demonstrates that rights realisation often hinges on persons with disabilities. Obtaining land through customary succession may require a person with disabilities to engage formal legal actors. Overcoming discrimination in clan meetings often requires a willingness to stand up to discrimination. Appointment as a customary guardian can turn on whether a person with disabilities demonstrates the capacity to earn money. The mantra ‘disability is not inability’ is not taken at face value; it is proven through the lives of persons with disabilities. Thus customary status and rights are often earned and defended by persons with disabilities.

The actual voices and input of persons with disabilities are at the centre of actor-based initiatives. Muller describes his rights-based approach to disability as ‘premised on the ability and inclusion of persons with disabilities’.\textsuperscript{121} This approach seeks to bring down barriers to fuller participation in society and allows persons with disabilities to contribute their own voices to technocratic assessments of their rights and needs.

Disabled persons organisations (DPOs) are cooperative variants of the actor-oriented approach. DPOs are collectives of persons with disabilities that seek to increase their influence and impact through solidarity and collective action. Harpur sees disabled persons organisations (DPOs) as key actors in disability rights

\textsuperscript{118} Corradi (note 18).
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reform.\textsuperscript{122} Given the importance of persons with disabilities in working out their rights and status in customary contexts, DPOs can be instrumental in sharing knowledge and connecting persons with disabilities to social support systems.

Actor-based change models often include a hermeneutic component. Inkstater endorses a ‘transformative’ approach to legal change within deeply pluralistic settings that uses ‘emancipatory knowledge’ to build up an intentional strategy for change grounded in a shared consciousness.\textsuperscript{123} Similarly Sezgin sees ‘hermeneutic communities’ as the key to improving the status of marginalised groups within ‘pluralistic personal status systems’.\textsuperscript{124} Sezgin believes that these communities can contest ‘the validity of various categories of subjectivity . . . by offering deviant interpretations’.\textsuperscript{125} In Mukono District key hermeneutical players include persons with disabilities and those who are seen by the community as the knowledge bearers and curators of customary law. These two groups are the two cohorts of interviewees selected for this thesis’ field research.

\textit{(e) Community care delivery models}

Community care delivery models leverage community and kin to efficiently provide needed care and services for persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{126} In wealthier nations one of the intended benefits of community based models is the removal of persons with disabilities from institutional settings.\textsuperscript{127} On the other hand, community based models in the developing world are often employed to provide care and services to persons with disabilities that the state is unable or unwilling to provide.

Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) is a ‘capacity building approach to disability’ touted as a ‘cost effective mechanism by health care professionals in delivering outreach services’.\textsuperscript{128} CBR is a relevant disability empowerment model in
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the developing world. This model is built on the recognition that there is a lack of specialised medical rehabilitation services in low income nations. At its best, CBR empowers families and community members to improve the lives of persons with disabilities in contexts where access to services is limited due to geographic logistics, meagre finances or limited professional capacity.

Uganda has been home to CBR initiatives since the 1990s. These initiatives were launched with the assistance of foreign support including the Norwegian Association of the Disabled. While Ugandan CBR initiatives have been successful at a certain scale, there are significant challenges including the high expectations of target groups, inadequate funds to expand the project and the persistence of negative attitudes. Only a small portion of Uganda has been served through these initiatives.

To assess the viability and potential of community delivery models one must understand community and family settings. In Mukono District, customary law and practices are key structural components in community and family life. Thus this thesis’ field research has something to offer CBR initiatives.

(2) Research implications in light of the prevalence and viability of bottom-up rights reform

Bottom-up reform strategies place a premium on small-scale community-based field research. Specific contextual knowledge concerning lived environments
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and community practices can generate findings that point to potential areas and means of societal improvement. Anthropologically informed legal theorists such as Griffiths, Merry and Moore advocate shifting focus from the formal law to the ‘shop floor’ of social life. The result is an emphasis on lived experiences and bottom-up approaches to human rights reform that places the focus on the ‘small places’ of life. Moore advises that ‘[m]icro level anthropological research is well placed to contribute to the practical and operational aspects of human rights questions.’ After all, ‘[h]uman rights discussions in the abstract, with an emphasis on what is morally desirable, seem quite aimless without a concomitant discussion of the physical conditions under which action could be taken.’

‘[T]he strength of the fieldwork perspective is that anthropology provides a specific description of what is happening on the ground at a particular time and place.’ This thesis’ field research frames struggles faced by persons with disabilities and provide insights as to the means of change, the possibilities of reform and the hermeneutical context.

IV FORMALISM AND CHANGE IN BAGANDA CUSTOMARY LAW

Customary law is dynamic and discerning the causes of change can be challenging. It is subject to multi-agent change processes where overlapping social structures interact to create unique legal stews. However, there are some distinctively formal aspects of the Baganda legal culture pertaining to change that warrant special attention.
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First, the Baganda have long-standing top-down mechanisms for changing customary law. These mechanisms include the changes adopted by the Kabaka, changes presented by the Lukiiko (the parliamentary body of the Buganda kingdom) before the Kabaka, and those initiated by clan leaders or the Katikkiro (prime minister) through consultation with the Kabaka. For example, Kabaka Mutesa I changed customary succession practices from male inheritance passing to paternal nephews to male inheritance by children or grandchildren, Kabaka Ssuuna II introduced the death penalty for the offence of defilement, and Mutesa II revoked the law that prevented his mother from remarrying. This thesis’ field research confirms that Baganda in Mukono District continue to view the Kabaka as having customary law making authority.

Second, Baganda customary law has a written heritage. During the British colonial era laws of the Buganda Kingdom were codified and published. As a result, the ongoing conception of Baganda customary law is prone to stolidity resulting from a sense that the true customary law is what was written down in these colonial era codifications. Although these written codes are no longer in place or easily accessible they seem to live on in the collective memory of the substance of the Baganda customary law. For example, findings in the IJM study referenced in section II(2) of this chapter indicate that community practices concerning succession have greater alignment with the extant colonial Baganda code than the modern formal law. For some Baganda people, the customary law of ‘time immemorial’ might actually be a memory of the extant colonial era codes.

Understanding the possible means of change and the legal forces that resist change is important for those who seek to improve the lives of vulnerable people. For example, appreciating the Kabaka’s continued role as supreme customary lawmaker within Baganda culture might lead change actors to directly engage the Kabaka. In addition, appreciating the heritage of written customary law among the
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144 ES Haydon *Law and Justice in Buganda* (1960) at 18.

145 *Ibid* at 218 (At the time of Haydon’s book female customary succession continued to run from aunts to maternal nieces instead of to the children of the aunt).

146 *Ibid* at 214; Jjuuko & Kiblama (note 34) at 15.

147 *Ibid* at 15-16.
Baganda can help change actors locate both beneficial and problematic provisions that might persist in the post-codified customary milieu. Moreover, although Uganda is not home to a post-colonial customary code like other nations, the staying power of colonial era codes might offer insights as to the persisting substance of Baganda customary law. Among the Baganda customary law has aspects of grassroots flexibility, institutional dominance and historic formalism.

VI CONCLUSION

This chapter presents a broad variety of change strategies that can be implemented to positively impact the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. Despite the diversity and range of strategies a common thread emerges—contextual knowledge about lived environments matters. Transformative strategies do not operate in a vacuum. Change strategies should be calibrated through grassroots knowledge to effectively impact the community level.

In light of the fact of strong legal pluralism\textsuperscript{148} it is critical to examine the living law as it is discerned and applied at the local level. This thesis investigates the lived experiences of persons with disabilities in Mukono District to assess the places where the social working of legal rules manifests.\textsuperscript{149} This is the living law that persons with disabilities in Mukono District negotiate and apply on a daily basis. Understanding this local living law is a valuable component for strategies intended to make a positive impact on the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities.

An emphasis on localised rights delivery and engagement can help make distant and abstract rights tangible in lived environments. This is especially true with respect to rights that require cultural buy-in. Moreover, grassroots approaches are crucial in nations with limited resources to implement top-down change strategies.\textsuperscript{150}


\textsuperscript{149} Griffiths (note 26).

The effective leveraging of customary institutions and practices requires contextual knowledge and understanding. This thesis’ fieldwork presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 offers insights on the state of customary law in Mukono District as it pertains to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. The information within those chapters can meaningfully inform and empower those seeking to bring about positive changes through a range of strategies and approaches. Possible applications of the fieldwork findings will be presented in Chapters 8 and 9.

Next this thesis turns to Chapter 5 which presents an overview of the law relevant to disabilities at the international, national and customary level in in Mukono District.
CHAPTER 5
The Disability Legal and Policy Framework in Mukono District

I  INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the legal and policy framework with particular relevance to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. It begins with a discussion of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). Next it covers Ugandan domestic law and policy with an emphasis on the relevant statutory law and case law. It concludes with a survey of Baganda customary law with particular pertinence to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

This chapter’s content serves as a foundational backdrop to the fieldwork findings presented in subsequent chapters. With respect to Chapter 7, it primes the reader with a baseline understanding of the customary law and practices of the Baganda people. As for Chapter 8, this chapter equips the reader with an appreciation of the multiple layers and sources of legal content that pertains to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District.

II  THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Adopted in 2006, the CRPD\(^1\) is the first international human rights treaty of the 21st Century.\(^2\) It is a landmark treaty for persons with disabilities with wide reaching implications. Uganda signed and ratified the CRPD promptly in 2008.\(^3\)

---


\(^3\) Ibid 1.
Although there are other international and regional instruments relevant to disability rights that are operative in Uganda, the CPRD’s extensive treatment of disability rights effectively subsumes other human rights instruments on matters specific to persons with disabilities. Thus this discussion of the substance of international and regional human rights instruments is limited to the CRPD. Scholarly treatments outlining the rights and protections set forth in other international instruments and African regional instruments are available elsewhere for reference.

The extensive breadth and detail of the CPRD prevents an exhaustive treatment. Instead this section focuses on the theoretical underpinnings of the CPRD, the structure and substance of the CRPD with special relevance to customary legal frameworks, and the status of compliance and implementation of the CPRD in Uganda.

---


7 Ibid at 18-22 (addressing international instruments and activities predating the CRPD including scholarly references included in fns 8-33); TP van Reenen & H Combrinck ‘The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Africa: progress after 5 years’ (2011) 8(14) SUR International Journal on Human Rights 133-165, at 134-142 (addressing the African regional context).
(1) The Theoretical Underpinnings of the CRPD

The CRPD eschews ideological purity. It contains elements of the social model of disability while retaining the tangible benefits of the medical model. It seeks to effect change from both the top down and the bottom-up. Also, as a human rights treaty, it emphasizes social and economic rights, human dignity, and non-discrimination.

The Preamble of the CRPD includes pronouncements concerning the social quality of disability, the importance of mainstreaming, the link between non-discrimination and human dignity, the significance of gender in the context of disability rights, the crucial role of families in the context of disabilities and the classification of disability concerns as human rights concerns. The CRPD also specifically includes participation and empowerment as human rights principles.

As touched on in Chapter 2, Degener classifies the non-exclusivist theoretical approach of the CRPD as a human rights approach. In the context of disability this approach enables the CRPD to address the civil and political rights stressed by the social moment while also accounting for the needs recognized by the medical model. In addition the CRPD goes further by placing an emphasis on personal agency, legitimizing the prevention of disability and the accounting for the impact of poverty. For Degener, the fundamental recognition of human dignity is the theoretical ground norm that undergirds and encompasses the CPRD’s wide ranging content.

---

8 CRPD pre (j).
9 CRPD pre (e).
10 CRPD pre (g).
11 CRPD pre (h).
12 CRPD pre (q) and (s).
13 CRPD pre (x).
14 CRPD pre (j) and (r).
15 CRPD pre (e), (o) and (p) and arts 4(3) and 6(2).
The CPRD’s general principles proclaim its core values. These principles are: 1) respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own choices, and independence of persons; 2) non-discrimination; 3) full and effective participation and inclusion in society; 4) respect for difference and acceptance of persons with disabilities as part of human diversity and humanity; 5) equality of opportunity; 6) accessibility; 7) equality between men and women; and 8) respect for the evolving capacities of children with disabilities and respect for the right of children with disabilities to preserve their identities.

The CRPD seeks to effect social change from the top down and the bottom-up. As an international treaty, it is a top-down instrument that requires member state compliance. However, it also includes bottom-up components. It is designed to address negative social constructs, recast norms from the grassroots and impact lived environments. Lord and Stein observe that the CPRD moves beyond standard top-down reform strategies such as law reform and court-based advocacy to ‘include strategies that support deeper domestic internalization of human rights norms’. For example, it includes ‘an affirmative duty to alter social norms regarding persons with disabilities, which includes the responsibility to eviscerate harmful stigmas and stereotypes and promote positive imagery’. This duty combats key causal factors of discrimination in customary legal scenarios in Mukono District.

(2) The Structure and Substance of the CRPD

The CRPD is an integrative treaty. It ‘melds civil and political rights with economic, social, and cultural rights’. It consists of introductory articles of general

---

17 CRPD art 3.
18 Lord & Stein (note 2) at 475; Stein & Lord (note 6) at 31-32.
19 Ibid (note 2) at 449.
20 Ibid at 476 (citing CRPD art 8 which requires states parties to ‘to adopt immediate, effective and appropriate measures: (a) To raise awareness throughout society, including at the family level, regarding persons with disabilities, and to foster respect for the rights and dignity of persons with disabilities;’).
21 Stein & Lord (note 6) at 24.
application, enumerated substantive rights, monitoring provisions and rules for governing operations.\textsuperscript{22}

The CRPD takes a detailed approach to substantive rights. By way of example, it does not merely state that persons with disabilities have a right to education. Instead, it offers extensive treatment on what this right entails\textsuperscript{23} and takes similar approaches with respect to employment, awareness raising, accessibility, personal mobility, respect for the family and health.\textsuperscript{24}

There are features of the Convention with special relevance to customary legal frameworks. Article 4 requires state parties to ‘abolish or amend existing laws, regulations, customs and practices that constitute discrimination against persons with disabilities’.\textsuperscript{25} The CRPD calls for proactive engagement with customary and informal legal procedures.\textsuperscript{26} Article 12 requires the reform of laws that deprive persons with disabilities of their right to exercise legal capacity. This requirement specifically includes customary law.

The CRPD also promotes the communal rights of persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{27} It calls for States Parties to take effective and appropriate measures for achieving inclusion and full participation of persons with disabilities within the community\textsuperscript{28} and asks signatories to consider what is entailed in community life.\textsuperscript{29}

The Convention addresses the need for states to address cultural attitudes that impact the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. It calls on member states to promote awareness at all levels of society about the rights and

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid at 24.

\textsuperscript{23} CPRD art 24.

\textsuperscript{24} CRPD arts 9-30.

\textsuperscript{25} CRPD art 4(1)(b).


\textsuperscript{27} CRPD art 19.

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid; E Kamundia ‘Choice, support and inclusion: implementing Article 19 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Kenya’ (2013) 1 ADRY 49-72, at 69.

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid (Kamundia) at 67.
\end{footnotesize}
human dignity of persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{30} In addition states parties are required to ‘combat stereotypes, prejudices and harmful practices relating to persons with disabilities’ and ‘promote awareness of the capabilities and contributions of persons with disabilities’.\textsuperscript{31} This thesis’ field research confirms the particular importance of the attitudes of family and community members to the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in contexts of pervasive customary practices.

(3) State Implementation of the CRPD

The CRPD charges state parties with the task of implementation. Article 4 sets out the ‘general obligations’ of states parties which range from enacting appropriate laws to training of disability service professionals.\textsuperscript{32} Article 31 requires states to collect appropriate information relevant to the Convention's implementation.\textsuperscript{33}

An initial state report of Uganda to the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was distributed in 2015.\textsuperscript{34} This report catalogues a number of state initiatives to implement the mandates of the CRPD and discusses the challenges of limited resources and impact. The fidelity of Uganda’s compliance with CRPD mandates is also addressed in a report issued to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities by the National Union of Disabled Persons of Uganda (NUDIPU).\textsuperscript{35} This report critiques the absence of concrete steps taken by the Ugandan government in twenty-two areas. Examples include health, education, liberty of movement and participation in cultural life, recreation, leisure and sport.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{30} P Harpur ‘Time to be heard: how advocates can use the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to drive change (2011) 45(3) \textit{Valparaiso Univ. LR} 1271-1296, at 1280 quoting art 8(1) of the CRPD.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{Ibid.}
  \item \textsuperscript{32} CPRD art 4.
  \item \textsuperscript{33} \textit{Ibid} art 31.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities ‘Consideration of reports submitted by States parties under article 35 of the Convention: Initial Report of Uganda’ (received 22 January 2013; distributed 10 March 2015).
\end{itemize}
The report points to a lack of concrete government action to strengthen and protect various rights provided for under the Convention.

In terms of legislation, the report critiques the harmonisation of disability laws and the definitions of disability under the current laws. The report joins others in lamenting the fact that Ugandan law reflects more of a medical model than a social model of disability. NUDIPU also criticises the lack of robust anti-discrimination laws to protect persons with disabilities, the presence of outdated and discriminatory language referring to persons with disabilities in existing statutes and the ongoing potential for abusing legal rights of persons with mental health impairments. Yet to a large extent the report acknowledges that written legislative framework is adequate under the CPRD’s standards and requirements. The next section addresses the formal disability laws and policies in place in Uganda.

III DISABILITY LAW AND POLICY IN UGANDA

Uganda is an intriguing setting for the study of disability policy and practice. It is a developing sub-Saharan nation that has willingly enacted a considerable body of law and policies intended to promote the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. This section outlines Ugandan formal law and policy.

(1) Ugandan Laws Concerning Disability

Uganda is home to a growing body of laws addressing the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. Observers credit Uganda for its legislative efforts made on behalf of persons with disabilities. Although there are ongoing

36 Ibid 7-8.
37 Ibid 7.
38 Ibid 10.
calls for legislative reforms, one is hard-pressed to attribute the substance of the current written domestic laws to the primary challenges persons with disabilities experience in Uganda.

(a) The Constitution of Uganda

The Constitution is the supreme law of Uganda. Article 2(2) provides that ‘if any other law or any custom is inconsistent with any of the provisions of this Constitution, the Constitution shall prevail, and that other law or custom shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be void’. Thus, from a formal standpoint all customary content that conflicts with constitutional provisions is legally invalid.

The Constitution proclaims and protects the rights of persons with disabilities. National objective XVI declares that ‘[s]ociety and the State shall recognise the right of persons with disabilities to respect and human dignity.’

Article 21(2) prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities. It broadly defines discrimination as giving ‘different treatment to different persons attributable only or mainly to their respective descriptions’ including disability.

Article 32(1) requires the state to take affirmative action to assist groups that have been marginalised on the basis of disability. Article 32(2) prohibits laws, cultures, customs and traditions which oppose or undermine the dignity, welfare or interest of marginalised groups. Article 35(1) provides that ‘[p]ersons with disabilities have a right to respect and human dignity, and the State and society shall take all appropriate measures to ensure they realise their full mental and physical potential’. Article 35(2) requires Parliament to ‘enact all laws appropriate for the protection of persons with disabilities’. Thus, on the surface the Constitution is equipped to protect and empower persons with disabilities.

In addition to the core articles referenced above, Article 59 requires Parliament to pass laws to ensure that persons with disabilities are able to
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41 See for example The Persons with Disabilities Bill, 2014, Bills Supplement No. 5 to the Uganda Gazette, 9 May 2014.


43 Ibid art 2(2).
meaningfully participate in elections and Article 79 designates persons with disabilities as a group are entitled to special representation in Parliament. This constitutional allocation of political representation to persons with disabilities has been recognised as exceptional.\textsuperscript{44} Statutes in place to implement this mandate are discussed in the next sub-section.

(b) Statutory laws

The centrepiece of disability specific legislation in Uganda is the Persons with Disabilities Act (hereinafter the ‘PDA’).\textsuperscript{45} The PDA seeks to foster ‘equal opportunities and enhanced empowerment, participation and protection of persons with disabilities irrespective of gender, age and type of disability’.\textsuperscript{46}

The PDA defines disability as a ‘substantial functional limitation of daily life activities caused by physical, mental or sensory impairment and environmental barriers resulting in limited participation’.\textsuperscript{47} As discussed in Chapter 2 in Section III(3), adherents to the social model of disability critique the Act for its emphasis on functional impairments as the cause of disability as opposed to attributing disability to social causes.\textsuperscript{48} While the PDA might be dated in terms of its theoretical underpinnings, such critiques are more a matter of ideological veneer than legal substance. Its substantive provisions provide considerable legal protections.

The PDA addresses a wide range of substantive areas including education, health services, rehabilitation, vocational rehabilitation, access to employment, government based affirmative action, prohibitions regarding punishment, the protection of privacy and measures to address discrimination in the context of food, services and facilities. The ambitious scope of the Act can be a double-edged sword when it comes to the realisation of disability rights. Its expansive and generous

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotetext[44]{G Dewsbury, K Clarke, D Randall et al ‘The anti social model of disability’ (2004) 19(2) Disability, Poverty and Development 145-158.}
\footnotetext[45]{The Persons with Disabilities Act of 2006 (Uganda).}
\footnotetext[46]{\textit{Ibid} pre.}
\footnotetext[47]{\textit{Ibid} s 2.}
\footnotetext[48]{van Reenen & Combrinck (note 7) at 150; NUDIPU (note 35) at 7.}
\end{footnotesize}
provisions led the Ministry of Justice to deem the legislation ‘aspirational’ and therefore not presently enforceable.49

One section with particular relevance to customary contexts is section 36 on the ‘Rights of the family’. It addresses familial relationships including marriage and guardianship that are regularly established and maintained under customary law. This section’s ‘right to a home and a family’ includes the rights ‘to experience his or her sexuality and to have sexual and other intimate relationship’, the right to ‘at the age of eighteen years and above, to marry a spouse of his or her own choice and to found a family’, and the right ‘to guardianship, trusteeship and adoption of children under the relevant laws’.

At this time there is a pending bill that would amend certain content in the PDA. The Persons with Disabilities Bill, 2014 was added to the Uganda Gazette on 9 May 2015.50 The purported object of the bill is to replace and reform existing law by operationalising Article 35 of the Constitution and other human rights and freedoms of persons with disabilities with special emphasis in the areas of education, health and employment.51 In particular, the existing PDA was implemented prior to the promulgation of the CRPD and the proposed revisions seek to align the Act with the terminology and standards used in the Convention.

The National Council for Disability Act52 establishes a council for monitoring and evaluating the rights of persons with disabilities in Uganda. The Council is mandated to ‘act as a body at a national level through which the needs, problems, concerns, potentials and abilities of persons with disabilities can be communicated to Government and its agencies for action’.53 However, the National Disability Council has demonstrated some unwillingness to act on complaints and to


51 Ibid para 1.


53 Ibid s 5.
monitor the implementation of the CRPD.\textsuperscript{54} In fairness to the Council, the CRPD is so extensive and integrative that monitoring for compliance would be a massive undertaking in a nation with limited bureaucratic capacity.

Government resistance to oversight and accountability can be troubling, but it is not surprising given the weighty challenge of human rights standards for developing nations with limited capacity to implement resource dependent mandates. If nations such as Uganda considered themselves truly accountable for fully implementing the requirements included in instruments such as the CRPD they would be unlikely to ratify them. The willingness of a nation like Uganda to adopt the Convention often comes with a presumption of an unofficial moratorium, for the foreseeable future at least, from legal accountability. This aspirational approach to human rights runs the risk of delegitimising human rights and weakening the rule of law.\textsuperscript{55}

Uganda has domestic laws that ensure political representation by persons with disabilities. The Parliamentary Elections Act provides that five seats in Parliament are specifically allocated to persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{56} The Local Governments Act\textsuperscript{57} and the Movement Act of 1998\textsuperscript{58} set requirements for involving persons with disabilities in local councils. These laws ensure access to the political sphere. By 2008 government officials reported that approximately 47,000 persons with disabilities were involved within local government structures in the country.\textsuperscript{59}

Other Ugandan laws address disability concerns in various contexts. There is legislation that addresses disability concerns in the context of customary land tenure which is discussed later in this Chapter. In addition there are a number of acts that

\begin{itemize}
\item Human Rights Watch (note 49) at 66-67.
\item The Parliamentary Elections Act of 2005 (Uganda) (cap 140) s 8(2)(d).
\item The Local Governments Act 1997 (Uganda) (cap 243).
\item The Movement Act 1998 (Uganda) (cap 261).
\end{itemize}
touch on matters of disability in contexts that are unlikely to overlap with customary legal contexts. These laws are referenced in Table A as an addendum to this chapter.

(c) Ugandan case law

In recent years noteworthy cases concerning the rights of persons with disabilities have come before Ugandan courts. The judicial decisions offer mixed results.

In *Centre for Health, Human Rights and Development (CEHURD)* and *Iga Daniel v the Attorney General* the petitioners challenged discriminatory provisions in Uganda's criminal laws. The Constitutional Court struck down the use of outdated and offensive language in the statutory law such as ‘imbecile’ and ‘lunatic’ and replaced that language with terms such as ‘mentally handicapped’ and ‘mentally disabled’. The Court also found that the current criminal provisions applicable to persons with mental illness—including indefinite detention—denied due process under the law. Notably the relief granted in *CEHURD and Iga* did not include a court directed allocation of substantial government resources.

A 2008 case brought against a private bank alleging discrimination against persons with disabilities based on inaccessibility produced another impactful result. The ruling court required the bank to increase accessibility at the subject branch, pay a financial settlement to the plaintiff and adopt nation-wide steps to improve

---

60 CEHURD is a Non-Governmental Organisation that uses strategic and public interest litigation to address matters concerning health related rights. It is a lead plaintiff in two cases referenced in this section of the thesis.

61 *CEHURD and Iga Daniel v the Attorney General* UGCC Const Pet No 64 of 2011 [2015].

62 Treaties referenced in the opinion include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Convention of Civil and Political Rights, the CRPD and the African Charter of Human and Peoples Rights.

63 Uganda’s revised terminology remains dated in terms of current approved parlance in Western contexts when referring to persons with disabilities. Using the term ‘disabled’ as opposed to the clause ‘with disabilities’ is now considered objectifying and dehumanising, while the term ‘handicapped’ has been criticized due to its origins in the practice of begging on the streets. See, for example PJ Devlieger ‘From handicap to disability: Language use and cultural meaning within the United States’ (1999) 21(7) *Disability and Rehabilitation* 346.

accessibility at other branches. However a similar case involving public, as opposed to private, institutions produced a different result.

In *Legal Action for People with Disabilities v. Attorney General and Another*\(^65\) the plaintiffs asserted that buildings operated by the city of Kampala and Makerere University were not accessible by persons with disabilities and sought remedies to force these public institutions to make their facilities more accessible. The High Court chided the applicants for implying ‘that their own right must be enjoyed irrespective of the negative effects that it may have on public interest, the costs to the respondents and the overall costs to other (students) or people’. The court noted that ‘enjoyment of their rights is not absolute’ and that the court must ‘take into account the rights of others as well as public interest’. Citing limited government resources, the court held that it ‘cannot order prompt enforcement of the provisions of the law because of the hardship it involves, but shall encourage whoever is responsible and the respondents in particular to ensure continued compliance with the law as required’. This judgment speaks to the reticence of the Ugandan judiciary to order the specific governmental provisions of economic and social rights.

In *Centre for Health Human Rights and Development (CEHURD) and Three Others v. Attorney General*\(^66\) the Constitutional Court of Uganda initially abstained from considering the merits of a right to health claim on the grounds that government health policy is a non-justiciable political question.\(^67\) However, this decision was reversed by the Supreme Court of Uganda\(^68\) with an instruction for the Constitutional Court to make substantive rulings as to whether the Government had met its obligations to provide citizens the right to health and not to deny citizens the right to life.\(^69\) In a separate concurring opinion, Chief Justice Bart Katereeba

\(^65\) *Legal Action for People with Disabilities v. Attorney General and Another* [2014]. UGHC 42.

\(^66\) *CEHURD & Three others v Attorney General*, Constitutional Petition No. 16 of 2011, UGCC 4 [2012].

\(^67\) *CEHURD & Three others v Attorney General*, Constitutional Petition No. 16 of 2011, UGCC 4 [2012].

\(^68\) The Supreme Court of Uganda stands above the Constitutional Court in terms of appellate review. Constitution of Uganda art 132.

\(^69\) *Centre for Health Human Rights and Development (CEHURD) & Three others v Attorney General* UGSC Constitutional Appeal No. 01 of 2013 [2015].
indicated that the government should be held to the standard of providing ‘all practical measures to ensure the provision of basic medical services’. Given the resource dependent aspects of disability rights, the Supreme Court decision is a significant development. In its holding the Supreme Court recognises the existence of a social and economic right that is not specifically delineated in the Constitution (the right to health) and provides that the judiciary has the power and responsibility to provide oversight over governmental policy decisions concerning the allocation of resources to meaningfully account for that right. If applied to the rights to persons with disabilities to accessibility and accommodation, this holding could significantly increase the potential for effecting change through litigation.

In sum, litigation’s capacity to bring about change in Uganda is increasing, but remains limited. Isolated success appears possible, but courts tend to shy away from imposing substantial financial hardships on the government. Resource strapped governments in Sub-Saharan nations have a tendency to view ‘individual rights and freedoms as a superfluous luxury that (can impede) national growth’. Thus disability rights face the potential of political and judicial backlash. While the Supreme Court opinion in CEHURD and Three Others offers fresh hope in the judicial enforcement of social and economic rights, court oversight of government spending and policy decisions remains politically and functionally problematic.

(d) Formal Law, Customary Law and Disability

Both formal and informal considerations are relevant to customary law in Uganda. The formal law provides official recognition of customary law in areas such as land tenure and marriage as well as minimum overarching standards for customary law based on the repugnancy test and the Constitution, as discussed in Section III(1) of Chapter 3. Meanwhile the actual substance of customary law springs from the unwritten traditions and practices of diverse cultural groups.

70 Ibid opinion of CJ Katureebea at 17.


inhabiting Uganda. The customary law—both substantive and procedural—of these people groups is not codified in a post-colonial extant document.

Ugandan formal laws preempt and displace customary laws and practices when those formal laws specifically apply to situations and scenarios. A noteworthy example of formal preemption and displacement is the Succession Act. This Act governs the distribution of all property in the case of both testate and intestate succession. Thus, it subsumes all matters of succession and leaves customary succession law with no formal legitimacy. Similarly, formal laws that address the award of guardianship of children technically displace ongoing customary practices. However, as acknowledged by IJM and as further confirmed in this thesis’ field research, customary succession and guardianship practices persist despite formal displacement.

When customary law is not preempted by formal legislation, Ugandan law provides for some protections for persons with disabilities in the context of customary land tenure. The procedure established for the issuance of certificates of ownership in customary land provides that such certificates shall give effect to customary entitlements that inure to the benefit of persons under a disability. In addition, Section 27 of the Land Act of 1998 provides that any decision taken concerning land held under customary tenure is null and void if it denies a person with a disability access to ownership, occupation or use of land on the basis of disability. Yet these provisions are of little legal relevance in Mukono District given the absence of unregistered customary tenure in the area.

---

73 Mustafa Kadala Nsubuga v. Mawandu Balumu and Others, High Court of Uganda at Kampala, Civil Suit No. 1086 of 2000.

74 Succession Act of 1906 (Uganda) (cap 162).

75 The Children Act of 2003 (Uganda) (cap 59), the Judicature Act of 1996 (Uganda) (cap 13) and the Civil Procedure Act 2002 (Uganda) (cap 71).


78 The Land Act of 1998 (Uganda).
(2) Policies

In addition to the laws discussed above, there are government policies that specifically concern the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

The National Policy on Disabilities (NPD) 2006 provides for ‘a human-rights based framework for responding to the needs of persons with disabilities’. It acknowledges existing problems with access and structural exclusion and calls for resource allocation and service provision to persons with disabilities from all levels of government.

The National Health Policy (NHP) addresses disability concerns. It adopts a ‘minimum health care package’ approach due to limited financial resources and low health care capacity in Uganda. This package seeks to deliver the most urgent and necessary health care due to the fact that limited resources restrain the level of medical services the government can provide. Thus, the NHP's minimum package approach is not aligned with the right to the highest attainable standard of health without discrimination pronounced in the CRPD.81

Other policies make some effort to promote the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. The Land Sector Strategic Plan and Uganda’s Land Policy both call for measures to protect vulnerable groups including persons with disabilities. Uganda’s Land Policy states that ‘[l]egislation and management practices shall accord all vulnerable groups equal rights in acquisition, transmission and use of land’ and commits the Government inter alia to guarantee access to land.

---


80 Ibid at 3.

81 CRPD art 25.


by persons with disabilities and ‘mainstream disability interventions in strategic land sector activities’.84

_Uganda Vision 2040_ mentions disability concerns although there is little in terms of specific substance addressing disability issues in the document.85 The Vision recognises the need to ‘provide assistance’ to people who are vulnerable because of age, social class, location, gender, disaster or lack of income.86 It mentions the need for a universal pension and social protection systems to respond to the specific needs of these vulnerable groups. Thus, the Vision is consistent with the perception of many of the interviewees in the field research that the government should provide for persons with disabilities.

Regardless of the plans and proclamations asserted in Ugandan policies, the field research indicates that there is a high level of suspicion and skepticism about the legitimacy and effectiveness of government initiatives. Community members believe that that persons with disabilities should receive governmental assistance, but they indicate that such assistance rarely benefits such persons. There is a collective sense among the interview participants that policies pertaining to persons with disabilities are ‘just words’.

IV SURVEY OF KEY AREAS OF BAGANDA LAW

This next section surveys substantive areas of Baganda customary and traditional law that are highly consequential to the lives of persons with disabilities. These areas include marital relations, clan leadership, succession, guardianship and land rights. These areas were selected based on the literature review, as well as my knowledge and experience.87 These are observed areas where customary law has a major impact on people’s lives in Mukono District.
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84 _Ibid_ s 74(i) and (v).


86 _Ibid_ s 5.4.

87 I served on the Faculty of Law at Uganda Christian University. During that time her coordinated a clinical legal education program that engaged law students in various projects to address local justice and rule of law concerns.
(1) Marriage, Divorce and Bride Wealth

Achieving official status as a married person is important to protecting one's legal rights in Mukono District. Thus, a person’s ability to marry is a significant matter in terms of status, rights and treatment.

Baganda culture places heavy emphasis on the importance of marriage. Traditionally ‘an unmarried man could not hold office and when he dies his body would be taken out through the back door’.  

The key ceremonial event in Baganda customary marriage is the okwanjula. This is an introduction ceremony where the man seeking marriage visits the family of the bride. It has become a highly public and social ceremony.

The okwanjula presents the potential for public shaming or embarrassment to persons with disabilities. Field interviewees indicated that the crowds that participate in the okwanjula can be rude and disrespectful. The fear of exposing oneself to public ridicule can prevent persons with disabilities from pursuing formal customary marriage.

There are also concerns that the customary betrothal process has become increasingly materialistic and economically exploitive. Justice Mpagi–Bahigeine articulated this concern in the Mifumi case when she observed that ‘these days when prospective grooms out of sheer egotism are obliged to take lorryfuls of goods to their future in-laws’ it amounts to ‘an adulteration of the time honored “kwanjula”’. Furthermore, the financial burden posed by bride wealth (omutwalo) demanded by the families of brides presents an obstacle to male suitors with limited
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88 IJM (note 76) at 60.
89 FW Jjuuko & E Kibalama Culture and Women: The Position of Women in Buganda (2011) at 64.
90 Also referred to as ‘kwanjula’.
91 ES Haydon Law and Justice in Buganda (1960) at 87-89.
92 Jjuuko & Kibalama (note 84) at 10.
93 Ibid at 10.
94 Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General UGCC 2 Const Petition No. 12/07 [2010].
means. Given the reciprocal relationship between disability and poverty the practice of bride wealth presents opportunities for the disparate treatment of male suitors with disabilities.

Ethnographic literature does not point to traditional systemic discrimination against persons with disabilities within Baganda customary marriage law. According to Haydon, physical and mental illness were not considered grounds for divorce among the Baganda.

A predominate health-related ground for divorce is male impotency. Male sexual potency is required to consummate a marriage. In fact, an impotent bridegroom was not even permitted to recover his marriage consideration. This thesis’ field research confirms that impotency still disqualifies a man for marriage and is grounds for terminating a marriage. Conversely, the sterility of a wife is not a basis for terminating a marriage. Thus Haydon’s assertion that the Baganda do not consider sterility the fault of either the husband or wife appears to ring true today.

Divorce is a common practice among the Baganda. One need not have cause for divorce. For example, a wife may obtain a divorce under Baganda customary law by leaving the husband and not returning. This thesis’ field research indicates that customary separation takes place primarily when husband and wife choose not to remain together. The customary status of divorce appears to be less important than actual living arrangements. Little was made of any formal distinction between separation and divorce among the interview participants.
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96 Haydon (note 91) at 24.
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Chapter 7, Section II includes a discussion of the limited relevance of disability in the context of customary marital termination in Mukono District.

There are discrepancies concerning the practice of returning bride wealth.\textsuperscript{103} In her opinion in the \textit{Mifumi} case\textsuperscript{104} Justice Mpagi–Bahigeine opined that ‘there is no such concept as refund of “mutwalo” “bride price” in Buganda as it is in the Eastern region (of Uganda)’. Yet according to Haydon, traditionally, the technical legal challenges associated with the termination of a customary Baganda marriage largely concerned the potential return of bride wealth paid to the wife’s family.\textsuperscript{105}

Haydon wrote that when a wife leaves, the husband is entitled to the return of bride wealth unless there are certain grounds for not returning.\textsuperscript{106} Long-standing grounds for retaining bride wealth include general incompatibility, sexual abomination (bestiality, sodomy, incest) by the husband, impotence, neglecting the wife, rudeness to the wife, cruelty to the wife, expelling the wife from the marital home, practicing wizardry, theft by the husband and consorting with sexually promiscuous women.\textsuperscript{107} Conversely, the wife’s family was required to return bride wealth if the wife is sexually frigid, refuses a husband’s conjugal rights or in any other instance where the husband was not at fault for the breakdown of the marriage.\textsuperscript{108} With the exception of male impotency and female frigidity, none of these traditional grounds concern disability and the field research failed to detect any additional grounds existing in practice that are directly connected to disability.

Haydon reported that the process for obtaining the return of bride wealth typically involves going to the wife’s family and presenting one’s case.\textsuperscript{109} If disputes over bride wealth cannot be not resolved at the family level, the matter can be taken

\textsuperscript{103} There is considerable controversy over the proper English term for this practice in Uganda. Concern over the implications and baggage associated with the term ‘bride price’ is discussed by Justice Tumwesigye in \textit{Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General} UgSC Const App No. 2/14 [2015] with Justice Tumwesigye ultimately deciding to use the term ‘bride price’ to describe the practice despite his dislike of the term.

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Mifumi} (supra note 94).

\textsuperscript{105} Haydon (note 91) at 108.

\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Ibid} at 108.

\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Ibid} at 109.

\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Ibid} at 109.

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Ibid} at 109.
to a clan head or chief. This thesis' field research indicates that the wife’s family members continue to play the key role in the disposition of bride wealth after marital termination.

In August of 2015 the Supreme Court of Uganda held that making divorce contingent on the return of the bride wealth is unconstitutional. This court ruling formally outlaws a traditional element within Baganda customary law that disincentivises undesirable conduct within a marriage. Going forward it will be interesting to see what impact, if any, the formal disallowance of the return of bride wealth has in the lived environment. The timing of the fieldwork precedes the August 2015 decision.

(2) Clan Leadership

Another relevant aspect of Baganda customary law is clan leadership. The Baganda have a clan system and the clan leader administers significant cultural and legal roles in that system. Traditionally these clans served as cohesive social units that practiced the reciprocity that one might expect to find in nuclear families. Clans continue to play an important role and designation as clan leader is a significant honour and responsibility.

Clan leadership among the Baganda is hereditary with leadership passing to a male heir in the line of past clan leaders. Traditionally clan elders choose a successor in the male line of the prior leader. Although the oldest male son stands in a favoured position, the selection process involves more than primogeniture. This thesis’ fieldwork indicates that because qualities other than birth order are considered, this is a zone within Baganda customary law where discrimination against persons with disabilities can occur.

There is no indication in existing literature concerning the impact of disability on one’s eligibility or qualifications to serve as a clan leader. This thesis'  

\[110\] Ibid at 109.  
\[111\] Mifumi (supra note 103).  
\[112\] Jjuuko & Kibalama (note 89) at 4.  
\[113\] Haydon (note 91) at 195.  
\[114\] Ibid at 195.
fieldwork indicates that disability can be a negative factor. This is especially true for individuals with mental illness and those unable to hear and speak. The research indicates that physical disabilities and blindness can also present hurdles to clan leader appointment.

(3) Guardianship

In guardianship relationships one individual with full legal autonomy assumes the role of providing care for and acting on the behalf of another person. Legal guardianships typically entail a child, known as the ward, who is placed in the care of a guardian. In customary guardianships, wards are placed in the care of guardians outside of the formal legal system.

This thesis investigated both guardianships with child wards and guardianships where adults are placed in the care of other adults. However, there was nothing in the existing literature about a Baganda practice of adult custodianship. Therefore this sub-section is limited to prior reports on the customary guardianship of children among the Baganda.

Traditionally a Baganda child is considered to belong to the clan as opposed to the parents. Thus when a minor’s parent died there was no need for a formal adoption process under customary law. Matters of guardianship were handled at the clan and family level.

Under Baganda customary law a surviving male family member would take on the role of successor of the deceased man’s estate. Traditionally the successor would follow “in the footsteps of the deceased” (ajja mu bigere by’omufu) from the moment he dons the barkcloth (okusumuka) of succession, taking over the duties and responsibilities of the deceased as well as his rights. This includes assuming responsibility for the care of the deceased’s children and holding the property of the deceased’s children in trust.

\[\text{Ibid at 81.}\]
\[\text{Ibid at 221.}\]
\[\text{Ibid at 225.}\]
\[\text{Ibid at 226.}\]
Today the customary successor’s role has been bifurcated and modified by the formal law. The role of administering estate property is assigned by statute to executors and administrators.\textsuperscript{119} In guardianship, statutory law provides for the legal role of a guardian that accepts the responsibility of caring for the minor children of the deceased.\textsuperscript{120} Thus the right to administer the property of the deceased and the responsibility to care for the deceased’s children are not necessarily linked.

Ugandan statutory law entails formal processes and procedures for establishing the custody and care of children through guardianships.\textsuperscript{121} However, customary guardianship arrangements continue to arise with great regularity in Central Uganda outside the formal law.\textsuperscript{122} This thesis' field research presented in Chapter 7, Section IV confirms the ongoing prevalence of customary guardianship and the relevance of disability to the customary guardianship process. In particular the research indicates that someone's status as a person with a disability often has a negative impact on the likelihood that a person will be named a customary guardian.

\textit{(4) Succession}

From a purely formal standpoint there is no customary law of succession in Uganda. Uganda’s Succession Act completely subsumes succession law. Yet customary law and process maintain dominant roles in people’s lives. As noted in Chapter 2, a recent field study conducted by IJM in Mukono District found that only 1.3 per cent of widows use the formal probate procedures.\textsuperscript{123} Similarly this thesis’ fieldwork is bereft of stories where people probated an estate through formal channels. Instead succession matters are worked out at family and clan levels.

In Mukono District the key actor in the customary succession process is commonly referred to as the customary heir. This person assumes the administrative

\textsuperscript{119} The formal law also provides for estates to have a customary heir, but the role of the heir is essentially ceremonial. The formal customary heir is stripped of any functional or fiduciary responsibilities. The Succession Act (cap 162) (Uganda) ss 2(e), 27(1)(a)(i) and 31.

\textsuperscript{120} The Children Act (cap 59) (Uganda) ss 1(k), 4, 5, 65, 51, 71.

\textsuperscript{121} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{122} Jjuuko & Kibalama (note 89) at 21.

\textsuperscript{123} IJM (note 76) at 65, 91.
role over estate property in the customary context. Under the formal law the customary heir is a token role. The Succession Act provides that the customary heir receives one per cent of the estate in intestate succession and plays no role in administering the estate.\textsuperscript{124}

Yet the consequential role of customary successor persists among the Baganda.\textsuperscript{125} Customary heirs continue to manage and administer estates outside of any formal legal process. Traditionally the heir is a brother of the deceased or a son of a brother of the deceased male head of household.\textsuperscript{126} Interviewees described a tendency to name the oldest son of the deceased as the customary heir. Perhaps this shift is aligned with a shift in inheritance rights to the male children of fathers in Baganda customary law\textsuperscript{127} and a shift to the inheritance of children in the formal law.\textsuperscript{128} Despite the minimal rights and powers granted to customary heirs by the Succession Act, uncles and nephews continue to serve as heirs and often use their traditionally dominant role in the succession process to ‘grab’ property they do not rightfully own.\textsuperscript{129}

The broad power held by the customary heir to manage the estate is susceptible to abuse.\textsuperscript{130} Customary heirs often distribute the estate in accordance with customary traditions and their own discretion instead of adhering to the schedules provided by the Succession Act.\textsuperscript{131} Discriminatory customary practices such as larger distributions to males continue despite prohibitions in the formal law.\textsuperscript{132}

There are many actions taken within the process of customary succession that can work to the disadvantage of persons with disabilities. This thesis’ field research
indicates that persons with disabilities face discrimination with respect to inheritance of real property. In addition, persons with disabilities face difficulties in the customary heir appointment process. Thus although customary law does not appear to require discrimination in the context of succession or the appointment of heirs, the customary process and the absence of clear bars to such discrimination enables discrimination to occur.

Baganda culture has long recognised the operative legitimacy of oral wills and oral designations of customary heirs and clan leaders. The arrival of the British introduced written wills which became popular with the Baganda. Buganda’s Succession Order of 1926 adopted formal requirements for written wills that are similar to the requirements found in the Succession Act. The fieldwork indicates that family, clan and customary heirs tend to honour the asserted terms of wills regardless of technicalities despite their general disregard of formal probate. Informal wills, including oral wills, that are not subjected to formal probate create legal occurrences with opportunities for discriminatory conduct which is largely free from formal restraints.

(5) Land Rights

The Baganda have a unique land holding system that is a mixed product of indigenous practices and colonial policy. While this system is not purely customary, it has customary elements and land rights are the penultimate concern in customary succession. This section presents aspects of real property law that are instructive in understanding the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District within customary legal frameworks.

Land is at the centre of African society. Land offers sustenance, economic opportunities and social status. There are certain features that are prevalent in traditional Sub-Saharan land tenure systems. These include: 1) the imbedding of land rights within households, kinship networks and community relationships; 2) an
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inclusive character that treats land as a resource to be shared; 3) the attribution of land rights to a wide range of occurrences such as birth, group allegiance, political authority and transactions; 4) a distinction between access to land and ownership of land; 5) the exercise of authority and control over land to regulate the use of common resources, guarantee and enforce rights, resolve disputes, and equitably distribute resources; and 6) flexibility in terms of boundaries and legal application. These factors are present in Mukono District.

The economic pressures and uncertainties connected with cultural, social and economic transitions spawn ‘land fever’. Rapid population growth, government and administrative management deficiencies pertaining to land, rapid urbanisation, and unchecked development add to this socio-economic malady. The importance of land increases in settings where it seems to offer the only basis for economic security. Present demographic data presents an ominous picture of increasing land related strife in Uganda. Rugadya cites the deterioration of traditional land tenure systems and customary norms as contributive factors in the prevalence of land disputes.

The heightened state of land fever places vulnerable groups in precarious situations. For persons with disabilities land ownership, land access, and agricultural land use are crucial matters.

The dominant form of land tenure in Central Uganda is Mailo tenure. Mailo is a unique tenure system that results from a colonial modification of the
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141 Rugadya (note 82) at 4-5 (citing a young population, a current housing shortage, a population growth of 3.2% and an average of 6.7 live births for a Ugandan woman in her lifetime).
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traditional Buganda tenure system. Unlike customary tenure where land titles are rarely written or registered, Mailo titles are formally registered. Yet, Mailo tenure retains customary vestiges. Mailo’s customary heritage and the importance of land interests in customary legal scenarios calls for a brief excursus on this tenure system.

Prior to colonial rule, all land in the Kingdom of Baganda belonged to the Kabaka and was held for use in trust by the clans. Prescriptive title was held by clan chiefs on behalf of the Kabaka. These chiefs allowed peasants to occupy and cultivate the land at the chiefs’ pleasure. The peasants’ interests in these feudal plots were known as kibanja. Peasants paid the Kabaka’s tribute through their chiefs from the produce of kibanja land.

British colonialism disrupted this customary form of land tenure. In 1900 the British converted all Buganda Kingdom land into crown land held in the name of Queen Victoria. That land was granted back in freehold to chiefs and members of the Kabaka’s family to hold out for feudal use. This took the tribute and title away from the Kabaka and transferred formal land ownership rights to the local chiefs.

This tenure system became known as Mailo. The word Mailo derives from ‘mile’, the unit of measurement the British used to inventory and divide the land. Unlike customary land, all Mailo land is formally titled with the Uganda Lands Registry. Mailo interests are transferable and inheritable.

The tenants of Mailo land are called kibanja holders. Kibanja holders pay an annual tribute to maintain their legal right to the land. This tribute is called busuulu.
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Kibanja holders have the right to occupy and use kibanja land without interference from the land owner as long as they pay busuulu.\textsuperscript{155} Busuulu is not rent. Rent is typically set by property owners at market rates. Instead, busuulu is a token amount that officially recognises the owner of the land.\textsuperscript{156}

Ownership disputes are frequent in the context of Mailo tenure.\textsuperscript{157} ‘[T]he nominal ground rent (busuulu) provided for is largely ignored’ and this creates ‘a land use deadlock between the tenants and the registered land owner’ and results in ‘conflicts and in many instances evictions’.\textsuperscript{158} Thus ‘the landlord-tenant relationship as legally regulated is not amicable or harmonious’.\textsuperscript{159} Mailo title owners often manipulate the legal system to force rightful kibanja holders off their plots.\textsuperscript{160}

Legitimate kibanja claims can be difficult to protect at law.\textsuperscript{161} Power is abused and the formal law fails to offer certainty and protection, especially with respect to vulnerable people.\textsuperscript{162} This thesis’ research confirms that the kibanja holdings of persons with disabilities are considered vulnerable to abuses of power by Mailo title owners.

\textsuperscript{155} The Land (Amendment) Act 2010 (Uganda) codified the practice of ground rent for kibanja holders by protecting bonafide and lawful occupant and his or her successors against any arbitrary eviction as long as the ground rent is paid.

\textsuperscript{156} IJM (note 76) at 172; F Bwengye ‘Land as a sensitive matter in Uganda in the eyes of the law’ (2007) 5(1) Uganda Living Law Journal 1 at 15.
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\textsuperscript{162} J Oloka-Onyango ‘The problematique of economic, social and cultural right in globalized Uganda: a conceptual review’ at 38 available at <http://makir.mak.ac.ug/handle/10570/656> last accessed on 22 March 2017 (‘However, to the extent that the local context may remain insensitive to the concrete situation of significant sectors of the population such as women and other marginalised groups, then there are serious issues of access that arise simply from the content of the substantive (statute or customary) law sought to be applied.’)
V CONCLUSION

This chapter offers a wide-ranging treatment of laws that impact and concern the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary legal scenarios in Mukono District. It canvasses international law, domestic law and customary law.

The first half of the chapter presents international and domestic formal law that seeks to foster and protect persons with disabilities. Most significantly the CRPD and the Constitution of Uganda make strong assertions about the legal status and rights of persons with disabilities that can serve to challenge all laws and legal practices that discriminate against or mistreat persons with disabilities.

Yet despite the extensive legal content that touches on matters of disability, the chapter leaves us doubting the efficacy of formal law. Despite the expansive body of written law and policy addressing disability issues in Uganda, the lives of most persons with disabilities are largely unaffected by the formal law. In addition, there are discrepancies between what is written and what is implemented. Policies reflect encouraging government stances, but little in terms of action and resource allocation.

On the other hand, customary legal frameworks are highly relevant. While the formal law remains inaccessible, people continue to work out the legal relationships of their lives through customary legal scenarios. Therefore the social and legal dynamics at play in these customary scenarios must be understood in order to appreciate the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

This chapter provides necessary context for the fieldwork findings presented in subsequent chapters. Its content offers foundational guidance for findings concerning specific categories of customary scenarios such as marriage, guardianship and succession. In addition, the chapter's inclusive coverage of
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potential legal sources enables the reader to appreciate the fieldwork findings through an inclusive analytical lens.

Table A
Other Uganda Domestic Legislation Concerning Matters of Disability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Act and Citation</th>
<th>Description of disability rights related mandate or provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children Act of 2006 (Uganda) (cap 59) s 8</td>
<td>Requiring the assessment and identification of children with disabilities as well as their treatment, rehabilitation and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Universities and Tertiary Institutions Act of 2001, amended 2006 (Uganda) (cap 59)</td>
<td>Requiring public universities to disseminate knowledge and give the opportunity of acquiring higher education to all persons including persons with disabilities wishing to do so and including representation by persons with disabilities on the university councils of public universities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Employment Act of 2006 (Uganda) (cap 219) ss 2, 6, 34</td>
<td>Prohibiting discrimination based on disability in the context of employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Equal Opportunities Commission Act of 2007 (Uganda)</td>
<td>Establishing a committee charged with eliminating discrimination and inequality in the employment sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Workers Compensation Act of 2000 (Uganda) (cap 225)</td>
<td>Providing compensation to workers who become disabled as a result of industrial accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business, Technical, Vocational Education and Training Act of 2008 (Uganda) (cap 130) s 4(h)</td>
<td>Pronouncing an intention to increase equitable technical training and employment access to disadvantaged groups including persons with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Traffic and Road Safety Act of 1998 (Uganda) (cap 361) s 41(c)</td>
<td>Generally prohibiting the denial of a driving permit on the basis of disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Uganda Communications Act of 1998 (Uganda) (cap 106)</td>
<td>Promoting research for the development and use of new communications techniques and technologies that promote accessibility to new forms of communication to persons with hearing impairments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 6
Disability in Context: The Social Place of Human Impairment in Mukono District and Applied Analysis of Theoretical Approaches

I INTRODUCTION
In Mukono District the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities within customary frameworks are significantly impacted by perceptions, attitudes and beliefs about human impairments. This is especially true in the context of customary legal scenarios where family members and clan mates take consequential actions. This chapter presents the fieldwork findings concerning attitudes and beliefs about persons with disabilities. The chapter also offers a contextual analysis of various theoretical approaches to disability in light of the fieldwork.

II DISABILITY IN CONTEXT IN MUKONO DISTRICT
(1) What is Disability?
Interviewees with disabilities were asked ‘[w]hat is disability?’ Approximately two thirds of them offered descriptions of disability that placed a major emphasis on functionality. Representative examples include ‘disability means that you cannot do something’ and ‘disability means one can’t do what other people can do’. Certain names used for persons with disabilities reflect the importance of functionality in the conception of disability. Other names reflect a perceived link between disability and uselessness. Examples include ‘kateyamba’ (someone who cannot help themselves) and ‘omubogo’ (a helpless child).

Another predominate feature in these descriptions was the presence of a physical impairment. In Luganda the broader categorial words for persons with disabilities are built on the lexical root ‘lema’ (e.g. ‘mulema’, ‘omulema’, ‘balema’) which means someone who is lame or has a limb-based impairment. Thus, general terms for persons with a disability are associated with physical disability. Eleven interviewees with disabilities described disability as an injury or impairment without
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1 In this section many of the findings are expressed in generalities because the interview outline that sought responses about disability was open ended and did not elicit categorical responses that lend well to clear statistical tabulation. The matrix attached in Appendix IV provides the reader the opportunity to inspect specific interview responses that are generalised in this chapter.
reference to any other qualification. Another 27 included the element of an impairment or injury in their descriptions.

20 of the interviewees with disabilities referred to disability as not ‘normal’ or to people with disabilities as an out-group from ‘normal’ people. One described persons with disabilities as ‘inhuman’.

Few of the interviewees tended to attribute disability to social causes. One example was a man with a disability who said that the community tells you that you are disabled, then you believe yourself to be disabled, and the environment can also make you disabled. Tellingly, of the four interviewees who attributed disablement to social causes, three were involved with either disability movement organisations or the political representation of persons with disabilities. Thus consciousness of the social model of disability in Mukono District appears to be the relatively exclusive purview of disability rights insiders.

The interviews also explored people’s awareness concerning the varieties of disability. Physical disabilities, blindness and deafness were the most commonly named disabilities. Less than half of the interviewees mentioned mental conditions as a type of disability. The limited listing of psychosocial and cognitive forms of disability could be attributable to people’s categorising mental disabilities as illness, unsound mind or madness (mulalu in Luganda) as opposed to bodily impairments.

Some interviewees referred to persons with unsound minds as a distinct category of disability which requires different social and legal treatment. One woman amputee indicated that ‘people with mental disabilities are treated worst of all’. A man with a physical disability said that ‘if someone has a mental disability and cannot be contained families will just let them go’. Some interviewees with disabilities as well as customary knowledge bearers were at a loss as to how persons with mental disabilities can be treated in a way that is not discriminatory. As a polio survivor said, ‘no one knows what to do with them’.

(2) Society and Persons with Disabilities

The interviewees with disabilities overwhelmingly characterized the treatment of persons with disabilities as negative. 47 of the depictions were highly negative. One woman stated that persons with disabilities are treated very badly,
undermined, abused, called names, stigmatized, not invited to functions, and not given jobs. A man reported that ‘[w]hen a person with a disability dies they dig a pit, put their body in there, then they urinate on him.’ Another man said that ‘[t]he majority of people do not know that persons with disabilities are human beings’ and they ‘presume you cannot do’. One man reported that persons with disabilities are ‘treated like animals’ and ‘left to sleep on the street’. Others said that persons with disabilities are treated as if they are not human.

One young woman with polio related how she was thrown into a rubbish pit by her mother when she was a small child. The child’s aunt came and took custody of her after the police found her. This event took place in Eastern Uganda.

Eleven of the depictions offered mixed reports. For example one woman noted that although persons with disabilities are presumed to be ‘incapable’ and are ‘not trusted’ in terms of work, there are people who show concern for persons with disabilities. Another woman noted that although many people are indifferent to persons with disabilities, her neighbour torments her with witchcraft because of her disability. A man with physical disabilities reported that while persons with disabilities are often treated badly and ignored, there are people who push him on his tricycle and who let him know when meetings are taking place.

Five of the depictions could be characterised as largely positive. One man stated that although ‘in the past there was discrimination’, ‘now persons with disabilities are treated like normal people’. Another man connected with the disabilities movement stated that ‘things are improving these days’. He credited the current government for working to improve social conditions. He reported that ‘[a]t functions the President gives respect and recognition to persons with disabilities’ and that ‘[c]hurches are supportive of marriages involving persons with disabilities.’ Notably most of the positive reports were provided by people who are connected with disability rights organizations and local government.

Most customary knowledge bearers affirmed the largely negative impressions of the interviewees with disabilities. They acknowledged that persons with disabilities are disregarded, isolated and segregated. Negative portrayals such as ‘they are not treated as human’ and ‘they are laughed at and ridiculed’ outnumbered
positive depictions. However, these interviewees reflected a general sense that society’s treatment of persons with disabilities is improving and many attributed this improvement to the national government. For example, one customary knowledge bearer indicated that ‘[a]ttitudes about PWDs have changed . . . because of the current government.’ Another stated that now persons with disabilities have a voice and ‘it is getting better for them’.

This sense of improvement was shared to some extent by the interviewees with disabilities. Persons with disabilities who reported improving social conditions were more likely to credit NGOs, foreign actors and the national government as opposed to local community members. Interviewees with disabilities residing in semi-urban areas indicated that conditions for persons with disabilities had undergone greater improvement in more urbanised settings. One repeated refrain was that people in rural areas were more likely to tie up persons with disabilities behind their homes like goats.

A large number of interviewees with disabilities indicated that persons with disabilities are despised, undermined and seen as useless. One woman with a disability reported that she was chosen as a treasurer for a women’s saving circle but when a healthy woman came along they replaced her saying ‘what can you do?’ People often presume that persons with disabilities are only fit for certain stereotypically assigned work such as mending shoes.

Interviewees with and without disabilities indicated that there is a traditional belief that persons with disabilities are unfit to farm vegetables or cook food, although that belief appears to be waning. Nonetheless, one woman with a disability stated that people still refuse to eat the food she prepares because of stigma.

One interviewee noted incredulously that ‘[w]hatever you do or whatever you own, people say “how did he manage to get that or do that?”’ Another interview with a disability stated ‘[y]ou are treated like a tomato in the market stall—(they act) as if you cannot make it on your own. People see you as useless.’ A woman with albinism said that she overhead someone refer to her and say ‘[i]f it was me who gave birth to such a kid I would kill it or I would throw it away.’ Another interviewee
said that society views persons with disabilities ‘as people who have been killed by God and just dumped here’.

Beliefs about the inability of persons with disabilities to perform tasks are problematic in the job market. While some persons with disabilities said that they receive better treatment from society when they prove that they can perform tasks, many interviewees complain that they are never given the opportunity to prove themselves in the workplace.

The customary knowledge bearers affirm society’s tendency to simply ignore persons with disabilities. Some said that persons with disabilities are simply ‘never helped’ and are ‘treated the same’. Others said that the society ‘lets them relax’ and people with disabilities are ‘just left there’. There was a tendency among knowledge bearers to put the onus on the government to provide care and support rather than members of society.

One recurring concern is the poor treatment of pregnant women with disabilities in hospitals and health clinics. According to several interviewees many hospital staff members do not think that women with disabilities should be getting pregnant and they are often treated with general disdain. Remarkably one of the interviewees with a disability who works in a clinic indicated that he believes women with disabilities should not get pregnant. He unapologetically agreed that such women are treated poorly at the health facility where he works.

Many interviewees with disabilities also mentioned challenges in the context of dating and marriage. Some described society members’ views towards persons with disabilities as indifferent or hateful. One woman with a disability reported that ‘men think it is a curse and will not want to marry a woman with a disability.’ One man with a disability reported that he has a friend who uses a wheelchair who struggled to get married in a customary wedding so he and his wife opted for a church wedding. A woman reported that young women with disabilities are often sexually exploited.

I uncovered little in terms of customs, cultural beliefs and practices that benefit persons with disabilities. 40 of the 63 interviewees with disabilities stated that there is no custom of special care for persons with disabilities in their
community. One interviewee said that all persons with disabilities get from society is 'pity'.

Interviewees in both cohorts tended to list individual acts of kindness and decency as opposed to actions deriving from cultural traditions. One woman told the story of how her sewing machine was repaired promptly at a fair price. Others mentioned courteous acts such as assistance getting on taxis. As one interviewee representatively stated, ‘some people help (persons with disabilities) but it is not about culture’. Another said ‘[t]he way people treat persons with disabilities is about the heart and not custom’.

Some interviewees told of supportive acts by past Kabakas. Several related the story of a Kabaka giving land for the benefit of blind people in Mukono District. One man with a disability spoke of Kabaka Daudi Chwa II (1897-1939) who treated persons with disabilities particularly well. Yet there was no indication that Baganda customary law has any aspect or feature that improves the lives of persons with disabilities or accommodates their differences.

Although many interviewees indicated that life in Mukono District is improving for persons with disabilities, when interviewees spoke about initiatives and efforts to bring them special care there was little that could be fairly characterized as indigenous or cultural. Instead interviewees mentioned government initiatives and the work of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and outside advocacy groups. One interviewee observed that the things were better for persons with disabilities in Arua, a town in Northwest Uganda, because of the higher level of NGO activity.

The major source of care in Mukono District is family. As a customary knowledge bearer stated: ‘It is for the family to take care of their own. If you do not take care of your own people then nobody will take care of them.’

Family is pivotal. Parents have the power to devastate the lives of persons with disabilities through discriminatory action and denial of educational opportunities. Interviewees criticised parents in rural areas who tie children with disabilities up and hide them from public view. Another interviewee said that parents do not count their children with a disability as their children. For example, if
they have four children and one of them has a disability the parent will say that they only have three children. Nonetheless, interviewees with and without disabilities indicated that treatment at the family level is improving.

(3) Disability and Supernatural Beliefs

Local notions about disability include supernatural beliefs. Several customary knowledge bearers indicated that local gods cause disabilities if people believe in them. Others stated that disabilities can be caused by abusing a disabled person or by failing to fulfill cultural obligations. Another knowledge bearer indicated that eating your totem (e.g. a member of the Buganda sheep clan eating sheep) can cause disability. A princess in the Buganda Kingdom told the story of an evil spirit who caused a local woman who traveled to Great Britain to crawl like an animal upon her return.

There is a widely held Baganda belief in a ‘small god’ called Wanema that causes physical disability. Wanema is a petty deity who causes people to have disabilities in order to insure that he gets respect. When a family member is affected by disability Wanema becomes a patron spirit of the family. He is appeased by keeping a special enchanted walking stick in the home, by making small sacrifices (e.g. a libation of beer) to him, and by building him a small shrine.

Many of the names given to persons with disabilities in Mukono District demonstrate the centrality of Wanema to conceptions about disability. Commonly used names include ‘wanema’, ‘kawanema’ (meaning little Wanema), ‘kaddu wanema’ (meaning the slave of Wanema), and ‘wanema yakwatamwana’ (the spirit of Wanema has captured the child). These names reinforce the idea of disability as bondage to or possession by Wanema.

Buganda's Mamba (lungfish) clan is associated with a high prevalence of disabilities. One customary knowledge bearer claimed that this is because Wanema is more active in certain clans. Another knowledge bearer credited the heightened level of impairments in Mamba clam to genetics.

Harmful practices arise out of local supernatural beliefs. An interviewee with albinism recounted how an aunt ripped out her hair because the aunt could sell it to others who believed that the hair had the power to bring wealth. This same
interviewee stated that women with albinism face a threat of rape due to a belief that sex with them can cure HIV/AIDS. Customary knowledge bearers reported that people have begun using persons with disabilities in human sacrifices to obtain financial prosperity.

None of the interviewees self-reported as followers of a traditional indigenous religion. All of those interviewed identified themselves as adherents of non-indigenous monotheistic faiths. Many Christian and Muslim interviewees asserted that ‘disability comes from God’, and multiple Christian interviewees indicated that God has the power to heal physical impairments. One interviewee with a disability said ‘[m]any people will say that God made you disabled because you are very dangerous.’ However, few people asserted that God punishes people by giving them physical impairments or that impairments can be cured or warded off by appeasing God.

There was little to indicate that interviewees that self-identified as Christian or Muslim have rejected the attribution of impairments to Wanema as false or contrary to their faith. Despite one customary knowledge bearer’s contention that ‘people are not believing in curses as much’, traditional beliefs linking disabilities to supernatural causes persist.

(4) Diversity within Disability in Terms of Status, Rights and Treatment

The status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities is not monolithic. Within Mukono District there are discrepancies and differences based on the type and extent of impairment. As one interviewee with disabilities remarked, ‘[t]here are many categories of persons with disabilities and their experiences are very different.’ For example, the interviewees with hearing-based impairments expressed a deep sense of separation from culture and society.

Both customary knowledge bearers and interviewees with disabilities confirmed the presence of significant challenges for those with severe hearing impairments in Mukono District. As an initial matter, being unable to hear makes it difficult to know the customary law. A deaf interviewee complained that ‘[d]eaf people are left out from learning the customary laws of the Baganda.’ He lamented that ‘[n]o one shares knowledge with you.’ A broad section of the interviewees from
all stages in the interview process noted that those who are deaf and unable to speak are often given less rights and social status than other persons with disabilities. Many indicated that those with difficulty hearing and speaking would not be eligible to serve as an heir or a clan leader because of the importance of communication in those roles. The Luganda word most commonly used for someone who is unable to speak is ‘kasiru’ which roughly translates ‘a host of stupid ideas’. The highly negative connotation of this word was pointed out by several interviewees.

Another impairment that results in negative social treatment is epilepsy. Many people in Mukono District see epilepsy as a contagious disorder. There is a traditional local belief that everything touched by a person with epilepsy must be burned to prevent spreading the disease. This can cause considerable hesitation prior to one dating or marrying someone with epilepsy. This also makes transfers of land to persons with epilepsy less likely for fear of contaminating the land.

As noted in Chapter 7, Section II’s discussion of marriage and disability, male impotence is a prohibitive impairment when it comes to customary marriage. From a cultural standpoint a relationship between a man and a woman cannot amount to marriage unless a man is able to perform sexually. The inability to produce children can also impact a man’s ability to inherit property as families and clans seek to provide land to people who can produce the legacy of children.

Another group of people who are broadly despised are people who move around by sliding and writhing on the ground. A name given for such people is ‘magobwe’ which means people that belong to a snake god. Several interviewees indicated that what might hold true for most persons with disabilities in terms of fair and equitable treatment would never apply to this category of people.

Persons with mental impairments are also set apart from other persons with disabilities. Interviewees in all three stages of the field research indicated that mental disabilities can be the basis for the denial of various rights under customary law including the right to marry, the right to serve as an heir, the right to inherit property, and the right to be a clan leader.
III DISABILITY THEORY: CONTEXTUAL ASSESSMENT

Chapter 2 included a treatment of the ongoing theoretical debates in disabilities studies and advocacy. This section offers an applied assessment on the appropriateness and usefulness of various approaches to disability introduced in Chapter 2.

To a certain extent, the debate over disability theories that originated from the West is alien from the lived environment studied in the fieldwork. In particular, the disparagement of medical and welfare models of disability is difficult to appreciate in a context where programmatic assistance for persons with disabilities is largely nonexistent and access to basic medical services and assistive devices is limited. Yet, despite the contextual divide, the theoretical content from the various approaches to disability finds ample points of relevance and application in the fieldwork.

(1) The Medical and Welfare Model

Basic needs for persons with disabilities go unmet in Mukono District. People need functioning wheelchairs and they are happy to receive them. Medical care and assistive services are not taken for granted. Fortunately, the human rights model embodied by the CRPD includes rights that cover these vital social and economic needs.

While an over emphasis on individual pathology may cut against the development of nuanced and holistic appreciation of disability-based discrimination, any present discounting of unmet medical needs and the physical challenges flowing from impairments is problematic. Tellingly at no point during the research did any person with disabilities complain about being treated as someone who needs medical care or government assistance. On the contrary, interviewees with disabilities commonly spoke with frustration about a broken government
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2 This treatment can be found at ch 2, s III.
3 Ibid.
4 CPRD arts 25 and 26.
system that prevents them from receiving the provision of health care or assistive devices.

(2) The Social Model of Disability

The fieldwork speaks to the insight and value of the social model of disability. The fieldwork demonstrates the importance of the ‘lived community’ which is at the centre of the social model. People and their attitudes, beliefs and actions are highly consequential to the lives of persons with disabilities. The fieldwork demonstrates how beliefs about the functionality of persons with disabilities impact the outcome of customary legal scenarios.

There is a tendency to view persons with disabilities as targets of exploitation. Family members and others are known to grab the land of persons with disabilities based on the belief that such persons are vulnerable targets that cannot stand up for their rights. Similar beliefs underlie risks to sexual exploitation faced by women with disabilities. The absence of effective and accessible legal redress within formal law and the longstanding disempowerment of formal customary legal systems leave individuals to fend for themselves. Thus it is not the existence of a system or superstructure that results in the oppression and exploitation of persons with disabilities. Instead the opportunities for impunity provided by a weak state and weakened formal institutions appear to be the pressing challenge facing persons with disabilities.

In addition, while some view persons with disabilities as vulnerable people to exploit, others view them as burdens. Thus there is a prevalent social dynamic to just leave persons with disabilities as they are and force them to fend for themselves. They are not seen as people worth investing resources in and thus they are prevented from accessing land and wealth through customary channels.

The field work brings out the legitimacy of two of Priestly’s three variants of the social model referenced in Section III(2) of Chapter 2. It reflects the ‘individualist model’ of disability because the field research demonstrates the way particular personal experiences and negotiated social roles can produce disability. Moreover, the findings stress the importance of cultural perceptions and
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*For a concise overview of Priestly’s typologies see M du Plessis *Access to work for disabled persons in South Africa: A rights critique* (2017) Ch 2.6.*
interpretations. In Mukono District the shared social value in human usefulness and perceptions about the limited usefulness of persons with disabilities impact the rights, status and treatment of people with impairments. Thus Priestly’s communal belief typology of social disability has credence in this context. In this sense, Priestly’s ‘idealist’ typology of the social model shares ground with the ‘ableist’ model that is plainly validated by the research.\(^7\)

The research also affirms the current view of Oliver, Priestly and others that the social model should not be applied exclusively.\(^8\). The clear need for medical services and interventions for persons with disabilities in Mukono District warns against viewing the medical model as an irreconcilable enemy of the social model.

Yet the expectation and hope of government assistance presents certain challenges for persons with disabilities. The fieldwork identified a belief that it was the government’s responsibility to assist persons with disabilities. Dependence on the government support is contrary to goals of autonomy, independence and community integration espoused by the CRPD.\(^9\) Moreover, this belief has the potential of diminishing collective and individual responsibility for the positive and negative impacts community members are causing, enabling or allowing in the lives of persons with disabilities. The potentially debilitative social impact on expectations of government welfare is well considered phenomena.\(^10\) Any reduction in communal responsibility for the care and assistance of persons with disabilities is troublesome in a context where the government has limited resources and where society members wield considerable power and influence.

(3) Ableist Models of Disability

The above discussion of Priestly’s ‘idealist’ typology leads us to the merits of ableist models of disability. These models stress the need to enhance and emphasise the capabilities of persons with disabilities. Society’s beliefs about the abilities and

\(^7\) The ‘ableist’ model is discussed at ch 2, s III(6).


\(^9\) CRPD arts 3(1) and 19.

\(^10\) L Mead Beyond Entitlement: The Social Obligations of Citizenship (1986); J Habermas The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An inquiry into the Category of Bourgeois Society (1991)
capacities of persons with disabilities are at the center of the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. Thus the wisdom of disabilities theories that stress awareness of the ability and potential of persons with disabilities are affirmed.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Uganda’s Persons with Disabilities Act (PDA) adopts the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) approach to disability. This approach considers people to have a disability when they are not able to perform essential life tasks despite the use of assistive devices. Officially correlating disability with inability is problematic in light of the research findings because the cultural and familiar rights and responsibilities allocated to persons with disabilities are highly dependent on people’s perceptions about their abilities. Although there is little indication that people in Mukono District are attuned to the nuance entailed in the definition of disability under the PDA, the fieldwork findings validate those who seek to ensure that the abilities of persons with disabilities are emphasised at all levels.

Although the fieldwork points to the importance of seeing people with disabilities as capable, there is little indication that possibility or provision of medical treatment is causing an objectification of persons with disabilities. Instead the potential of care and assistive devices to increase the functioning of persons with disabilities presents a means for better social treatment. Interviewees noted the potential of medical advancements and technology to enable persons with disabilities to perform tasks and contribute to their communities. Thus the functional repercussions of the medical model are arguably aligned with the ablest models as well as Priestly’s ‘idealist’ typology.

(4) The Minority Group Model of Disability

The fieldwork paints a challenging picture for those who endorse and promote the minority group model of disability empowerment. Persons with disabilities are aware of their diversity of impairments and concerns. Disability is a difficult aspect of human identity and experience to unite under for the purposes of identity politics.
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11 This discussion appears at ch 2, s III(2).
The needs of persons with disabilities vary based on their disabilities. For example, access ramps are important for persons with physical disabilities and braille signage is important to those with vision impairments. Notably most of the references that customary knowledge bearers made about government assistance concerned the provision of wheelchairs and access and egress to buildings.

There are also challenges of communication amongst persons with disabilities. Those who are unable to hear or speak are hard pressed to communicate with persons who are unable to see without translators or technology. Thus groups of people that could be connected in community are socially separated by the impact of their impairments.

Persons with limb-based physical disabilities are the politically dominant cohort in Mukono District. Most political offices allocated to persons with disabilities are held by persons with such disabilities. This is a source of discontent for persons with other impairments.

However, the findings also point to benefits in disability solidarity. Persons with disabilities are key actors in combatting discrimination in customary contexts. The actor-oriented and participatory changes strategies outlined in Chapter 3 are dependent on joint effort and collaboration for general effectiveness and broader and social impact. Yet often times they are unaware of their rights or unwilling to stand up for their rights. Thus a strong and supportive community of persons with disabilities could help to equip and encourage them to champion their own customary causes. Applied implications of the research on this point are discussed in Chapter 8.

(5) The Human Rights Approach to Disability

The human rights approach to disability has latent potential in Mukono District. The customary knowledge bearers did not present as opposed to the concept of human rights. Moreover the idea that persons with disabilities are entitled to human rights appears to have moral currency.
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12 The actor oriented and participatory change strategies are introduced at ch 4, s III(1)(d).

13 See ch 8, s III(2)(d) for this analysis.
The key challenges for the human rights approach is increasing awareness and accountability. The layers and complexity of disability rights can make them difficult to share and infuse within a culture. The research indicates that aphorisms which package the essence of human rights concepts (e.g. ‘disability is not inability’) might offer an effective means for integrating of disability rights principles at the grassroots. Thus as discussed in Section IV of Chapter 8, the emphasis of awareness raising in the CRPD in apropos in this context.

In terms of accountability, the fieldwork points to the importance of the self-championing of rights. As seen in Section III(1) of Chapter 4, Ugandan formal law has the substantive content to override discriminatory acts in customary settings if the victims of discrimination are empowered to challenge such acts with formal correction. Thus it is critical that persons with disabilities are aware of their human rights and are knowledgeable about formal means of challenging illegal discrimination.

(6) The Folly of Ideological Purity

The fieldwork speaks to the folly of ideological purity and rivalry in the context of disability theory. Theoretically generous and non-exclusive approaches to disability are required to address the challenges facing persons with disabilities. Various theoretical approaches to disability offer valuable perspectives. A forced choice of one theoretical approach at the expense of others is unwarranted and unnecessary. As discussed in Chapter 8, the wisdom of the inclusive theoretical approach of the CRPD is borne out in the research.

VI CONCLUSION

The fieldwork offers a telling window into the social lives of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. Aspects of the findings can be discouraging. The social attitudes about persons with disabilities in Mukono District are prevailingly negative. Moreover, the fieldwork uncovered little in terms of positive cultural practices or actions that benefit persons with disabilities. Instead there is a growing sense that help should come from the government.
For those hoping to engender grassroots change, the research points to the need for people to appreciate the abilities and capacities of persons with disabilities. This appears to be the social fulcrum on which the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities hinge. Uganda is a not a surplus culture. Life is challenging and poverty is rampant. Many people are not in the position to bear the loads of others. However, people will treat persons with disabilities more equitably in terms of customary matters, social relations and employment if people consider persons with disabilities to be capable of functioning well in society.

The next chapter presents findings concerning the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in particular categories of customary law. It demonstrates how beliefs and attitudes about persons with disabilities impact customary legal scenarios in the context of marriage, guardianship, customary leadership and succession.
CHAPTER 7
Fieldwork Findings Concerning Selected Substantive Areas of Customary Law and Practice Relevant to the Rights, Status and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities in Mukono District

I INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents findings concerning the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in various zones of customary law and practice. Topical areas addressed in this chapter include marriage and divorce, clan leadership, customary guardianship, succession and land rights.

The research findings demonstrate the significance of customary legal frameworks to persons with disabilities. Customary legal scenarios generate effectual outcomes in matters of marriage, inheritance, land ownership and caregiving. People’s beliefs about disability are influential in these scenarios.

The findings in this chapter inform the integrative legal descriptions and applied analysis in Chapter 8 as well as the suggestions and conclusions in Chapter 9.

II MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
Customary law remains highly relevant to the institution of marriage in Mukono District. The fieldwork covered various aspects of domestic customary practices including eligibility to marry, the requirement of bride wealth, ceremonial rites, grounds for terminating a marriage and the process of separation. Over all, the fieldwork offers an encouraging account of the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within these customary practices.

There was little indication of any widely applied customary bars to marriage for persons with disabilities. All of the research participants agreed that most persons with disabilities have the right to marry under customary law. A female customary knowledge bearer recounted how she recently saw a man with no limbs get married. She saw the marriage party ‘carry him off on their shoulders’. A male customary
knowledge bearer noted that some men with disabilities ‘can even get more than one wife’.

The right of most persons with a disability to marry under customary law appears to be longstanding. Only one of the 63 interviewees with disabilities, a Batoro woman, stated that the right of a person with a disability to marry is a new development in customary law. Similarly only one of the 23 customary knowledge bearers indicated this ‘has changed just now’. The balance indicated that this right has existed since time immemorial.

Although most impairments are not a bar to customary marriage, there is one physical impairment that clearly prevents marriage—male impotence.¹ Sexual intercourse is an essential component of customary marriage and a male’s inability to perform sexually means that there is no marriage.² Interviewees spoke about this issue as a well known and accepted fact. There were male and female interviewees from the first and second stages of the field interviews who expressed amusement and laughter at the idea of marriage with an impotent husband.

On the other hand, infertility is not a disqualifying state and is not grounds for divorce. Interviewees described infertility as a joint problem of both the husband and wife. In addition, the ability to marry multiple wives under customary law provides husbands with other options for procreation in case one wife is infertile. The fact that up until now people have been largely unable to access scientific test results concerning the attribution of infertility may help to maintain a role in the cultural view of infertility as a joint problem.

Both interviewees with disabilities and customary knowledge bearers indicated that a certain threshold level of mental soundness is required in order to marry. One customary knowledge bearer said that the ‘retarded can marry’ but those with ‘unsound mind’ cannot. One interviewee with disabilities submitted that people who do not know what they are doing are prevented from entering into marriage or participating in sexual relations. It is difficult to know if this understanding reflects

¹ ES Haydon Law and Justice in Buganda (1960) at 98. (Making a note of this fact in an earlier ethnographic study).

² The female parallel to impotency is what Haydon refers to as ‘being like a stone’ or sexual frigidity. Ibid at 109. According to Haydon this character trait was grounds for return of marriage consideration. The issue of female sexual frigidity never came up in the interviews.
customary knowledge or if it springs from the memory of prior statutory prohibitions against sexual relations with people with mental and cognitive disabilities. The pervasive use of the British legal term ‘unsound mind’ by interviewees points to a possible legal sourcing from Uganda’s colonial past.

Certain impairments and conditions may prevent marriage based on scandal or taboo. Interviewees from both cohorts indicated that people who move about by sliding on the ground cannot get married. A customary knowledge bearer stated that some 'with grievous disabilities cannot marry' because 'God stops them' and because 'a woman cannot respect such a man’. Thus the limitation here appears to be more about the choice of marital partners than any legal prohibition under customary law. Other interviewees mentioned taboos against sexual relations and marriage with persons with leprosy and epilepsy.

These taboos appear to spring from the notion or understanding that epilepsy and leprosy are highly contagious. There is a local belief that everything touched by a person who has epilepsy should be burned in order to prevent the spread of the disease. Meanwhile one interviewee said that epilepsy has a special stigma because those with epilepsy are likely to fall into the fire and thus bring shame on the family or clan. Of course leprosy is infamously, even Biblically, contagious.

Some interviewees emphatically asserted that there are not any cultural taboos against sexual relations with and among persons with disabilities. They indicated that the customary limitations worth noting in this context are bars to sexual relations between people of the same clan or family. The primary impediments to marriage facing persons with disabilities and marriage are social and not legal. One man with a disability related that ‘women do not want to date you’, and one woman with a disability observed ‘[m]en think it is a curse and will not want to marry a woman with a disability.’

A customary knowledge bearer stated that ‘[p]eople tell persons with disabilities not to marry each other so they do not produce children with disabilities.’ This particular social prohibition appears rooted in concerns over inherited genetic traits as opposed to cultural beliefs.
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3 Leviticus 13:44-46.
Interviewees in both cohorts and of both sexes noted that it is more difficult for a women with disabilities to get married than men. There is a cultural belief that women must be physically able to perform household chores while men must merely be able to provide financially. Therefore men with disabilities who have financial means are seen as legitimate marriage partners. Meanwhile women who are not able to prove their physical capacity for housework can be viewed as unsuitable for marriage.

One aspect of Baganda custom that can present challenges to persons with disabilities is the okwanjula. This marriage introduction ceremony places those seeking marriage in the middle of a public and potentially embarrassing cultural spectacle. A customary knowledge bearer stated ‘[t]hey don’t usually do kwanjulas. They usually just cohabit because of their own shame.’ An interviewee with a disability related how he had a wheelchair-using friend who ‘struggled to get married in a customary wedding—so they opted for a church wedding instead’.

The customary practice of bride wealth also presents potential for discriminatory treatment. I sought to determine whether the requirement of bride wealth is used to make it more difficult for men with disabilities to marry. The results were mixed.

More interviewees with disabilities asserted that men with disabilities are likely to be charged a higher bride price than those who said that it would be the same or less. In stark contrast only 1 of the 23 customary knowledge bearers indicated that a male suitor with a disability would be charged a higher bride price.

Two Baganda men with disabilities, claimed that they were charged a higher bride price because of their disability. One said that he was asked for two cows and two goats as opposed to the normal asking price of one cow and one goat. Another man with a disability told the story of a young man with a limb-based impairment who was required to provide a much higher bride price because of his disability. Due to the high cost of the bride price, it took the young man a long time to pay so the intended bride was given to another man. The father of the bride ultimately kept the money that the young man had paid.
Six other customary knowledge bearers indicated that suitors with disabilities would only be required to bring what they can or what they desire to bring. Representative comments include ‘[t]hese days it depends on what someone has to offer—you bring what you can’ and ‘[t]oday people just decide in their heart based on what they can afford.’ Arguably this situational approach could actually help a male with a disability with limited financial prospects. One man with a disability related that his father-in-law simply asked him to 'bring what he could'. Regardless of whether higher bride prices are more or less common, the practice of bride wealth results in a customary scenario where both discrimination and accommodation can occur.

The interviews failed to offer clarity with respect to any specific procedure for officially terminating a customary marriage. A few participants asserted the need for formal action. One high-ranking cultural leader in the Buganda Kingdom indicated that a divorce can only be obtained through the courts and two other customary knowledge bearers noted the need to go to a local government official. However, most of the interviewees described less formal mechanisms for divorce. As one customary knowledge bearer said ‘[t]hey just agree; they do not decree.’ Many interviewees in both cohorts described forms of family mediation where the spouses would present their situation to in-laws to see if divorce is necessary. As one knowledge bearer related, divorce proceedings are 'more about families coming together’. Others said that divorce is accomplished by merely leaving. One knowledge bearer said, ‘[t]hey just go; they just pack their things and go—either man or woman.’ Another reported ‘[t]he man or the woman will just say “I am fed up with you” and they will separate’.

Some customary knowledge bearers claim that divorces can be imposed by the clan leaders. Grounds for imposed divorces include ‘night-dancing’ (a form of witchcraft where someone dances in the nude outside people’s homes), theft, and incest (which includes the prohibition of sexual relations between Baganda clan members). Disability was never identified as a basis for forced divorce.

The core reasons mentioned by the interviewees for terminating a marriage are the absence of love, dislike and conflict. Although one of the interviewees with a
disability reported that he was left by his wife when he became disabled, the disability of a spouse is not considered a legitimate reason for terminating a marriage. The notable exception is male impotence which some customary knowledge bearers said was a ground for divorce even if the onset of impotence takes place after consummation of marriage. As one stated ‘if a man becomes weak and cannot sexually satisfy, a woman can easily walk away.’

I also explored the issue of husbands leaving wives who give birth to a child with a disability. It is not uncommon for men to presume that their own bloodlines cannot produce a child with a disability. Thus some men leave their wives that give birth to a child with a disability because they believe it is not their child. Apparently it is also possible for a husband to be left by a wife based on the birth of a disabled child. One of the men with disabilities reported that his wife left him when they had a child with a disability.

Traditionally, according to Haydon, the major customary legal concern in divorce among the Baganda is whether the husband is able to recoup the bride wealth. The circumstances where bride wealth is returned was not covered with particularity in the interviews. However, at no point did any interviewee indicate that a wife’s disability warranted the return of bride wealth to the divorcing husband.

When a marriage ends there is a traditional belief among the Baganda that the children belong to the man or the man's family. This applies in the context of divorce and the death of a spouse. The fieldwork did not generate insights this practice of gender-based discrimination in Mukono District.

In sum, substantive customary law pertaining to marriage and divorce are not overly problematic for persons with disabilities in Mukono District. Challenges in the context of marriage and dating are primarily social. Moreover, with the exception of impotence, traditional grounds for the termination of marital relations are not connected to disability status of a spouse or to the birth of a disabled child. What is most problematic is the opportunity for social pressure associated with the okwanjula ceremony and the potential for fathers to use bride wealth to discriminate against male suitors with disabilities. Yet both of these customary practices also
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4 Haydon (note 1) at 108-109.
present opportunities for community members to demonstrate acceptance, affirmation and accommodation of persons with disabilities.

III CLAN LEADERSHIP
The clan leader appointment process is an instructive example of how disability factors into customary practices. There is diversity when it comes to the ways impairments factor into leader selection. Also, discriminatory decisions are often attributable to beliefs about the capability and usefulness of persons with disabilities. There is discrimination, but the extent and application of discrimination varies based on the customary decision makers.

Clan leaders are normally appointed at a clan meeting based on majority vote or the consensus of clan elders. The appointment process often takes place at an event connected with the burial rights of the previous clan leader.

A key factor in the appointment of a Baganda clan leader is lineage. In most cases the appointed clan leader is the first born son of the outgoing clan leader. In addition, clan leaders can be designated in advance by the outgoing clan leader. Express wishes for one’s replacement are typically followed whether they are spoken or set forth in a written will. Clan leaders also must be men.

There are other factors at work when it comes to the appointment of a clan leader besides lineage, designation and sex. These factors can cause the clan elders to select someone other than the deceased clan leader’s designee or his first born son. Clan elders consider various pertinent qualities of candidates for clan leadership. Key qualities include knowledge of cultural practices, past involvement in clan matters, good behaviour, personal integrity, responsibility and economic success. It is also important that the clan leader be mature in years although one male knowledge bearer indicated that the clan leader can be as young as eighteen years of age.

Most of field interviewees indicated that disability is not a strict bar to appointment as clan leader. However, there was a discrepancy between the perspectives offered by interviewees with disabilities and the customary knowledge bearers.
The customary knowledge bearers did not view disability as a major impediment to designation as a clan leader. Only two of these interviewees said that it would be impossible for persons with a disability to be a clan leader. Another conceded that clans ‘will probably select someone who is fine’—meaning not impaired.

Meanwhile, the interviewees with disabilities were less sanguine about the possibility of a person with disabilities being designated as a clan leader. 12 of the interviewees indicated that it was possible. Two of those qualified their response by noting that its would only be possible if the prior clan leader designated a person with a disability as his replacement in his will. Five of these interviewees said that it was not possible and four others indicated that they had never seen it done. Notably, all nine individuals with disabilities who provided highly negative perspectives self-identify as Baganda.

Certain impairments are deemed to be major impediments to the possibility of designation as clan leader. Intelligence and mental capacity is a key quality for clan leadership. Disabilities that negatively impact this quality can disqualify someone from clan leadership. Interviewees in both cohorts indicated that a clan leader cannot be someone with a mental disability or ‘unsound mind’.

The ability to communicate and interact with others is considered a key ability for clan leaders. Thus the inability to hear or speak is widely considered a disqualifying impairment.

Five interviewees stated that someone who is blind cannot be a clan leader. Some of these interviewees worried that a blind man would have difficulty monitoring clan matters and could be taken advantage of by dishonest people. Others asserted that a blind person can be a clan leader and one interviewee with blindness presently serves as a clan leader. This leader and his clan mates are members of the Japadola people group from Eastern Uganda and not Baganda.

Others named epilepsy and the tendency to writhe on the ground as forms of impairment that could disqualify someone from being a clan leader. As noted earlier
in Chapter 6, there are stigmas associated with those conditions that makes them culturally disfavoured.\footnote{Ch 6, Secs II and III.}

Thus the clan leadership selection process is a customary scenario where discrimination against persons with disabilities can occur. This discrimination often springs from pragmatic concerns and varies based on the appointing leaders and the impairments at issue.

IV CUSTOMARY GUARDIANSHIP

Customary guardianship is common in Mukono District and one’s status as a person with a disability can negatively impact one’s chances to become a guardian.

Customary guardianship entails the allocation of child rearing responsibilities to non-parents outside of the provisions and procedures set forth in the formal law. As noted in Chapter 5, customary guardianship is widely practiced in Mukono District. The fieldwork demonstrates that disability status can play a major role in guardianship decisions and eligibility.

Customary guardians are primarily designated through a will or some other pre-death instruction. Final instructions will typically be honoured although some interviewees indicated that such an appointment can be overridden by a clan leader.

When there has been no such designation, the clan leaders will typically give the children of the deceased the opportunity to decide who their guardian will be. According to Baganda tradition this decision is typically delegated to the female children of the deceased who are considered to be attuned to matters of caregiving.

Interviewees with disabilities who said that a person with disabilities can be a guardian outnumbered naysayers by a ratio of roughly five to one. These interviewees indicated that the potential for designation as a guardian would depend largely on the family or the clan. Financial capacity and past life performance are important considerations in such decisions. A guardian should be responsible, financially stable and sociable. Thus someone’s impairment can cause them to be perceived as unable or unfit to serve as a customary guardian. Due to the
requirement of sociability, some interviewees indicated that persons who are unable to hear or speak cannot be guardians.

The balance of interviewees indicated that the motivations behind decisions to assume customary guardianships are largely commendable. Most customary guardians faithfully serve in the interest of the wards placed in their care. Interviewees emphasised that guardians should not receive a financial benefit for their service. Instead guardians should provide their care and services out of an obligation flowing from their friendship with the deceased caregiver.

That is not to say that no benefits flow from service as a customary guardian. Interviewees from both cohorts indicated that guardianship increases social status. One customary knowledge bearer acknowledged that there are other potential benefits. She noted that ‘[u]sually the children will study and then become prosperous and benefit the guardian, and the children can also provide labor.’ However, few interviewees joined in reporting similar sentiments. Although it is possible that the children a guardian raises will benefit guardian at a later time out of appreciation, the consensus position is that serving as a guardian is not a path to wealth.

This research confirms that there are customary guardians with disabilities in Mukono District. Six of the interviewees with disabilities indicated that they are or have been customary guardians. Of the six, three self-identify as Baganda.

Customary guardianship practices can be used to discriminate against parents with disabilities. A Baganda female polio survivor reported that when her husband died the husband’s relatives took her marital land and she had to struggle to keep her children from her brother-in-law. To retain custody of her children she had to prove that she was able to function and provide for her children economically. One customary knowledge bearer contended that it is ‘impossible’ for a persons with disabilities to be a guardian because ‘they cannot dig’.

I also explored the issue of guardianship for adult wards under customary law and practices. It investigated whether or not adults with disabilities are placed in customary guardianships. It sought to determine how autonomy and legal personality are addressed in such contexts.
Many interviewees had difficulty understanding questions about adult guardianships. Roughly half of the interviewees with disabilities failed to offer any meaningful response to such questions.

28 of the 31 interviewees with disabilities who were able to appreciate the concept of adult guardianships indicated that such an arrangement is possible. Some interviewees qualified their answer by indicating that such guardianships only take place where people are 'very kind' or in close families. Others indicated that these arrangements only occur with elderly family members or with people who cannot help themselves such as 'those who cannot speak' or 'those in wheelchairs'. Only three interviewees with disabilities flatly asserted that customary guardianships for adults do not exist. On the whole it appears that these arrangements are possible, but that they are very situational and are not thought of as established customary legal occurrences like guardianships for children.

The interviewees with disabilities told two stories of adult guardianships. In one story an adult female polio survivor was placed under the guardianship of a cousin without court action. In the other story a family placed a deceased father's adult son with cerebral palsy under the care of an uncle.

Family is viewed as the primary care giver and support system for persons with disabilities. Several comparisons were made with the practice of caring for an adult with a disability and the care typically provided to an older parent or grandparent. Some interviewees indicated that such care arrangements are becoming less common as family structures and support systems weaken.

When family members are unable to meet the needs of a disabled adult some clans take the initiative to place persons with disabilities into caregiving relationships that resemble guardianships. As one interviewee said of clans, ‘they can sort out any problem’.

Concerning the issue of legal personality and autonomy, most interviewees addressing this issue indicated that a person with a disability who is placed in a guardianship will be consulted or in some cases will be left to make decisions. However, the responses addressing legal personality and autonomy were too scant and hypothetical to warrant a research finding.
Finally, the forced taking of children from disabled widows into customary guardianships is a troubling legacy of local custom. As mentioned in the section on Marriage and Divorce, children among the Baganda are seen as belonging to the male line. Thus when fathers die it is not uncommon for brothers of the deceased man to come seeking to take custody of the children. This practice presents problems regardless of the disability status of women. It could be useful to undertake research to determine if widows with disabilities are more susceptible of being stripped of the custody of their children. This research made no findings regarding that issue.

V SUCCESSION

As discussed in Chapter 5 at Section III(1)(d), succession remains a highly consequential customary practice in Uganda despite its formal displacement by statutory law. The fieldwork demonstrates that customary succession poses considerable challenges to persons with disabilities because it is a legal occurrence where significant disability based discrimination takes place.

(1) Land Inheritance

Although any property can be inherited, chattels are of marginal consequence in Mukono District. When people speak about inheritance and succession they inevitably speak about land. Thus, this section on succession largely concerns the inheritance of land.

The treatment of persons with disabilities in customary land inheritance is not uniform. It varies based on the families and clans involved in a particular scenario. 23 of the 63 persons with disabilities interviewed stated unequivocally that a person with disabilities can inherit land. 12 of the 63 stated that persons with disabilities could not inherit land and three indicated that they had never seen a person with a disability inherit land. Another 12 reported that land inheritance depends on the families or clans involved. Five of the interviewees indicated that it was possible to inherit land but that persons with disabilities will receive less. Six indicated that it was possible for a person with disabilities to inherit land but that it was very rare or difficult to do so. Another interviewee indicated that it was only possible to inherit land if the person with a disability is an only child. The balance of
interviewees with disabilities either indicated that they did not know or offered no definitive response.

Personal stories of land inheritance based on actual experiences were diverse. Five persons with disabilities indicated that they were able to inherit land without any discrimination while five others indicated that they not permitted to inherit land. Three of these five report that their disability was the reason they were not permitted to inherit, while the other two described instances of property grabbing by those in the deceased male’s line that were not expressly linked to their disability status. Three others stated that they were permitted to inherit some land, but they were given smaller plots because of their disability or were given land to share with others.

One Baganda man told how he was only given a small plot from his father’s estate because he was unable to walk and was not considered able to develop the land. His other brothers who did not have disabilities were given larger plots. The man sold his small plot and bought land somewhere else. He thought about challenging the distribution through the formal courts, but he ultimately decided to let the matter go and live elsewhere because his siblings were treating him badly. Another man told a similar story of how he sold his the small family plot he inherited due mostly to the social pressure of family members.

A Baganda female polio survivor stated that when her father died all of her brothers and sisters received a portion of her father’s unregistered kibanja holding but she received nothing. When she tried to speak for herself she was treated as if she was not a person.

Decisions not to allow a person with disabilities to inherit land can spring from concerns about maintaining the long term ownership of family land. One Baganda man with a physical disability related the story of how he was denied inheritance of his father’s land in Masaka. At the family meeting to determine the allocation of his father’s property a cousin asserted that this man should not inherit arguing ‘[w]hat could he do with the land?’ and saying ‘[h]e will just sell it and eat the money.’ The man said that this argument was instrumental in his family’s
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6 Masaka is a town located on the west side of Kampala in an area of Uganda that is historically a part of the Buganda Kingdom.
decision to give the land to an uncle. In this instance beliefs about the inability of a
person with disabilities precipitated customary discrimination.

One unique story demonstrates how established customary practice can help
to rebuff pragmatic discrimination against a person with a disability. A Baganda man
with a physical disability was his father’s only son. His father left a will that gave his
son with disability his land as long as that son had not produced a son of his own. If
the disabled man had produced a son the will directed that the land would go to the
disabled man’s son, the testator’s grandson. When the testator died in 1974 the clan
met to determine who would inherit the land. Those who were knowledgeable about
cultural matters claimed that the land should go to the man with a disability because
he was the male heir. Others felt that the land should go to his aunt because it would
be useless to let a man inherit property if that man cannot produce a child. This
position was not based on the customary law, instead it was based on ‘what makes
sense’. Ultimately the clan chiefs were consulted and they decided that the land
should go to the disabled man. Thus the established customary law prevailed over a
pragmatic application of the customary principle that inheritance should go to those
capable of producing children.

These inheritance stories are representative of the place of disability within
Baganda customary law. The legal implications of disability within custom are not
categorical. Instead disability is considered situationally in relation with other
customary principles, such as the importance of keeping land within a male family
line. The legal results often hinge on submissions made at family meetings appealing
to pragmatic concerns and customary knowledge.

Most of the customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with
disabilities are able to inherit land under the traditional laws of the Baganda.
Approximately half of these knowledge bearers gave no caveats to their affirmative
responses. The other half said it could depend on whether their parents choose to
give them the land or if the potential beneficiary has an impairment that would make
the person unable to receive the land such as epilepsy and mental illness. Only four
of the customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with disabilities cannot
inherit land and three of these respondents said this prohibition can be overcome if the land is expressly bequeathed to them in a will.

The diversity of statements provided by customary knowledge bearers concerning land inheritance speaks to unsettled and inconsistent practices and outcomes. One man flatly contends ‘[i]f there is no will a person with a disability cannot inherit land’ while another contends ‘[p]eople give the property to the children regardless of disability and if they do not the child has the right to report to higher authorities.’ One knowledge bearer asserts that ‘there was more diversity in times past’ but ‘now [discrimination against persons with disabilities in the context of land succession] does not usually happen’, while another contends that if a person with a disability has not been named as a beneficiary in a will ‘they will not let him be a successor of land because they treat him as senseless’.

Interviewees with disabilities indicated that there are community members who consider giving land to persons with disabilities poor stewardship. One interviewee with a disability said ‘[g]enerally people think you cannot make use of the land so that giving it to your disabled family member would be a waste of resources’. Another stated ‘[p]eople will say “how can this person manage land?”’

Interviewees in both cohorts repeatedly described a customary practice in Mukono District whereby persons with disabilities are only given enough land for a small residence because of a traditional belief they cannot cultivate land or that the food that they grow would be contaminated. Interviewees with disabilities indicated that traditional beliefs about the tendency of farmers with disabilities to contaminate their produce were once quite pervasive but are beginning to wane.

Along with the utilitarian concerns discussed above, there is also a cultural ethos of paternalism that impacts the substance and application of customary approaches to land inheritance. A customary knowledge bearer observed that ‘[u]sually when someone dies they divide the land among all the children and the other children are supposed to look after the one with disabilities.’ Another knowledge bearer stated ‘[i]n some cases enlightened families can hold and manage land on their behalf, meanwhile families that are not enlightened can try to take away their land.’ A man with a disability claimed that wherever he has lived people
have always refused to allow persons with disabilities to inherit and will leave it to
the other siblings to ‘take care of’ the sibling with a disability. A female polio
survivor told how she was not given land though inheritance and was told to go and
live with her sister.

A customary knowledge bearer noted that ‘all [types of disabilities] can keep
you from getting land. It depends on the degree of disability and the type.’ One
customary knowledge bearer observed that ‘[p]eople with mental disabilities and the
deaf and dumb cannot inherit’, while another said that ‘[s]ome people who are just
sliding on the ground would not be allowed to inherit the property of the deceased.’
Another customary knowledge bearer indicated that people with epilepsy are not
permitted to inherit land because they would contaminate it.

Several customary knowledge bearers identified those unable to hear or
speak as ineligible to inherit land. A few said that blind people cannot inherit land as
well. According to comments made during the interviews, this limitation on land
inheritance to the blind is linked to a concern that blind people cannot manage land
and are unable to prevent others from taking advantage of the land they are given.
There is a similar sense that persons with hearing impairments might require the
assistance of a family member to ensure their impairments are not exploited. In such
cases a family member might be assigned to manage their land. This is indicative of
the heightened paternalism and reduced autonomy resulting from beliefs about
vulnerability.

Indigenous culture and custom are not viewed as progressive forces in the
context of succession. Although one interviewee with disabilities indicated that the
culture actually gives persons with disabilities the right to inherit, this statement was
an outlier. Other interviewees indicated that the traditional culture has generally
opposed the inheritance of land by persons with disabilities. A customary knowledge
bearer referring to the possibility of such land inheritance stated ‘[i]t has started just
now’. This cultural opposition appears to spring from as sense that persons with
disabilities are sources of shame and incapable of performing tasks. Interviewees in
both cohorts related that the formal law recognises the right of persons with
disabilities to inherit and that persons with disabilities who are aware of their formal
legal rights and willing to enforce those rights are most likely to inherit land. Thus the formal law can serve as a check against the discriminatory tendencies in customary succession.

Persons with disabilities told of instances where non-customary influences enabled them to inherit equal shares of land. A man belonging to the Samia people group indigenous to Southeastern Uganda stated that although Samia men traditionally give most of their land to a single grandson, his father’s estate was distributed according to the formal law of succession. He credited knowledge of the formal law as instrumental in this result. Similarly, a Baganda polio survivor from a Muslim family credited the involvement of Islamic clerics subject to local council oversight for his inheritance of an equal share of his father’s land.

(2) Wills

There was general uniformity amongst both cohorts concerning the capacity of persons with disabilities to make wills. One knowledge bearer asserted that ‘[i]f there is a will they will always follow it.’ Many qualified this contention by noting that only persons with disabilities who are of ‘sound mind’ can make wills. For example, 14 of the 23 customary knowledge bearers indicated that a person with an ‘unsound mind’ or 'mental problems' cannot make a will. There is general consensus that the right of a person with a disability to make a will is a longstanding right. This is consistent with the mid 20th Century findings of Haydon who indicated that written wills have been a part of Buganda law since the early days of the British Protectorate7 and that the practice of written wills is predated by oral wills.8

Some interviewees with disabilities indicated that people who cannot hear or speak are not permitted to make written wills. This belief appears rooted in the presumption that such people are illiterate and that wills must be in writing. One interviewee with a disability indicated that those who are deaf can make a will as long as they can sign their name to prove they are literate. There were customary knowledge bearers who submitted that those unable to hear and speak can make wills as long as they are able to communicate. One said ‘maybe one who is mute can
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7 Haydon (note 1) at 223.
8 Ibid at 222-23.
make a will by making signs' and another said ‘if they can use sign language they
can—it is all about communication’. Another customary knowledge bearer said that
‘the deaf and dumb can make a will because they are intelligent’.

(3) Customary Heirship

The customary heir is the key cultural officer in the context of succession. Among the Baganda, the heir is a male in the family of the deceased who is given
the authority and control over estate property and its distribution. Although the
formal law assigns the heir a token role⁹, heirs continue to play a dominant role
within succession matters in Mukono District. Due to the centrality of the heir in
customary succession, the issue of eligibility of heirship is a major item of concern
when assessing the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities.

If a customary heir is named in a will or in some other pre-death directive
that individual will generally be named the customary heir. In cases where the
customary heir has not been designated by the deceased there are diverse opinions as
to how the customary heir is appointed. Some customary knowledge bearers
indicated that the customary heir is chosen by clan elders. Others claimed that fellow
siblings will sit down and agree on someone based on factors such as responsibility
and behaviour. Some said that only the female siblings carry out this task. While still
others said that the family and clan leaders will vote together. Regardless of the
procedure for selection, the qualities considered when selecting a customary heir
include sociability, the ability to read, a certain maturity of age, good behaviour and
a sound mind.

One interviewee with a disability said that ‘they will even consider a younger
child’ before allowing a person with a disability to be a customary heir. Another
interviewee with a disability said she was unsure if it was possible for a person with
a disability to be a customary heir because she had never seen it happen. All but
three of the customary knowledge bearers indicated that most persons with
disabilities can be named customary heir and this is especially the case where the
deceased has designated them as their heir. Yet several knowledge bearers qualified
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their response by stating that persons of unsound mind and those who have hearing impairments and are unable to speak would not be allowed to serve as heir.

There can be exceptions to the general rule of customary eligibility based on the specific disability at issue. Nine customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with mental disabilities are not considered suitable for heirship. Another seven also stated that those with hearing impairments who are unable to speak would not be allowed to serve as an heir. In addition, one knowledge bearer indicated that persons who are unable to move were also identified as being incapable of serving as a customary heir.

There was a lack of unanimity on whether persons with disabilities have always been permitted to serve as customary heirs. Nine customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with disabilities have always been permitted while two said that eligibility for this customary office is the result of a recent change. One customary knowledge bearer offered a nuanced response when he stated ‘this is the way it always has been, but now it has become better thanks to education’. Of the six persons with disabilities who were asked about this issue in the third stage of the fieldwork, four indicated that the allowance of persons with disabilities to serve as heirs is the product of a recent change and another indicated that it is still not permitted.

One man with a physical disability told the remarkable story of how he was made heir of his father’s estate after his father died without a will. The clan selected him as heir out of 47 brothers, 20 of whom were older than him. He claims to have been selected based on his integrity and social relationships.

Another man with a physical disability reported that he was named the heir of his father’s estate. However, despite his position of leadership he was pressured by family members to take a smaller piece of land. He claims that his brothers and sisters plotted against him and that his own mother attempted to poison him because of his disability. Yet he knew his rights and he used his position as heir to stand up for his claim to an equal portion of land.

A man with a physical disability reported that his clan made him heir when his father died. However, the day after the decision disgruntled family members
deposed him and replaced him with his older brother and he ended up inheriting nothing. Instead the older brother sold three plots of land and kept one for himself.

One interviewee with a physical disability who had previously served as an heir was a woman. She was made an heir of her father’s estate in Western Uganda in accordance with the Batoro custom that allows for female heirship. She contended that the Batoro were not likely to discriminate against a person with disabilities in the context of succession if that person proves themselves to be capable in business as she had done.

(4) Gender and Land Inheritance

Any discussion of customary succession in Mukono District would be incomplete without addressing gender. There is a cultural presumption in Mukono District that men are the owners of land and a sense that men’s estates are more consequential than women’s estates. Moreover, the persistence of the customary practice of male heirship places power and control of estate property under the control and discretion of men. A female customary knowledge bearer submitted that these discrepancies are based on the sex of the potential beneficiary with a disability. She stated that ‘if they are men they get’ and if they are women ‘they get through marriage’.

For example, a woman with partial paralyzation indicated that when her father died the daughters were given smaller shares of land than the sons. The land that she received was equal to each of the plots the other daughters received. Thus it was her gender and not her disability that caused her to receive disparate treatment.

The prominence of gender-based discrimination can make disability-based inequities less apparent. Yet, the importance of disability in customary inheritance should not be lost in the shadow of gender-based inequity. Although the consequences of disability in succession matters are more fluid and less defined than gender, disability is an important factor in customary succession in Mukono District. Additional comparative and relational analysis addressing gender and disability appears in Chapter 8.
VI LAND ISSUES EXCLUDING THE INHERITANCE OF LAND

There is near consensus that persons with disabilities can own land. Only three of the interviewees with disabilities said flatly and unconditionally that persons with disabilities cannot own land. Moreover, almost all of the customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with disabilities have always been able to own land.

Many interviewees made unsolicited comments linking the right to own land with the financial capacity. In fact, 18 of the interviewees with disabilities qualified their answer without prompting by saying that persons with disabilities can own land if they have the money to buy it.

Interviewees were largely unable to identify any customary law or legal practice that helps ensure access to land for persons with disabilities or other vulnerable people. Some mentioned the fact that the Kabaka had given land to persons with disabilities on a few occasions in the past.

The most beneficial cultural phenomenon mentioned by the interviewees is the tendency of various community leaders to stand up for vulnerable people in the context of wrongful property taking. Interviewees indicated that local community leaders could step into clan and family succession scenarios and challenge discriminatory practices. Although leader oversight in customary matters appears to be less formalised due to the disempowering of cultural institutions, cultural leaders retain some coercive social power. This soft power can be used to engage local government leaders to intervene in matters.

The understanding that land belongs to the family can limit the land rights of individuals with disabilities. The story of the man from Masaka who was not permitted to serve as customary heir reflects the cultural emphasis on keeping land in the family for future generations.

Some interviewees indicated that the responsibility for the proper use of land extends to the entire family. Interviewees with disabilities described a cultural practice whereby land that would otherwise go to a sibling with a disability is given
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10 Interestingly each of the three interviewees with disabilities who indicated that persons with disabilities cannot own land were females. This was one of the rare instances in the data where any particular demographic characteristics was unusually linked to a response. Overall the answers from the interviews of persons with disabilities did not vary in any noteworthy way based on sex, age, religion, education or disability.
to another sibling to manage for the benefit of the sibling with a disability. Others mentioned the practice of giving persons with disabilities a plot of land just large enough for their future burial on family land.

The fieldwork offered no indication of any historic cultural resistance to allowing persons with disabilities to possess kibanja holdings. However, this is not to say that one’s status as a person with a disability is irrelevant in the context of kibanja holdings. On the contrary, of those specifically asked, approximately three quarters of the interviewees with disabilities reported that persons with disabilities with kibanja holdings face greater challenges with their landlords including wrongful eviction and constructive eviction through social pressure and intimidation. As one interviewee stated landlords ‘take advantage of persons with disabilities because they are vulnerable’. Another interviewee stated that ‘there is often mischief because persons with disabilities are seen as defenseless’.

Although many interviewees acknowledge the heightened vulnerability of kibanja holders with disabilities, there is a consensus that all kibinja holders have the legal right to stay on the land as long as they can prove ownership and pay busuulu. However, many people are not capable of defending and enforcing their rights in court. As one interview with a disability noted, ‘usually the smaller person does not go to court so usually disputes are resolved through clan leaders or with local council members. Bigger people are the ones who go to court.’

A Rwandese man with a disability who had lived in Mukono District for several decades claimed that he was targeted as a kibanja holder on the basis of his disability. The title holder of the kibanja land sought to remove him and give the plot to the title holder’s son. The man's home on the kibanja plot was knocked down, but he was able to retain his land rights based on his willingness to fight in court with the help of the Uganda Human Rights Commission. The story demonstrates how the formal law can be used to check lawless abuses for those with the requisite knowledge, resources and willingness to fight.

There is a difference between the way persons with disabilities viewed the vulnerability levels of kibanja holders with disabilities and the perspectives of the customary knowledge bearers. The customary knowledge bearers were confident in
the formal law’s capacity to protect kibanja holders with disabilities who pay busuulu. Several customary knowledge bearers claimed that clan leaders, community members or local government actors will come in to ensure that kibanja holders are not wrongfully chased from their land holdings. To the contrary, the perception of the interviewees with disabilities is that kibanja holders are left to fend for themselves.

The customary knowledge bearers demonstrated greater confidence in the ultimate prevailing of the formal law. Many of the customary knowledge bearers are leaders who are more connected with formal institutions and who understand how engage bureaucratic systems. On the other hand, many of the interviewees with disabilities are largely unconnected with formal mechanisms and institutions. Therefore, they have less confidence in the capacity of formal law to prevail over abusive activities on the ground.

Kibanja holdings are no longer the domain of customary law. The current formal version of kibanja is inflexible and links kibanja rights with a frozen recurring tribute that is a negligible percentage of market rental value. This unique hybrid form of land holding is under attack by title owners who cannot recognize the value of their land titles as long as kibanja holders remain. As land values increase, the incentive to take the land grows. In these scenarios people who are perceived as vulnerable are targeted, exploited and victimized. Thus kibanja holders with disabilities appear to experience disproportionate harm and displacement not because they are seen as useless, but because they are seen as weak and defenseless.

VII CONCLUSION
The research findings concerning specific areas of customary law and practice offer useful insights. Taken as a whole, the findings help us to understand how disability matters in the lives of people in Mukono District.

This chapter demonstrates how disabilities can impact a range of important legal situations. However, without understating the importance of the findings in other areas, the fieldwork especially highlights the importance of disability in the context of land inheritance. It indicates that persons with disabilities commonly
experience disability based discrimination in crucial scenarios where land is divided among siblings outside of the formal probate system.

Customary legal scenarios present people the with opportunity to make decisions with legal implications in informal settings. Where customary decision makers and officiants view persons with disabilities as capable and competent then persons with disabilities are more likely to be treated fairly and equally. Moreover, persons with disabilities are best able to combat discrimination in customary scenarios when they are aware of the protections afforded to them under formal law and when they are willing and able to assert their rights in customary scenarios and through formal channels.

The fieldwork findings demonstrate needs to be addressed and point to potential strategies for improving the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. The implications of the thesis’ research for those seeking to improve the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities are further discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
CHAPTER 8
Disability and Legal Development in Mukono: A Semi-Autonomous Field-Based Analysis and Applied Topical Assessments

I INTRODUCTION
Chapter 8 is the third and final chapter in a series of chapters presenting fieldwork findings. This chapter accomplishes two broad tasks.

First, it expands the analytical lens out from Chapter 7. It considers the place of customary law and practice with special relevance to disability from the inclusive viewpoint of Moore’s semi-autonomous social field. Thus it considers how other legal sources and influences interact with customary law and practice in ways that are relevant to the rights, status and treatment of person with disabilities.

Second, it offers applied analysis on certain topics that warrant further discussion in light of the findings. These topics include an assessment of change strategies introduced in Chapter 4, a reflective discussion of substantive provisions of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) and a critical examination of the comparative place and relationship of gender and disability in customary contexts.

II THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF DISABILITY THROUGH THE LENS OF THE SEMI-AUTONOMOUS SOCIAL FIELD
As Moore posits, the semi-autonomous social field offers a fertile research approach for appreciating the nature, character and operation of legal activity in deeply pluralistic legal contexts. Moore’s semi-autonomous social field takes account of the multifarious legal sources and influences within a specific society.

There are a number of influences and sources that affect the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within customary legal frameworks other than
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customary law and process. These include laws, government institutions and policies, customary institutions, lawyers, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), religion, societal values and widely held beliefs.

Chapter 6 presented findings about cultural beliefs concerning disability and analysis about the impact of those beliefs. Therefore this section does not include a full discussion of those beliefs. What follows is a topical treatment of various contributing factors to the socio-legal context in Mukono’s District’s customary frameworks relevant to disability rights, status and treatment. Each topic is discussed in light of the fieldwork findings.

(1) National and International Laws

(a) The Uganda Constitution

The customary knowledge bearer interviews included lines of inquiry concerning the Uganda Constitution. Specifically, this segment of the field interviews assessed knowledge and attitudes concerning the relationship between the Constitution and custom and culture as well as the substance of the Constitution pertaining to the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

Almost all of the customary knowledge bearers claimed to have some familiarity with the Uganda Constitution and its legal preeminence. They generally acknowledged that customary law and practices should be consistent with any rights and protections provided for in the Constitution. One interviewee added the caveat that ‘it should as long as customary laws are not completely done away with’. Another customary knowledge bearer epitomised the outward submissiveness to the formal law by stating ‘I just take what they say’.

Only two of the customary knowledge bearers indicated that customary law need not be consistent with the Ugandan Constitution. One of these individuals reasoned that customary law should not have to change because it has been that way since time immemorial.

There was a sense among the customary knowledge bearers that the enforcement of the formal law, including the Constitution, must come from the

outside. Several doubted the ability of the Constitution to foster positive change for persons with disabilities at the grassroots level. They cited formal agents and technocratic structures as the means for bringing life to the Constitution. A few customary knowledge bearers identified local government officials as key players in the enforcement and protection of constitutional rights of persons with disabilities. Another mentioned the use of lawyers to enforce the formal law when there is a conflict with applied customary law and practices. Two others posited the possibility of the Buganda Kingdom government in Mengo (Kampala) having a formal role in effecting compliance with the Constitution, but none of the interviewees identified Buganda ministries or officials as historic or current enforcers of the Constitution.

Very few of the customary knowledge bearers claimed to have read the Constitution. Instead, many indicated that their knowledge about the formal law comes from radio broadcasts and community-based sensitisation sessions.

The customary knowledge bearers’ understanding of how the Constitution relates to persons with disabilities is minimal and varied. Several noted that the Constitution provides for special political representation for persons with disabilities. Others asserted that the Ugandan Constitution mandates the provision of benefits such as wheelchairs and money for persons with disabilities. Such benefits are not expressly provided for under the Constitution although they could arguably be derived from article 35 which requires ‘the State and society to take all appropriate measures to ensure that (persons with disabilities) realise their full mental and physical potential’.

Customary knowledge bearers peppered their depictions of Constitutional rights with generalist rights speak and references to accessibility. One interviewee observed flatly that the Constitution calls for equality. Another said that the Constitution protects the rights of persons with disabilities and penalises rights abusers. Two interviewees indicated that the Ugandan Constitution requires buildings to be accessible to persons with physical disabilities. Others mentioned the right to access education. One interviewee said that the Constitution empowers NGOs to uplift persons with disabilities. Another interviewee indicated that the
Constitution empowers persons with disabilities by giving them increased social standing in the community.

(b) Other Ugandan domestic law

Several interviewees in both the first and second phase of the field research indicated that the formal law serves as a check on discriminatory practices within customary law. There is a general recognition that it is improper to discriminate against persons with disabilities. This prohibition on discrimination is perceived as something coming from the formal law generally and the Constitution of Uganda especially.

Interviewees from both cohorts largely commended domestic laws that allocate political offices to persons with disabilities. However, there are concerns over whether the persons with disabilities that hold these offices fairly represent the broad spectrum of persons with disabilities. Several interviewees with disabilities complained that such positions are typically filled by individuals with minor physical impairments such as limps.

With the exception of persons with disabilities holding designated political offices, the interviews were notably bereft of concrete instances where domestic legislation positively impacts persons with disabilities. There was no indication of any awareness of the Persons with Disabilities Act.4 Excepting the Constitution, there was never any reference to other laws in Uganda that protects or furthers the rights and interests of persons with disabilities.

(c) International human rights instruments

The customary knowledge bearers had little or no knowledge about international human rights instruments that concern or address the rights of persons with disabilities. Some were incredulous that the interviewer asked about such instruments. As one respondent stated, ‘[i]f I do not know about the laws of Uganda how can I know about foreign laws?’ Many customary knowledge bearers laughed at the question ‘[d]o you know about any international human rights instruments that concern the rights of persons with disabilities?’

The customary knowledge bearers were unable to say anything tangible about international treaties that concern the rights of persons with disabilities. A few specifically mentioned the Universal Declaration of Human Rights but did nothing more than name the instrument.

Yet there is a sense that international human rights standards are a source of influence. Many knowledge bearers described a changing culture where persons with disabilities are given more opportunities and support. One stated that ‘[i]nternational laws have helped to influence the laws in Uganda so that persons with disabilities are not so marginalised.’ Two interviewees attributed the freedom of speech belonging to persons with disabilities to such instruments. One indicated that the human rights instruments help persons with disabilities know about their ‘right to study’ and ‘right to life’. Another indicated that they lead to the formation of organisations that champion disability rights. However, none of the customary knowledge bearers reported any specific knowledge of the CRPD.

Others were pessimistic about the impact of international human rights instruments in Mukono District. One customary knowledge bearer bluntly stated ‘maybe that law works in other places, but not here’. Another knowledge bearer asked about whether customary law should change to account for the rights of persons with disabilities sardonically quipped ‘as if it is possible’.

Despite a lack of awareness about international human rights instruments, the customary knowledge bearers indicated that they were not opposed to abiding by such instruments. Interviewees who claimed to have some knowledge of international human rights instruments indicated that customary laws should conform to such instruments. None of the customary knowledge bearers asserted a desire that customary law resist the requirements of human rights instruments concerning persons with disabilities.

Some interviewees expressed the sentiment that international human rights instruments are somehow connected with foreign aid. When addressing the line of questions about international human rights instruments, one interviewee said that international groups can come to help but the government will ‘eat’ the money.
Another said that international human rights instruments can help provide wheelchairs and crutches.

Ultimately there is little indication from the field research that human rights instruments have a direct impact on the customary legal scenarios. Instead, the Ugandan Constitution is seen as the legal instrument that serves as the legal check on improper discrimination against persons with disabilities.

(2) Government Institutions and Policies

(a) The National government

Both persons with disabilities and customary knowledge bearers attribute positive developments in disability rights, policy and social conditions to President Museveni and his long-ruling National Resistance Movement (NRM) party.

One customary knowledge bearer indicated that the right of persons with disabilities to own land has been reinforced by the government. Another noted that persons with disabilities have been permitted to be clan leaders ‘since the time of Museveni’. Still another said that the current government ‘has empowered’ persons with disabilities. The ruling government was also credited with inviting ‘people from outside countries to teach about disability’ which has led to more ‘enlightened’ perspectives about disability.

Even those interview participants that are politically disenchanted with President Museveni and the NRM tend to acknowledge that the ruling government has been a positive force for persons with disabilities. In terms of specifics, interviewees most often referenced laws that set aside political representative space to persons with disabilities. Also, multiple persons with disabilities appreciated Museveni’s recognition of persons with disabilities at public gatherings.

There is general awareness of government institutions and initiatives that are in place to support persons with disabilities. Several customary knowledge bearers mentioned ministries that have the responsibility of furthering the interests of persons with disabilities. Both interviewees with disabilities and customary knowledge bearers indicated that persons with disabilities are supposed to be the beneficiaries of government resources. Yet there was a common sentiment that such programs, initiatives and resources rarely have an impact in Mukono District.
Interviewees with disabilities offered pessimistic perspectives on top-down disability rights initiatives. Interviewees from both cohorts voiced concerns over the fact that the benefits of the NRM’s disability policies and initiatives do not seem to help persons with disabilities. As one customary knowledge bearer stated ‘[g]overnment programs never have an impact on persons with disabilities on the ground.’ Interviewees related concerns about local government officials who ‘eat’ most of these intended benefits. For example, one knowledge bearer stated that ‘[t]he government should support persons with disabilities directly without using so many agencies because the intermediaries take the money.’

Customary knowledge bearers made statements indicative of a shift in perceived responsibility from society to the state. Instead of speaking of a communal obligation to support those with disabilities, there were some who placed the burden of care and provision on the government. One customary knowledge bearer noted that persons with disabilities ‘are often neglected by the government’ even though ‘it should be the duty of the government to take care of them’. Another knowledge bearer related how she hears on the radio that the government is supposed to ‘care for persons with disabilities by giving them wheelchairs’. While another stated that there are government ministers and local council members who are supposed ‘to represent and help persons with disabilities’. It appears that government promises are used to justify a growing moral distance between community members and persons with disabilities who, in the words of one knowledge bearer, ‘do not have the necessities of life, yet they can hardly do anything for themselves’.

(b) Local government

Reports on the role and activities of local governments in disability matters were mixed. One interviewee with disabilities said that Mukono is a ‘role model’ community for Uganda in the context of disability matters. He credited Mukono District with attempting to provide civil services to persons with disabilities before the government offered support. Yet, other interviewees with disabilities portrayed local government officials as corrupt stewards of monies intended for the benefit of persons with disabilities.
Two interviewees indicated that local government oversight is having a positive influence against discrimination in the context of Islamic succession. They reported that Muslim religious clerics who oversee succession rites are required to report estate distributions to local government authorities. This helps ensure that Islamic distribution of estate property is carried out in accordance with Ugandan Constitutional standards (e.g. not discriminatory against women). There was no indication that similar oversight protocols are regularly followed in non-Islamic customary succession.

(3) Buganda Institutions

The Buganda Kingdom has structures that mirror the institutions of the national government. For example one customary knowledge bearer referred to a minister in Mengo who is charged with making sure the rights of persons with disabilities are honoured in customary matters. Another mentioned a formal customary tribunal in Mengo that could be used to address discriminatory conduct in customary proceedings.

Yet there is no indication these institutions have any impact on the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. One customary knowledge bearer noted that the Buganda Kingdom has entrusted people to take care of persons with disabilities, but often times they do nothing. He cited the deterioration of Kingdom institutions and inadequate funding as reasons for ineffectiveness.

Nonetheless, the Kabaka and other Buganda Kingdom leaders have the potential to bring about positive reforms for persons with disabilities. Interviewees in both the first and second phases confirmed that the Kabaka is the ultimate customary law maker and Kabaka still has the power to unilaterally pronounce and amend Buganda customary law. Thus the Kabaka could make potentially influential pronouncements concerning the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities.

A 67 year old Baganda interviewee with a disability cited the actions and leadership of Daudi Chwa II as improving the rights, status and treatment of persons
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5 Mengo is a prominent hill in Kampala which is the court home of the Kabaka and the situs of the Buganda Kingdom’s central government.
with disabilities. This interviewee stated that Kabaka Daudi, who ruled from 1897 to 1939, declared that if a person dies the deceased’s property should go to the children irrespective of whether or not they have a disability.

(4) Non-governmental Actors

(a) NGOs

Some interviewees with disabilities credit an improvement in community attitudes concerning persons with disabilities to NGOs. One said ‘now society seems to care about persons with disabilities because there are organisations providing help’. Another opined that ‘[o]ganisations have impacted this generation to the good with respect to how they treat persons with disabilities’.

Others noted that the Western world appears keen on promoting the rights of persons with disabilities. Some credited international organisations with improving the social climate for persons with disabilities through sensitisation. An interviewee with a disability stated that ‘sensitisation is helping to reduce the level of abuse and bad thinking—things are changing for the better’. Another commented that ‘[t]hings are not like they were—people like them—sensitisation has helped.’

(b) Legal advocates

One interviewee with disabilities said that ‘people in the community will always try to involve lawyers to make sure the property of persons with disabilities are protected under the law’. No other interviewees mentioned similar tendencies, but multiple stories were told of how persons with disabilities effectively engaged legal assistance to combat discrimination in the context of land rights, including the inheritance of land.

Thus the fieldwork indicates that lawyers can serve to ensure some level of interface between customary legal frameworks and the formal law. The primary challenges to litigation appear to be access to free or affordable legal services as well as the social trauma of engaging in litigation with family members and neighbours.

(5) Non-indigenous Religions

Although it is the majority faith in Mukono District, there was little indication that Christianity has a significant impact on the status rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. When interviewees discussed Christianity the most
common issue was the challenge of physical access to church buildings. A few interviewees with disabilities mentioned Christianity’s hopeful prospect of miraculous healing and the view that all people are created in the image of God. Another credited Protestant churches for their involvement in an initiative to vaccinate children for polio. Yet, none of the interviewees expressly attributed a positive or negative impact to Christianity for persons with disabilities in customary legal contexts.

Similarly, the fieldwork did not indicate that Islam is a major driver in matters of disability status, rights and treatment. However, as previously mentioned, the formal oversight provided over instances of Islamic succession reportedly serves as a means of combating unconstitutional discrimination in the context of succession.

(6) Indigenous Communitarian Ethos (Ubuntu)

I sought to assess the possible impact of an indigenous communitarian ethos on the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities. I explored this subject matter in two ways.

First, as discussed in Chapter 6, I examined zones of human affairs where communal beliefs can be manifested in actions, practices and customs relevant to persons with disabilities. Although the interviewees with disabilities were not pointedly asked about ubuntu, they were asked in general terms to identify and describe community practices and attitudes that were helpful or hurtful to persons with disabilities. This line of questioning failed to identify practices that reflected the manifestation of a communitarian ethos. I also sought to determine if persons with disabilities would speak about ubuntu or an ubuntu-like ethos without direct prompting. None of these interviewees with disabilities did so.

Second, I questioned the customary knowledge bearers concerning their knowledge and understanding regarding the existence, relevance and impact of a communitarian ethos in their communities and its customary practices. These interviews included direct questions about ubuntu.

The customary knowledge bearers demonstrated minimal familiarity with the word ‘ubuntu’. Only one of the 23 customary knowledge bearers indicated that they
had heard of ubuntu without additional prompting. In order to pursue the point, interviewees were asked whether they were familiar with the idea that ‘I am because you are and you are because I am’ and whether they had an understanding of common Luganda phrases that express similar sentiments. This probing line of inquiry managed to elicit some responsive answers.

Notably several customary knowledge bearers viewed the ubuntu ethos as foreign. One interviewee indicated that ‘[i]t is coming slowly. It did not used to be there’. Another respondent indicated that ubuntu is a good idea but that ‘people do not follow it here’ and that it is a foreign concept that ‘comes from the people of the world’. One interviewee said ‘the government talks about this sort of thing but not the Buganda'. Another said ‘[p]eople just speak words, but they do not practice them’.

Only three of the customary knowledge bearers reported that ubuntu, or something akin to ubuntu, has an impact on their local customs and culture. One interviewee, who described ubuntu as ‘behaving humanly’, said that ubuntu causes people to vote for candidates that are ‘good and caring’. Another said that ubuntu can ‘build confidence in people who are disabled’. Finally, one interviewee said that ubuntu has an impact on the customs and cultures in Mukono District because ‘when there is donor help from abroad (the recipients in Uganda) will share what they get’. Notably, none of the customary knowledge bearers gave an example of how ubuntu inspired grassroots cooperation or assistance that benefits persons with disabilities in a tangible way.

However, some of the cultural and customary practices mentioned by the customary knowledge bearers could be fairly construed as manifestations of an ubuntu-like ethos. One knowledge bearer who was asked whether there is any custom or practice whereby land is held for the benefit of persons with disabilities responded: ‘Yes they have a responsibility. It is given to someone assigned that responsibility in the clan. Clan leaders will bring family members together and see how to distribute equally.’ A knowledge bearer stated that clans and families have always protected property from being grabbed. Another knowledge bearer reported that leaders and heads of households have the responsibility to look for food for
persons with disabilities so they do not die. The same individual said it is wrong to abandon a child with a disability.

Little else was said that reflected a communitarian ethos. Most customary knowledge bearers were unable to provide examples that spoke to an ethos of caring for or honouring persons with disabilities.

The customary knowledge bearers largely portrayed ubuntu as a foreign concept in Mukono District. There was no indication of any sense of cultural ownership based on the fact that it is a Bantu ethos. Arguably some of the knowledge bearers characterised ubuntu as an African or international version of moral imperialism—a foreign value that they are encouraged to accept as their own. Although such a characterisation has a negative connotation, there was little apparent disdain or resistance amongst the customary knowledge bearers over the source of ubuntu.

I did not detect a local idealised communitarianism where community members are all called recognize the dignity of their fellow person and offer care and support based on an appreciation of common humanity. However, if we see forms of indigenous African communitarianism as expressive of a recognition that individual people are essential to the functioning and well-being of a community, we can find pertinent examples in Mukono District. For example, guardians care for children with the idea that children may serve valuable purposes to the guardian or the community later on in life. In addition, it is important for clan leaders to have the social skills needed to manage human relationships.

The emphasis on functionality and usefulness can help explain the differences in the treatment of persons with different disabilities in different customary contexts. For persons with disabilities, this pragmatic and consequential form of communitarianism can be a detriment rather than an aid.
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(7) **Cultural Receptivity to Change**

Another cultural factor worth noting is receptiveness to progressive change in the context of disability rights. The customary knowledge bearers spoke favourably about human rights, social progress and cultural advancement. Being ‘enlightened’, even with all of its neocolonial baggage, is portrayed outwardly in a positive and welcoming manner. Many of the interviewees associated progressive development with improved cultural treatment of persons with disabilities. Moreover, none of the interviewees complained that local improvements in the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities are a threat to old ways or treasured traditions.

Two customary knowledge bearers indicated that conduct that protects and benefits persons with disabilities is a recent development and not something that springs from the indigenous culture. One said that the tendency to hold property in trust for persons with disabilities is more now because of more ‘enlightened people and sensitising’. The other said that ‘[i]n some cases enlightened families can hold and manage land on their behalf. Meanwhile families that are not enlightened can try to take away their land’.

The indigenous cultural leaders gave no indication of any opposition to the global advancement of disability rights. Instead they outwardly welcome this advancement. The customary knowledge bearers reflected a collective sense that foreign powers are interested in the furtherance of certain humanitarian causes and that if Ugandans accede to these interests that outside aid and support will follow. There is also a sense of inevitable acceptance of the human rights agenda which includes disability rights.

(8) **Confirming the Value of the Semi-Autonomous Social Field**

The findings related in this section confirm the value of Moore’s semi-autonomous social field. Culture and custom are permeable. Customary legal frameworks are more than the pure product of tradition and indigenous cultural content. The inclusive lens of the semi-autonomous social field allows us to rightly account for the other sources and influences that form and compose the substance, form and operation of customary law.
Although customary law and practices persist in Mukono District regardless of the pronouncements and strictures of domestic and international law, we should account for these formal legal sources if we want to understand the customary legal frameworks and the scenarios that generate customary outcomes. Other legal sources impact and influence customary legal scenarios despite the continued disregard and non-use of formal legal structures and procedures. Moreover, there are institutions and initiatives that are capable of fostering greater linkage and accountability of custom with formal law and international rights standards. Appreciating relevant cultural content can inform efforts to bridge the gaps between formal law and custom that enable and allow discrimination on the basis of disability in customary legal scenarios. The fieldwork points to the importance of specific knowledge concerning semi-autonomous fields in informing change strategies, the importance of people’s beliefs about disabilities in deeply pluralistic environments and the wisdom behind multi-pronged approaches to achieving change.

III ASSESSMENT OF APPROACHES TO EFFECTING CHANGE THROUGH LAW AND LEGAL STRUCTURES

Chapter 4 canvassed a variety of tools and strategies for bringing about positive changes in the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities. This section presents an applied assessment of various change theories. This section is divided into two sub-sections. The first sub-section presents analysis concerning top-down change strategies. The second sub-section presents a critique of bottom-up change strategies.

(1) Top-Down Approaches

The fieldwork indicates that top-down approaches to improving the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities have value in customary contexts in Mukono District and they can be leveraged for greater impact.

(a) Domestic formal law

When it comes to domestic formal law in Uganda, the Constitution stands in a place of privilege. People are aware of the Constitution and they know it to be the supreme law of the land. The Constitution is not a lightning rod for resentment.
Instead it is revered. Thus sharing knowledge about constitutional details concerning persons with disabilities presents an opportunity for improving status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary contexts.

The fieldwork speaks to the practical irrelevance of other domestic laws pertaining to disability in Mukono District. Thus it cuts against the perceived utility of legislative reform at the grassroots level. Nonetheless, legislative reform has its place. People’s beliefs and perceptions about disabilities influence status, rights and treatment. This is especially true in customary contexts. So there is some social utility in using ‘ableist’ language when describing disability in all contexts—including legislation—that can form and influence attitudes about disability.

(b) International legal instruments

International human rights instruments are not well known in Mukono District. However, human rights instruments appear to have some level of legal and cultural relevance. In addition, the fieldwork indicates that the content of human rights instruments can disseminated to receptive community members through radio broadcasts and sensitisations.

Despite a lack of name recognition, the fieldwork speaks well of the scope and content of the CRPD. Section IV in this chapter assesses the substance of the CRPD in light of the research findings.

(c) Strategic litigation

The research offers mixed messages on the issue of litigation based change efforts. There is little indication that strategic litigation seeking legal reform has an impact on customary legal scenarios. However, it appears that the ability of individuals to access formal legal oversight of customary legal decisions is an important means of closing the gap between the formal law and customary legal scenarios.

(2) Bottom-Up Approaches

The fieldwork demonstrates the wisdom and viability of many of the bottom-up strategies presented in Section III of Chapter 4.
(a) Facilitative change strategies

The fieldwork offers insights for proponents of facilitative change strategies for human rights development.

One facilitative change technique involves identifying local beliefs and practices and then building on them. The research targeted indigenous communitarianism as a local value that could integrate disability rights concepts such as universal human dignity and equality into customary contexts. Yet the research failed to identify an active communitarian ethos aligned with dignity and equality. Instead the research indicates that people are valued based on what they can do for the community rather than their humanity.

Appreciating the cultural importance placed on human functionality and usefulness can benefit disability rights actors. The message that ‘disability is not inability’ is well crafted to bring about positive results in Mukono District’s customary frameworks.

Facilitative approaches also include strategies for leveraging indigenous institutions and practices to broker change. The fieldwork indicates that Buganda institutions have been considerably weakened since independence. Yet both the Kingdom and local leaders are respected in matters of custom and retain cultural authority.

Notably the Kabaka is regarded as the ultimate customary law giver. Thus he has the power to declare practices that discriminate against persons with disabilities improper. Disability rights groups could engage the Kabaka to tell his people that discrimination on the basis on disability in areas such as succession, marriage and guardianships is contrary to Baganda custom. If the Kabaka has limited reach to share his message due to resource limitations, disability rights organisations could use their own resources to share and disseminate the proclamations of the Kabaka.

(b) Acculturation

A key acculturation process in terms of disability rights in Mukono District is the inculcation of human rights standards into the local context. The fieldwork offers encouraging findings for those who advocate for acculturation strategies. Customary knowledge bearers expressed openness to disability rights standards coming from
other places. There is a sense that disability rights are just, moral and associated with progress.

Radio broadcasts appear to be an effective means of sharing about disability rights. Messages on the radio are deemed to be authoritative and helpful sources of information.

(c) Direct engagement

The fieldwork speaks to the potential of direct engagement to effect change. In particular, the apparent success in integrating human rights standards into Islamic succession rites through local formal oversight is an intriguing research finding. If customary legal scenarios could be subjected to similar official and regularly occurring oversight it could help reduce instances of discriminatory conduct. However, the formal illegitimacy of customary succession could make such direct engagement untenable based on rule of law considerations.

(d) Actor-oriented change strategies

Actor-oriented change strategies are important in customary contexts. Persons with disabilities must be equipped and empowered to champion their own rights. The willingness of persons with disabilities to assert their rights and to engage formal checks on discrimination are key factors in combatting discrimination in customary legal scenarios. Thus strategies designed to give persons with disabilities the tools and courage they need to self-advocate offer considerable potential for positive change.

IV CONTEXTUAL AND RESEARCH-BASED APPRAISAL OF THE CRPD

This section provides an appraisal of the substance of the CRPD in light of the research findings. Despite the fact that the CRPD is essentially unknown by the people of Mukono District, the fieldwork speaks well of its content and scope.

The CRPD does not turn a blind eye to customary legal scenarios. It brings out the importance of community and culture to the effective realisation of human rights. In addition, its extensive detail and integrative approach addresses many of the challenges to disability rights in customary contexts. Thus despite its place as a
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7 CRPD arts 3, 19.
formal international rights instrument adopted by most of the nations of the world, the CPRD is not drafted on the presumption that it can effect change from the top down.

The CRPD contains more than broad prohibitions on discriminatory conduct. It specifically addresses areas where discrimination take place including the pivotal customary legal scenarios identified in the field research. The CPRD requires State Parties to modify or abolish laws, customs or practices that discriminate against persons with disabilities.

The CRPD confronts the challenge of discrimination in marriage. Article 23(1)(a) provides that all persons with disabilities who are of marriageable age have the right to marry with the free and full consent of the spouse. Cruel and inhuman treatment such as social abuse during wedding introduction services is prohibited by Article 15. Moreover, the scope of the CRPD is broad enough to qualify the prohibition of marriage for impotent men improper discrimination because impotence is a ‘long term physical impairment' that hinders ‘full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others’.

With respect to legal personality and inheritance, Article 3(a) provides for ‘respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own choices, and independence of persons’ and for ‘full and effective participation and inclusion in society’. Article 12(4) requires that ‘States Parties shall ensure that all measures that relate to the exercise of legal capacity provide for appropriate and effective safeguards to prevent abuse in accordance with international human rights law.’ Article 12(5) requires states parties to ‘take all appropriate and effective measures to ensure the equal right of persons with disabilities to own or inherit property’ and to ‘ensure that persons with disabilities are not arbitrarily deprived of their property’. Thus paternalistic discrimination in
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8 Ibid art 2.
9 Ibid art 4(1)(b).
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11 A similar provision is found in the Draft Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities at art 8(3)(f).
customary inheritance is prohibited. The challenge is making these restrictions operative within semi-autonomous social fields.

In the context of forced guardianships of the children of parents with disabilities, the CRPD provides that ‘States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his or her parents against their will’ and that ‘[i]n no case shall a child be separated from parents on the basis of a disability of either the child or one or both of the parents.’

One could fairly question whether the scope of the CRPD is broad enough to cover the practice of customary guardianship that is prevalent in Mukono District. Article 23(2) of the CRPD provides that ‘States Parties shall ensure the rights and responsibilities of persons with disabilities, with regard to guardianship, wardship, trusteeship, adoption of children or similar institutions, where these concepts exist in national legislation’. It includes no provision that addresses custodial relationships which are not expressly established by legislation. Regardless, the general application of the CRPD as well as its specific application to cultural matters forbids discrimination in the context of customary guardianship.

In terms of the abuse and mistreatment of children, the CRPD addresses those practices as well. Article 23(3) charges State Parties with ensuring ‘that children with disabilities have equal rights with respect to family life’ and provides that in order ‘to prevent concealment, abandonment, neglect and segregation of children with disabilities States Parties shall undertake to provide early and comprehensive information, services and support to children with disabilities and their families’.

The CRPD’s mandates access to information and cultural identity. Thus the CRPD requires States Parties to address the problem of persons with hearing based disabilities not being able to learn customary law through its predominantly oral tradition.

Article 8 on ‘Awareness-raising’ is strongly validated by the fieldwork. Among other things, this article calls on states parties ‘[t]o promote awareness of
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the capabilities and contributions of persons with disabilities.' The fieldwork indicates that community attitudes about the capabilities and contributions of persons with disabilities are highly consequential in customary legal scenarios. If fully and effectively implemented, more favourable perceptions about the abilities of persons with disabilities can greatly improve their status, rights and treatment in customary scenarios.

V COMPARING GENDER WITH DISABILITY IN CUSTOMARY CONTEXTS

This section builds on an earlier discussion about the relationship between disability and gender in customary legal scenarios discussed in some detail in Sections II (Marriage and Divorce) and V (Succession) of Chapter 7. It provides comparative analysis concerning place, study and treatment of disability and gender in customary legal frameworks. It also outlines the cumulative impact of gender-based and disability-based discrimination in customary legal scenarios.

Existing studies and research often focus on gender-based distinctions in customary contexts. This thesis indicates that disability status should also be considered when evaluating customary legal frameworks from a human rights perspective.

One reason why disability is rarely explored in customary contexts is its complexity. In contrast to gender, which presents as a largely fixed and binary trait, disability presents dynamically in diverse ways along continuums. Thus the customary ramifications of disability are not as well established and known through practice and tradition as those associated with gender.

14 Ibid art 8(1)(c) and (2)(a)(iii).


16 Of course many are challenging the fixed and binary conception of gender in the modern times especially within the scholarship and politics developed nations. See e.g. F Romeo ‘Beyond a medical model: Advocating for a new conception of gender identity in the law’ (2004-2005) 36 Columbia Human Rights L Rev 713; J Lobber ‘Beyond the binaries: Depolarizing the Categories of Sex. Sexuality and Gender’ (1996) 66(2) Sociological Inquiry 143-159.
Despite the heightened challenge in discerning customary law pertaining to disability, there are advantages that come with the situational aspect of disability in customary contexts. Importantly, those seeking to advance the interests of persons with disabilities could face a more receptive climate for customary legal changes than gender rights advocates. In the case of gender rights there are operational customary structures such as patrilineal land tenure that undergo significant disruption if both genders receive equal treatment. However, the elimination of situational discrimination against persons with disabilities does not portend similar structural destabilisation. Thus disability rights actors in Mukono District can benefit from a positive association with progress without the negative stigma of social angst and cultural upheaval associated with women’s rights.

On the negative side, the complexity of disability rights makes for a more intensive acculturation project than gender-based rights. The disability rights movement seeks more than equal treatment. Disability rights entail proactive inclusion, mainstreaming and accommodation. In addition, merely understanding the diverse challenges and experiences of persons with disabilities is a considerable task.

Gender and disability are rightly considered together in both the CPRD\textsuperscript{17} and the Draft Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Africa.\textsuperscript{18} Female status can exacerbate the impact of disability based discrimination. Women face cultural expectations in marriage that require them to have certain physical abilities. This can present a heightened barrier to marriage for women with disabilities. The tendency of some to view women with disabilities as sexual objects with curative qualities places them in dangerous and exploitive situations. The fact that women are not allowed to be customary heirs prevents them from assuming a key position of power and influence through which they could champion their inheritance rights. The tendency to give women less land through inheritance places women with disabilities in especially precarious circumstances in customary succession.

\textsuperscript{17} art 6.

\textsuperscript{18} art 22.
The harmful combinations of gender-based and disability-based discrimination confirm the wisdom of the CRPD’s mandate to ‘incorporate a gender perspective in all efforts to promote the full enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms by persons with disabilities’ and the necessity of Article 16 of the CPRD which requires State Parties to address gender-based exploitation, violence and abuse.

VI CONCLUSION

Formal and informal sources of law interact to impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in deeply pluralistic legal settings. The comprehensive lens of the semi-autonomous social field enables us to see a variety of factors at work in legal ecosystems. This chapter demonstrates the necessity of specific contextual research to understand the interaction of various legal sources and cultural influences that form, influence and impact customary legal frameworks.

The inclusive consideration of relevant legal and cultural sources in particular contexts presents fertile opportunities for applied analysis. This chapter related informed insights for disability rights strategies in Mukono District, the substance of the CRPD and a comparative treatment of gender and disability. Each of these instances of applied analysis considered the interface of customary legal substance with other legal sources and cultural content. The perspectives presented in these sections confirm the utility and wisdom of Moore’s research approach.

---

19 CPRD pre (s).
CHAPTER 9
Conclusion

I  INTRODUCTION
This concluding chapter serves three broad purposes. First, it presents the major
findings. Second, it proffers selected strategies for improving the status, rights and
treatment of persons with disabilities. Third, it offers a reflection on the fieldwork
with proposed subjects for further research.

II  CORE RESEARCH FINDINGS
This research was motivated by the belief that disability status is likely to be
significant and consequential in customary legal scenarios and warrants field-based
inquiry. The fieldwork confirms that impairments impact the customary rights, status
and treatment of persons with disabilities.

Disability status can have a significant impact in the contexts of customary
marriage, clan leadership, customary guardianship, customary succession and land
ownership. Although a particular impairment rarely results in rigidly established
customary legal treatment1, disability impacts and influences the actors who discern
customary law and carry out customary processes. Often such actors will
discriminate on the basis of disability. This is especially true in the context of land
inheritance.

Formal law provides an incomplete picture of the legal content and systems
shaping the lives of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. This is particularly
the case in the context of succession law and other familial and relational legal
scenarios.2

Disability is diverse and fluid. There are countless impairments that people
experience and these impairments differ widely in severity and impact. Impairments

1 One clearly established exception is the fact that male impotency disqualifies a person from
customary marriage.

2 International Justice Mission (IJM) Property Grabbing from Ugandan Widows and the Justice
System: A Mixed-Methods Assessment in Mukono County, Uganda (2015) at 65 (finding that only 1.3
per cent of widows participated in the formal probate of their husbands’ estates).
can manifest and increase at various times in life as a result of physical trauma, disease and age. In addition, social contexts and physical environments can significantly heighten the challenges presented by impairments.

The diversity and complexity of disability combine with the attributes of customary law to produce highly situational legal outcomes. Customary law is flexible and situational. Inherently distinctive legal disability scenarios are unlikely to generate the consistent results which can crystallise into established customary law—especially when customary outcomes are localised and unwritten. There is minimal customary legal clarity concerning the status, rights and treatment of person with disabilities in Mukono District.

Customary law and practice pertaining to disability offers little in terms of established precedent. Human disability and its implications are highly situational. Thus customary legal actors adjudicating and establishing the status and rights of persons with disabilities find themselves exercising human reason and discretion rather than applying firmly established legal consequences.

For the most part, the customary legal frameworks—which entail substantive customary law, procedures, institutions and legal actors—are not inherently discriminatory against persons with disabilities. Instead, customary legal scenarios present opportunities where discrimination can occur. The disability-based discrimination in customary contexts is largely the product of people’s attitudes and prejudices as opposed to an adherence to perceived customary rules.

While there is little in terms of established customary law pertaining to disability, there are certain recurring phenomena. First, consequential decisions are made about the legal status, rights, and treatment of persons with disabilities outside of the formal law and with minimal direct checks from formal actors. Key customary decisions are typically made by clan and family members in connection with rites of passage such as marriage and burial. This thesis’ field research indicates that

---

discrimination on the basis of disability occurs within customary decision-making scenarios.

Impairments can be consequential factors for decision makers in customary contexts. Notions people hold concerning persons with impairments impact customary legal outcomes. Beliefs and biases about human capacity and functionality are especially impactful. For its part the CPRD expressly addresses the need to inculcate positive beliefs about the capacity and functionality of persons with disabilities. This thesis confirms the wisdom in that mandate.

There is growing awareness in Mukono District that the formal law opposes discrimination on the basis of disability. Interviewees provided examples where knowledge of the formal law helped to combat discrimination in customary contexts. However, in other customary legal scenarios the formal law has little or no impact. Instead, many decision makers render customary legal outcomes based on pragmatic concerns and biases.

I never detected palpable resistance, either in action or word, to the substantive requirements of the formal law. This is especially the case with respect to the Ugandan Constitution which is widely accepted at the supreme law of the land. Also, many of the interviewees with disabilities indicated that they are aware of their power to challenge customary legal processes in formal institutions. Yet, none of the interviewees with disabilities indicated that they proactively challenged the outcome of a customary legal scenario in the formal court system. Moreover, others cited social cost as a factor that discourages the challenging of customary legal outcomes.


5 Constitution of Uganda 1995 (as amended in 2005). Although the fieldwork indicates that the exact content of the Uganda Constitution pertaining to disability is not known. Instead residents of Mukono District have a general sense that the Constitution generally supports the rights of persons with disabilities.

6 The two interviewees with disabilities reported some engagement with the formal legal system to defend their rights to land. One individual reported being pushed off of his kibanja holding without just cause. Another individual has been involved in litigation a property grabbing case where he was found to be the party in the wrong due to his efforts to remove a widow from land belonging to a deceased relative.
III  SUGGESTED STRATEGIES

This thesis is not a wholly dispassionate academic pursuit. It is put forward in the hope of encouraging and informing initiatives that improve the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in places where customary legal frameworks are pervasive and consequential. This section presents strategies suggested by this thesis for improving the lives of persons with disabilities in communities in Mukono District. Several of these specific strategies fall within the categories of bottom-up approaches to effecting human rights development discussed in Section III of Chapter 4. Other strategies discussed below link formal institutions and top down change agents to grassroots actors and contexts.

(1) Legal Sensitization and Community Engagement

This thesis speaks to the viability of acculturation strategies through grassroots sensitisation and community engagement in the promotion of disability rights in customary contexts. Community attitudes and knowledge about disabilities inform and guide customary legal scenarios.

People’s attitudes about persons with disabilities are not fixed and rigid. In Mukono District there is a claimed willingness to alter views about disability based on exposure to legal knowledge and other information. Thus purposeful acculturation initiatives appear to be workable strategies for engendering desired changes in the context of disability rights. In this sense, the wisdom of the CRPD’s inclusion of content calling for ‘awareness-raising’\(^7\) is affirmed by this thesis.

Like the CPRD\(^8\), the findings place beliefs about the capabilities of persons with disabilities at the fulcrum of their status, rights and treatment within customary legal frameworks. Many decisions that impair and diminish the legal status or rights of persons with disabilities are shaped by conceptions about what people can or cannot do. Thus sharing stories and evidence about the functional capabilities of persons with disabilities could positively impact customary actors and their treatment of persons with disabilities.

\(^7\) CRPD art 8.

\(^8\) CRPD art 8 at (1)(c) and (2)(a)(iii).
Many discriminatory customary legal decisions are motivated by the desire and duty to do what is wise and rational. Customary actors apply their own reason and understanding in customary legal scenarios. They make decisions about customary rights and status based on their knowledge, experience and common sense. Customary actors will not simply accept a human rights principle, such as non-discrimination against persons with disabilities, if applying that principle does not make practical sense to them. The findings speak to the wisdom of state obligations to campaign against harmful practices applied to persons with disabilities and to promote positive representations of persons with disabilities as provided for in the Draft Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.9

Presenting the human rights mandate of non-discrimination as an abstract legal requirement of equality that requires compliance no matter how unworkable is likely to fail in this context. The reason and common sense of customary actors must be engaged regardless of the dominant human rights suppositions that may cause some human rights actors and trainers to go straight to the ‘what’ of human rights requirements without realistically addressing the ‘how’. Community members need to see why adherence to the rights and principles espoused in the CRPD or Ugandan law actually make sense in their lived environment. Grassroots change initiatives should appeal to the practical wisdom of customary actors. Yet sensitization efforts must be careful not to permit the attendant legitimization of human rationality as a license to discriminate or disregard legal requirements.

Other potential sensitisation-related challenges include sparking broad interest in disability issues among those that consider themselves to be without disability, determining how to encourage attendance at sensitisation events without turning the event into a mere ‘facilitation’ handout, and effectively navigating the politically charged nuances flowing from the association the disability movement with other progressive social movements involving gender and sexuality.

---

9 Draft Protocol art 2(d) and (e).
(2) Persons with Disabilities

The field research confirms the importance of actor-oriented change strategies in bringing about positive changes. In Mukono District persons with disabilities are crucial actors in the realising and championing of their rights in customary legal scenarios. Thus, persons with disabilities need to be equipped and empowered to leverage formal channels and institutions to hold customary legal actors accountable to the formal law’s protections against discrimination.10

A foundational area of empowerment is knowledge of the law. There are organisations in Uganda that are dedicated to ensuring that persons with disabilities are aware of formal laws. The fieldwork findings indicate that such initiatives can be highly beneficial. All persons with disabilities, including the blind and those that are kept away from the public, need to be the target of purposeful efforts to overcome particular barriers to accessing legal knowledge. Relatedly, in the customary context this research indicates that special efforts need to be made to ensure that persons with hearing impairments can learn the customary legal content that is shared orally.

A second key area of empowerment is the capacity and support needed to overcome social pressure. Interviewees with disabilities indicated that they chose not to bring formal challenges against discriminatory customary occurrences because of the cost of social hardship. Several interviewees reported that the prospect of disputes with family and neighbors was so unappealing that they simply choose to relinquish their rights to land inheritance. Building community and support networks among persons with disabilities could help to encourage people to overcome the stifling effects of social pressure.

A third important element is access to justice. Most people in Mukono District do not engage the formal legal justice system. Although there are human rights organisations which offer free legal assistance in the context of human rights abuses, their effective reach is limited. Thus there is a need to ensure that persons with disabilities who are subjected to discrimination in customary legal scenarios

10 This has been an ongoing point of emphasis in scholarship discussing discriminatory and exploitive treatment of women and children within customary legal frameworks in Uganda. V Bennett, G Faulk, A Kovina et al ‘Inheritance law in Uganda: The plight of widows and children’ (2006) 7 Georgetown Journal of Gender & the Law 451-530.
can access legal representation that enables them to combat discrimination through formal channels. Here the need for exceptional professional advocacy is heightened because the challenges of access to court locations, structures, systems and content prevent many persons with disabilities from engaging the formal legal process.\textsuperscript{11} If other community members understand that the threat of formal legal action is real and available for persons with disabilities, instances of discrimination could be thwarted within customary scenarios. International Justice Mission has adopted a targeted strategy to combat ‘property grabbing’ of widows and orphans in Mukono District with some success. Perhaps such a targeted strategy could go a long way in bringing human rights standards for persons with disabilities to grassroots customary contexts.

\textit{(3) The Need to Facilitate Formal Engagement}

Unless a person is willing to pursue formal legal review of discriminatory customary actions, it can be difficult for the requirements of the formal law to check and influence the customary law. However, the formal legal system is alien and largely ignored by most residents of Mukono District. Thus top-down legal change strategies need to be designed to link people at the grassroots to the benefits of formal legal rights and reforms.

The widespread practice of customary succession in Mukono District\textsuperscript{12} flies in the face of formal law. According to the formal law there is no such thing as customary succession; it has been fully preempted by longstanding statutory law.\textsuperscript{13}

Formal engagement and oversight could address discrimination and other human rights abuses within customary succession. Yet formal courts are ill equipped to conduct engaged review over legal nullities. Adhering to the law requires the more radical approach of ignoring or striking down all instances of customary succession.

\textsuperscript{11} For a discussion of challenges to rights access and realisation facing persons with disabilities see DA Young and R Quibell ‘Why rights are never enough: Rights, intellectual disability and understanding’ 15(5) \textit{Disability and Society} 758.

\textsuperscript{12} IJM (note 2).

\textsuperscript{13} The Succession Act (Uganda) (Cap 162) (1906); The Administrator’s General Act (Uganda) (Cap 157) (1933).
The practice of customary guardianship faces a similar disconnect. It is a wholly illegitimate practice in the eyes of the formal law. Thus the formal law largely ignores customary guardianship as oppose providing oversight and guidance.

(4) Customary Institutions

Baganda customary law offers unique opportunities for reception-based change strategies. The Buganda Kingdom has institutions and hierarchies that could be leveraged to advance the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in zones where Baganda customary law persists.

The penultimate customary institution in the Buganda Kingdom is the Kabaka. The Baganda people view the Kabaka as the best and truest source of Baganda customary law. The Kabaka has the power to pronounce and alter Baganda customary law. Disability advocates should not overlook the possibility of engaging the assistance of the Kabaka and other Buganda institutions to further the rights and interests of persons with disabilities.

(5) Parents of Children with Disabilities

Another key ‘actor’ in improving the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in customary frameworks are family members. In particular, parents of persons with disabilities are especially well placed to positively impact the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District.

Parents have great influence on the attitudes and beliefs of others about persons with disabilities. As one interviewee noted, ‘if parents discriminate against their own children with disabilities why shouldn’t society do the same’.

One important way parents can shape the attitudes of others is by educating their children with disabilities. If community members observe these parents investing in their children’s education, the community will see that the parents value their children. This social benefit is in addition to the many benefits that comes from education itself.

Parents also have significant power to ensure that their children with disabilities are treated justly in customary legal scenarios. The fieldwork speaks to the continuing deference given to both written and unwritten final instructions,

14 CRPD pre (x); art 8(1)(a); and art 23.
whether set forth in wills or otherwise, in customary succession scenarios. Thus if parents proclaim final instructions that their children with disabilities are to be treated the same as their other children, the parents can greatly improve the chances of equitable treatment in matters of succession and clan leadership.

Parents can also see to it that their children with disabilities are aware of their rights and the protections against discrimination provided for them under the formal law. They can ensure that non-disabled siblings are aware of relevant legal and human rights-based requirements so that the siblings can hold themselves and others accountable to non-discrimination in customary legal scenarios.

Thus the purposeful engagement of parents of children with disabilities is key strategic avenue for combatting discrimination within customary legal frameworks. CRPD wisely calls upon States Parties to ‘undertake to provide early and comprehensive information, services and support to children with disabilities and their families’.15

(6) The Need for Contextually Specific Understanding

This thesis’ field research offers valuable insights for effecting positive changes in the lives of persons with disabilities in Mukono District. Crafting change strategies that are informed by these findings will help ensure that the specific cultural barriers and opportunities for positive changes are considered and addressed. The findings would be particularly useful in the case of facilitative bottom-up change strategies such as the framing approach and the soft approach discussed in Section III of Chapter 4.

The value of this thesis’ field research to the selection and design of change strategies for advancing the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities should encourage similar research initiatives. While there are general lessons that can be gleaned from this thesis, the need for culturally specific knowledge should caution against a broad application of the Mukono-specific and Baganda-specific findings.

15 CRPD art 23(3).
IV THE NEED FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis demonstrates the need for future research. Customary legal systems are diverse. Research findings about customary legal frameworks in Mukono District are necessarily unique. Similar fieldwork should be conducted in other places to learn more about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities within those settings. Such research will offer specific insights for the places studied and help to provide the perspective and depth needed to make broader assertions about disability and customary legal frameworks.

In addition, research in places that are distinct from Mukono District would help to generate content for comparative analysis. For example, in Uganda it would be useful to conduct research in areas where customary landholding systems predominate as opposed to Mailo tenure. Similarly, there would be comparative value in conducting research in areas where the dominant indigenous people groups tend to hold land collectively, where the indigenous people are predominantly cattle herders, or in areas that are more or less urban.

There are research topics pertaining to disability and customary law that were not substantially addressed in the fieldwork. The relationship between mental impairments and customary law remains largely unexplored. This is especially true when it comes to cataloguing the actual experiences of persons with mental disabilities in customary scenarios. Moreover, further research would be useful concerning the use of customary guardianship to strip widows with disabilities of custody of their children, the customary heir selection process, and the impact that disability could have on a husband’s ability to recoup bride wealth.\(^\text{16}\)

Furthermore, the thesis points to the potential of applied research that can assess the viability and potential of various change strategies. Research opportunities can be combined with change strategies. For example, this thesis suggests the possibility of engaging the Kabaka to make human rights compliant pronouncements about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities under customary law in traditional Buganda Kingdom lands. If such pronouncements were made and

\(^{16}\) Despite the fact that the formal law now prohibits the forced return of bride wealth in *Mifumi (U) Ltd and 12 Others v Attorney General* UgSC Const App No. 2/14 [2015].
publicised it would be useful to track the impact and efficacy of such pronouncements within customary legal scenarios.

Historic and cultural research could also be done to catalog all of the acts of present and past Kabakas that concern disability and other rights based issues so that they can be shared with community members. A historic and cultural case could be made for disability rights in the customary law of the Buganda Kingdom that could be used to influence customary legal scenarios. Similar efforts could be made for other people groups especially where there are traditionally respected top-down customary power structures.

This thesis points to the absence of accessible and integrative formal oversight for customary succession processes. The CRPD requires States Parties to ‘prohibit all discrimination on the basis of disability and guarantee to persons with disabilities equal and effective legal protection against discrimination on all grounds’. There is a need for pragmatic strategies such as local government oversight initiatives or customary actor trainings designed to ensure that instances of customary succession comply with the formal law’s prohibitions against discrimination. These strategies need to be developed, implemented and assessed for effectiveness.

The impact of international instruments on the customary legal level is another topic that warrants additional research. This research indicates that there is a willingness to accept the disability related international human rights standards in Mukono District. Research initiatives could explore the means and methods of inculcating the standards of the CRPD into customary legal scenarios through various means. Examples include research on the effectiveness of CRPD mandated sensitisation initiatives to impact ideas about customary law and the application of customary law and practices in key areas such as the informal succession of land rights.

\[\text{\footnotesize 17 CPRD 5(2)}\]
V CONCLUSION

Human disability is a consequential factor in customary legal frameworks in Mukono District. Yet disability status does not inevitably lead to established customary legal treatment. The customary ramifications of disability status are discerned on a case by case basis by actors who often seek to do what they think is best for families and clans. The attitudes and beliefs that people hold about various impairments are integral to how the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities are meted out in customary legal scenarios.

The research project points to the value of descriptive field research informed with emergent understandings of legal pluralism and customary law. This thesis should encourage others to investigate the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in other highly customary contexts.
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Appendix I: Interview Consent Forms
INFORMATION SHEET & CONSENT FORM FOR STAGE ONE AND STAGE THREE FIELD INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Hello, my name is Brian Dennison and I am conducting research towards a doctoral degree in law from the University of Cape Town. I am researching about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District and would like to invite you to participate in the project. The name of my research project is *The Status, Rights and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities within Customary Legal Frameworks in Uganda: A Study of Mukono District.*

My research is about how community practices and customary law in Mukono District impact persons with disabilities. I hope my research will provide a roadmap for how local customs can be engaged to improve the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District.

I am looking for information about how persons with disabilities are treated at the family and community level in Mukono District. I want to know how the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities compare with other people in Mukono District. I am particularly interested in hearing stories about how persons with disabilities are treated and the rights they have in your community. I want to interview people who can tell stories that shed light on those areas of interest.

Your participation is voluntary. The choice to participate is yours alone. If you choose not to participate, nothing bad will happen. If you choose to participate, but wish to stop at any time, you will be free to do so. You also have the right to refuse to answer any questions.

I want to meet with you for some period of time and give you the opportunity to talk. The conversation could be as short as 10 minutes or as long as 3 hours. It really depends on the stories that you have to share. The interview may be recorded. However, the interview will not be recorded if you would prefer that no recording be made. All recordings will be kept securely. I will not share the recordings with the public.

You will be paid a modest honorarium for taking part in this research. This will be provided to you regardless of the answers that you give. In addition, transport reimbursements will be provided when necessary. There will be no other direct benefit to you for your participation.

You should not expose yourself to any risk through your participation in this research. We will have our discussions in a confidential setting. You might experience some discomfort in the story telling process as it might cause you to think of painful and difficult personal experiences.
I will preserve your anonymity. I will do this by keeping any written or recorded records of our conversation confidential and secure. When reporting on the stories provided in my research I will not reveal names or other personally identifiable information. Given that your story might be somewhat unique it is possible that someone will be able to connect your story to you. However, to protect confidentiality I will report stories in my research in a way that will prevent people from knowing that the story is about any particular person.

I plan on having an interpreter with me during the interview in case the interview needs to be conducted in Luganda. The interpreter will also respect your anonymity and strive to preserve confidentiality.

I would like to record our interview in order to insure that I accurately transcribe and report the feedback that you provide. I will ask you for permission to record. These recordings will be kept confidential.

*If you have concerns about the research, its risks and benefits or about your rights as a research participant in this study, you may contact the Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Mrs Lamize Viljoen, at 021 650 3080 or at lamize.viljoen@uct.ac.za. Alternatively, you may write to the Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Room 6.28 Kramer Law Building, Law Faculty, UCT, Private Bag, Rondebosch 7701. South Africa.*
IV

LUGANDA TRANSLATION OF INFORMATION & CONSENT FORM FOR STAGE ONE AND THREE INTERVIEWS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:

ENYINNYONYOLA NE FFOMU ESABA OLUKUSA (EMBOOZI EZ’EBY’OBULEMU)

Nkulamusizza, erinnya lyange nze Brian Dennison era nkola okunoonyereza okulubirira okufuna ddiguli yange ey’okusatu mu mateeka okuva mu Ssetende kero ly’e Cape Town. Nkola okunoonyereza ku mbeera, eddembe, n’engeri abantu abalina obulemu mu Bbeendobeendo (District) ly’e Mukono gye bayisibwamu era nga nkusaba onegatteko mu kunoonyereza kuno. Omulamwa gw’okunoonyereza kuno gutuummiddwa “Embeera, Eddembe, n’Enkwaata y’Abantu Abalina Obulemu Okusinziira ku Mateeka g’Eby’obuwangwa n’Ennono mu Uganda: Okunoonyereza nga kwesigamiziddwa ku Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono.”

Okunoonyereza kwange kukwata ku ngeri obulombolombo bw’ekitundu, n’amateeka g’ebya’obuwangwa n’ennono gye biyisaamu abantu abalina obulemu mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono. Nina esuubi nti okunoonyereza kwange kuno kujja kulunjjamya engeri z’eby’obuwangwa eby’ekinnansi gyebiyinza okukozesebwamu okutumbula eddembe, embeera n’empisa abantu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwaamu mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono.

Nnoonyereza ku ngeri abantu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwaamu ku mutendera gw’amaka n’ogw’ekitundu mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono. Njagala okumanya engeri eddembe, embeera n’empisa y’abantu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwaamu bwe biri nga obigerageranyizza n’abantu abalala mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono. Okusingira ddala njagala okuwulira emboozi ezikwaata ku bantu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwaamu, n’eddembe lye balina mu kitundu kyo. Njagala okubuuzu abantu bannyinyonnyole okuyita mu mboozi ezongera ekitangaala ku mulamwa guno gwe noonyeraako.

Okweetaba kwo mu kunoonyereza kuno si kwa buwaze; kiri gy’oli okukweetabamu oba n’edda. Tovunaanibwa, singa tokweetabamu. Naye ne bw’osiima okukweetabamu, oky’alina eddembe okukuwamamu wonna w’onooba oyagalidde. Era oli wa eddembe okugaana okuddamu ekibuuzo kyonna.


On’oweewbaayo akasiimo olw’okweetaba mu kunoonyereza kuno. Akasiimo kano tekaliiko bukwakkulizo ku ngeri gy’onooba ozeemu bibuuzo. Bwe kinaaba nti
entambula gy’okozesezza ogisasulidde, omutemwa ogwo gunakuddizibwa. Kyokka, tewajja kuba mutemwa mulala gunakuweebwa ogutagwa mu ttuluba eryo.

Kikulu nnyo obutateeka bulamu bwo mu katyabaaga nga kwe kuusa ku kweetabakwo ku kunoonyereza kuno. Emboozi zaffe zigyakuba nekusifu. Wakati mu mboozi yaffe, wandyesanga nga okalubiriziddwa okunyumya kw’ebyo ebiyinza okukuleetera obulumi olw’ebyo by’oyiseemu.

Erinnya lyo ligya kukumiibwa nga lya kyaama. Kino nga kukikola nga nkuuma butiribiri ebiwandiiko n’obutambi bw’emboozi zaffe bwonna. Amannya n’engeri yonna ey’ekuusa ku binaampeebwa, nkakasa nga be naaba mbigambyeeko tebamanya wa gye mbiije oba ani gwe byogeerako. Kisaana kitegeerekeke nti newankubadde nga by’onombuulira byandiba eby’enjawulo ku by’abalala, kisooboka omuntu okubikwaanaaganya naawe. Wabula, olw’okukuma ebikukwaatak’o nga bya kyaama nga kwogeranga mu ngeri en’eremesanga abalala okumanya nti emboozi zino zikwaata ku muntu gwe bamananyi.

Nina enteegeka okuba n’omuvvuunuzi mu mboozi yaffe singa onooba onyumiza mu Luganda. Wabula, n’omuvvuunuzi; erinnya lyo, n’ebikufaako wa ku bikuuma nga bya kyaama.

Nnaandyagaadde nnyo emboozi yaffe nsinge ku gikwaata ku katambi kinsobozese okuwandiika ebyo bye nnyini by’oŋŋaambye. Kye nva nkusaba olukusa okubikwaata ku katambi. Obutambi buno bwa kukuumibwa butiribiri.

**Wetegereze:** Singa olina okwekengera kwonna ku kunoonyereza kuno, oba obulabe bwe kuyinza okukutuusaako, oba okuganyulwa kw’oyinza okukufunamu, oba eddembe lyo ng’eyeetabye mu kunoonyereza kuno, oky’ayinza okutiikiriira Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Mrs. Lamize Viljoen, ku 021 650 3080 oba lamize.viljoen@uct.ac.za. Oba oyinza okuwandiikira Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Room 6.28 Kramer Law Building, Law Faculty, UCT, Private Bag, Rondebosch 7701. South Africa.
Hello, my name is Brian Dennison and I am conducting research towards a doctoral degree in law from the University of Cape Town. I am researching about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District and would like to invite you to participate in the project. The name of my research project is The Status, Rights and Treatment of Persons with Disabilities within Customary Legal Frameworks in Uganda: A Study of Mukono District.

My research concerns how community practices and customary law in Mukono District impact persons with disabilities. I hope my research will provide helpful information as to how indigenous customs can be engaged to improve the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities in Mukono District.

I am approaching you because you have been identified as someone who knows about matters of custom and culture in Mukono District.

I am interested in knowing about the status, rights and treatment of persons with disabilities in matters of succession, land, marriage, leadership, personal accountability and legal authority. I have created a set of questions regarding such matters. I would like to meet with you for some time and go through the questions I have prepared. If you would like to see these questions prior to deciding whether to take part in this interview I am happy to share them with you.

Please understand that your participation is voluntary. The choice to participate is yours alone. If you choose not to participate, there will be no negative consequence. If you choose to participate, but wish to withdraw at any time, you will be free to do so without negative consequence. You also have the right to refuse to answer any questions. I would be most grateful if you would assist me by allowing me to interview you.

The interview process is likely to take one to two hours. You will be paid a reasonable honorarium for your participation in the interview process as well as reimbursement for transport as necessary. The honorarium and any transport reimbursement will be provided to you regardless of the answers that you give. There will be no other direct benefit to you outside of these payments.

You should not be exposed to any risk through your participation in this research. I am not seeking personal or sensitive information in these interviews. Instead I will be asked you to provide your knowledge and opinion as to the relevant laws, customs and culture as you know them to exist.
I will preserve your anonymity. I will keep track of certain information such as your sex, age, disability status and level of education. However, those that read my research paper will not be able to connect you individually to the answers that you provide. I would like to record our interview in order to insure that I accurately transcribe and report the feedback that you provide. I will ask you for permission to record. These recordings will be kept confidential.

If you have concerns about the research, its risks and benefits or about your rights as a research participant in this study, you may contact the Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Mrs Lamize Viljoen, at 021 650 3080 or at lamize.viljoen@uct.ac.za. Alternatively, you may write to the Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Room 6.28 Kramer Law Building, Law Faculty, UCT, Private Bag, Rondebosch 7701. South Africa.
VIII

LUGANDA TRANSLATION OF INFORMATION & CONSENT FORM FOR STAGE TWO INTERVIEWS (CUSTOMARY LAW AND PRACTICE INTERVIEWS):

ENNYINNONYOLA NE FFOOMU ESABA OLUKUSA (EMBOOZI EZ’EBYAMATEEKA G’OBUWANGWA, ENNONO N’OBOULOMBOLOMBO)

Nkulamusizza, erinnya lyange nze Brian Dennison era nkola okunoonyereza okulubirira okufuna ddiquli yange ey’okusatu mu mateeka okuva mu Ssetendekero wa Cape Town. Nkola okunoonyereza ku mbeera, eddembe, n’engeri abantu abalina obulemu mu Bbeendobeendo (District) ly’e Mukono gye bayisibwamu era nga nkusaba onegatteko mu kunoonyereza kuno. Omulamwa gw’okunoonyereza kuno gutuumiddwa “Embeera, Eddembe, n’Enkwaata y’Abantu Abalina Obulemu Okusiinziira ku Mateeka g’Eby’obuwangwa n’Ennono mu Uganda: Okunoonyereza nga kwestigamiziddwa ku Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono.”

Okunoonyereza kwange kukwata ku ngeri obulombolombo bw’ekitundu, n’amateeka g’ebuy’obuwangwa n’ennono gye biyisaamu abantu abalina obulemu mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono. Nina esuubi nti okunoonyereza kwange kuno kuwa engeri kulunjannyanya engeri z’ebuy’obuwangwa eby’ekinnansi gye’obuwangwa abantu obulombolo mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono.

Nkutuukiridde kubanga olowoozebwa okubaako ne ky’omanyi ku by’obuwangwa n’ennono mu Bbeendobeendo lino ery’e Mukono.

Njagala okumanya engeri eddembe, embeera n’empisa y’abantu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwaamu naddala ku nsonga ez’obusika, ettaka, obufumbo, obukulembeze, obweerufu obwa sekkinnomu, n’ebuyinza obw’amateeka. Nina ebibuuzo ebikwata ku nsonga zino. Nnaandyagadde okukusisinkana okumala akabanga tusobole okuyita mu bibuuzo byentegese. Bw’oba nga waandyagadde okulaba ebibuuzo ebyo nga tonasalawo kweetaba mu mboozi eno, nnina essanyu okubigabana naawe.

Kikulu nnyo obutateeka bulamu bwo mu katyabaaga nga kwe kuusa ku kweetabakwo mu kunoonyereza kuno. Mu mboozi zino ssinoonya kumanya bikukwaatako oba ekintu kyonna ekyekusifu. Naye nga kukusaba ombuulire by’omanyi n’endowooza yo ku mateeka, ennono n’eby’obuwangwa nga bwebirambikiddwa.

Erinnya lyo ligya kukuumiibwa nga lya kyaama. Nja kwagala okumanya ekikula kyo, emyaka gyo, obanga olina obulemu, n’eddaala ly’okusoma kwo. Wabula, abanaaba basoma okunoonyereza kwange tebajja kusobola kukukwanaaganya bibuuzo by’onooba ozeemu naawe ng’omuntu. Wabula, abo ab’anasoma ku kunoonyereza kwange tebajja kusobola kubikwaanaganya naawe.

Nnaandyagaadde nnyo emboozi yaffe nsinge ku gikwaata ku katambi kinsobozese okuwandiika ebyo bye nnyini by’oŋŋaambye. Kye nva nkusaba olukusa okubikwaata ku katambi. Obutambi buno bwa kukuumiibwa butiribiri.

**Wetegereze:** Singa olina okwekengera kwonna ku kunoonyereza kuno, oba obulabe bwe kuyinza okukutuusaako, oba okuganyulwa kw’oyinza okukufunamu, oba eddembe lyo ng’eyeetabye mu kunoonyereza kuno, oky’ayinza okutuukirira Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Mrs. Lamize Viljoen, ku 021 650 3080 oba lamize.viljoen@uct.ac.za. Oba oyinza okuwandiikira Law Faculty Research Ethics Committee Administrator, Room 6.28 Kramer Law Building, Law Faculty, UCT, Private Bag, Rondebosch 7701. South Africa.
Appendix II:
Fieldwork Survey Instruments
FIELD INTERVIEW SCRIPTS

The following are the interview scripts used for the three phases of fieldwork for this thesis. (Note that prior to each interview basis demographic information was collected about each interviewee.)

I. Semi-Structured Interview Script for Persons with Disabilities in Mukono District for the Stage One Interviews in English and Luganda:

What is a disability?
*Obulemu kye ki?*

What sort of conditions do you consider a disability?
*Mbeera za ngeri ki z’olowooza nti obwo bulemu?*

Do you know people with disabilities?
*Olinayo abantu b’omannyi nga balina obulemu?*

How are people with disabilities treated in your society?
*Abantu abalina obulemu mu kitundu kyo bayisibwa batya?*

Can you tell us some stories that can teach us something about how persons with disabilities are treated in your community?
*Oyinza okutunyumizaayo emboozi eziriko kye zituyigiriza ku ngeri abantu abalina obulemu mu kitundu kyo gye bayisibwaamu?*

Are persons with disabilities permitted by society to do all the things people without disabilities are permitted to do? (With follow up based on answers)
*Abantu abalina obulemu mu kitundu kyo tebakugirwa kwennyigira oba kukola ebyo byonna abatalina bulemu bye bakola? (Ka nkikase okusinziira ku biddiddwamu).*

Do you have any stories that support your views?
*Oлина eby’okulabirako ebikakasa ky’ogamba?*

Are all people with disabilities permitted to own land? (With follow up asking for relevant stories)
*Bonna abalina obulemu b’akkirizibwa okuba n’obwannanyini ku ttaka? (Musabe akuwe obukakahfu ku nsonga eyo).*

Are there special provisions that are made to make sure that persons with disabilities have access to land? (With follow up asking for relevant stories)
Waliwo enkizo ewebwa abalina obulemu ebasoboza okufuna ettaka? (Musabe akuwe obukakafu ku nsonga eyo)

Do all people with disabilities have the same rights to inherent property as all other people? (With follow up asking for relevant stories)
Bonna abalina obulemu balina eddembe ly’okusikira ebintu ng’abalala bona? (Musabe akuwe obukakafu ku nsonga eyo)

Are all people with disabilities permitted to marry? (With follow up asking for relevant stories)
Bonna abalina obulemu bakirizibwa okuwasa oba okufumbirwa? (Musabe akuwe obukakafu ku nsonga eyo)

Does your community take special care of persons with disabilities?
Abantu b’omu kitundu kyo balina engeri yonna ey’enjawulo gye bafaayo ku abo abalina obulemu?

If so how? (With follow up asking for relevant stories)
Bwe kiba bwe kityo, bakikola batya?

(Interviewees were also asked customary about guardianship and were asked if there was anything else that they would like to add to help us understand the rights, status and treatment of persons with disabilities at the conclusion of the interview.)
II. Semi-Structured Interview Script for Customary Knowledge Bearers for Stage 2 Interviews in English with Luganda Translations

The following is the semi-structured interview template used for customary knowledge bearers in the second stage of field interviews in English with Luganda translations:

1. Questions to Establish Authority to Speak on Matters of Custom

Are you considered by members of your community to knowledgeable about the customary laws and practices of the Buganda people living in Mukono District? *Omanyi ebikwaata ku by’obuwangwa, ennono, n’obulombolombo by’abantu ba Buganda abali mu Bbeendobeendo ly’e Mukono?*

Why do you say this?  
*Lwaki ogambye bw’otyo?*

Are you knowledgeable about the customary laws and practices of the Buganda people living in Mukono District?  
*Olina kyomanyi ku Tteeka lye nnono/etteeka erifuga obuwangwa ne nneyisa ya Baganda ababeera mu mukono?*

Why do you say this?  
*Lwaki ogambye bw’otyo?*

2. Questions About Beliefs About Persons with Disabilities

Who are persons with disabilities?  
*Bantu ki abalina obulemu?*

List the disabilities you are aware of.  
*Wa obulemu bwomayi obubeera ku bantu?*

What do you believe is the cause of disabilities?  
*Kiki kyomanyo ekireeta obulemu/*

What are some of the traditional beliefs among the people of Mukono District about the cause of disabilities?  
*Bintu ki ebyobuwangwa abantu bye ba kkirirzaamu mu Mukono ebivaako obulemu?*

What do religions practiced in Mukono District teach us about the cause of disabilities?  
*Eddini eziri mu mokono ziyigiriza ki ku bivaako abantu okuba nobulemu?*

What words exist in Luganda for disabilities and for persons with disabilities?
Bigambo ki oba njogera ki eziri mu luganda nga zitegeza bulemu oba nga 
ebigambo bitegeza muntu alina obulemu

Are persons with disabilities given any particular names in your culture as a matter 
of custom or tradition? If so what names are they given?
Kyabuwangwa abantu abalina obulemu okutuumibwa amannya agenjawulo ?
Bwekiba nga kituufu mannya nga ki agabatuumibwa?

For each name provided --- what does that word mean? Are there any other 
meanings or uses for that word?
Amannya ago gategeza ki mubulambulukufu?

3. Questions About Personal Knowledge and Relationships

Do you know people with disabilities? (If Yes) Olinayo bomanyi abalina obulemu?

Are these individuals treated the same as other individuals in the community?
Abantu abo bogambye bayisibwa mu ngeri yemngu nga abatalina bulemu?

Explain your answer.
Nnyonnyola okuddamu kwo.

4. Questions Regarding Laws and Customs

4.1 General Initial Questions about Customary Law and Persons with 
Disabilities

Are there any customs or practices in this community that protect persons with 
disabilities?
Waliwo enkola yonna etangira oba eranirira eddembe lyabo abalina obulemu mu 
kitundu kino?

(if Yes) Explain your answer and describe the customs or practices:
Bwekiba nga kituufu, nnyonnyola bwe bakikola?

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices are any existing from time immemorial?
Enkpla eno ebadde wo kuva dda oba yakajja?

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices are any based on current community 
standards and practices?
Ku nkola eno waliwo emu ku zzo ekolebwa nga basinziira ku mbeera eriwo akakyo 
kano?

Are there any customs in this community that tend to harm or lessen the social or 
legal status of persons with disabilities?
Waliwo enkola yonna eyobuwangwa etyooboola eddembe lyabo abalina obulemu?
(if Yes) Explain your answer and describe the customs or practices:
*Bwekiba nga kituufu; Nnyonnyola enkola eyo?*

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices are any existing from time immemorial?
*Enkola eyo ebadde wo kuva dda oba yakajja?*

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices are any based on current community standards and practices?
*Enkola eyo ekolebwa nga basinziira ku ngeri ebintu gyebitambulamu ensangi zino?*

### 4.2 Land Holding

Can a person with disabilities own land?
*Omuntu alina obulemu asobola okuba nanyini Tiaka?*

Can someone’s disability have an impact on their status as a kibanja holder?
*Obulemu obuli ku muntu bulina kyebugula oba okuyamba ku ngeri omuntu alina ekibanja gyayisibwaamu?*

Could persons with disabilities always be kibanja holders from time immemorial?
*Abantu abalina obulemu basobola okubeerera ddaala be ba nanyini kibanja kuva mu ntandikwa?*

Are there cases where property is held in trust for or on the behalf of a person with a disability who is not otherwise permitted to own or inherit land?
*Singa omuntu aliko abulemu takkirizibwa kuba nabintu oba okuba omusika, asobola okweyimirirwa mu musango?*

Is your answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices?
*Kiba kyabuwangwa oba basinziira ku mbeera eriwo?*

Do heads of household, clans or clan leaders have any special responsibilities in terms of land management for persons with disabilities?
*Abakulebeze mu maka, abakulu b’ekika balina obuvunanyizibwa obenjawulo okulabilira ebyabo abalina obulemu?*

Is your answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices?
*Kyabuwangwa bbo okukikola oba basinziira ku mbeera eriwo?*

### 4.3 Laws of Succession

Can a person with disabilities inherit land under the traditional laws of succession of the Buganda people?
**Mu Buganda abantu abaliko obuleme basobola okusikira ettaka?**

Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? 

_Ekyo kyabuwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

Does your answer above apply to all persons with disabilities or are people with different disabilities treated differently depending on the type of disability or the extent of the disability? 

_Okuddamu kwo okwo waggu ku kisinziira ku kika kya bulemu oba buli alina obulemu ayisibwa kyekimu?_

Can all people with disabilities inherit property other than land from the estate of a deceased? 

_Nga ojjeeko ettaka, abantu abalina obulemu basobola okusikira ebintu ebirara eby'omugenzi.?_

Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? 

_Ekyo kyabuwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

Can a person with a disability be a customary heir? 

_Omuntu aliko obulemu asobola okuba omusika?_

Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? 

_Kyabuwangwa oba kisinziiral ku mbeera eriwo mu kitundi ekyo?_

What attributes and qualities do families and clans look for when naming a customary heir when no heir has been named by a will? 

_Bintu ki bye batumuulira okufuula omuntu omusika ssinga ekiramo tekimwogerako?_

Are there special protections in the context of succession rights for persons with disabilities under the customary law and practices of the Buganda people in Mukono District? If your answer is “Yes” please describe these special protections. 

_Waliwo okukugira kwonna oba obukummi mu tteeka lye nsikirano okuyamba abao abaliko obulemu mu mukono? Nnyonnyola......_

Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? 

_Okuddamu kwo osinzidde ku bya buwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

Can persons with a disability make a will/wills under the customary law of the Buganda? 

_Abantu abaliko obulemu bawandiika ekiraamo mu mu Buganda?_
Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices?
_Ekyo kya buwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?

Are there some persons with a disability who would not be permitted to make a will under the customary law of the Buganda?
_Eriyo abantu abatakiribwa kuwandiika kiraamo olwobulemu bwebalina okusinziira ku buwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo.?  

Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices?
_Okuddamu kwo kusinzidde ku buwangwa oba ku mbeera ebaavo nandi ki omutido ogubaawo?

4.4 Marriage, Family and Sexual Relations

Can all people with disabilities marry?
_Abantu abaliko obulemu bakkirizibwa okuwasa oba okufumbirwa?

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices have any existing from time immemorial?
_Ekyo Kyava dda?

(if Yes) Of these customs and practices are any based on current community standards and practices?
_Ekyo kyakatandika kaky o kano?

If not, which persons with disabilities do not have the right to marry?
_Bwekiba nga sikituufu, Bantu kika ki abaliko obulemu abatakirizibwa kuwasa oba kufumbirwa?

(if any) For each type of person who does not have the right to marry is this a tradition that has existed from time immemorial?
_Abantu abaliko obulemu butakkirizibwa kuwas oba kufumbirwa kyabuwangwa?

(if any) For each type of person who does not have the right to marry, is this a custom based on current community standards and practices.
_Oba basinziira ku mbeera eriwo?

Are men with disabilities who are seeking to marry someone’s daughter ever charged a higher or lower bride price based on their disability?
_Omusajja alina obulemu basobola okumukenderezaako ku mutwaalo gwatwaala eri abazadde bo’ muwala?
Are there certain people who may not participate in sexual relations based on their disabilities?
_Waliwo abantu abatasobola kweggata na mukazi oba musajja lwa bulemu?_

_Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? Ekyo kyabuwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

If a spouse becomes disabled, can that be grounds for divorce in a customary marriage in Mukono District?
_Singa omu ku bafumbo afuna obulemu, eyo esobola okuba ensongs erimu eggumba omuntu okwawukan ne munne ousinziira ku buwangwa mu mukono?_

_Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? Okuddamu kwo kusinziidde ku buwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

If a wife gives birth to a child with a disability, can that be grounds for divorce in a customary marriage in Mukono District?
_Ssinga omukyaala azaala omwana aliko obulemu, esobola okuba ensonga rimu eggumba abafumbo bano okwawukana okusinziira ku buwangwa mu mukono?_

_Is you answer based on customary practice as it has existed from time immemorial or is it based on current community standards and practices? Okuddamu kwabuwangwa oba kisinziira ku mbeera eriwo?_

Please describe the process of getting a divorce under the customary law of the Baganda as practiced in Mukono District.
_Tunyonnyole emitendera egiyitibwaamu ssinga abantu bagala kwavukana mu mateeka mu Buganda era nga bekikolebwa mu mukono disitulikiti?_

**4.5 Questions Regarding Guardianship**

_Please describe the process by which guardians are appointed under customary law. Mietendera ki egivyitibwaamu okulndamukuza w’abaana b’omugenzi okusinziira ku buwangwa mu Buganda?_

_Can a person with a disability be appointed or named as a guardian under customary law in Mukono District? Omuntu aliko obuleme asobola okulndebwa nga omukuza okusinziira ku buwangwa mu mukono disiturikiti?_

What are the expected benefits or rewards that would come from serving as a guardian?
Are there any customs or practices existing in Mukono district whereby adults with disabilities are placed in guardianships?

Waliwo emikolomegikolebwa mu mukono distulikiti ssinga omuntu alina obulemu alondebwa okuba omukuza?

If yes, please describe them and please indicate whether the desires and will of the disabled person are considered in the process.

Bwekiba nga kituufe nnyonnyola, ate olage oba omuntu aliko abulemu byateesa bissibwaamu ekitiibwa?

4.6 Questions Regarding Clan Leadership

Can a person with a disability become a clan leader in Mukono District?

Omuntu aliko obulemu asobola okuba omuku w’ekiga mu ggombolola y’emukono?

Are there some forms of disability that would prevent a person from being a clan leader in Mukono District?

Eriyo ekika ky’obulemu ekitinya okulomesa omuntu okufuuka omuku w’ekika mu distrikiti ye mukono/

Please describe the process of selecting a clan leader as practiced among the clans in Mukono District.

Nnyonnyola emitendera egiyitibwaamu okulonda omuku w’ekika mu disitulikiti ye mukono?

5 Questions Regarding the Uganda Constitution and International Human Rights Instruments

Do you know what the Uganda Constitution says about persons with disabilities?

Omanyi Ssemateeka wa Uganda kya yogera ku bantu abalina obulemu

Does the Uganda Constitution have any impact on how persons with disabilities are treated within their communities in Mukono District?

Ssemateeka oyo alina kyayamba ku ngeri abantu abalina obulemu gyebayisibwama mu Ggombolola ye mukono?

(If yes) Describe the impact.

Eyamba etya?

Do you think that the customary law practiced in Mukono District should change to be consistent with any rights and protections for persons with disability stated in the Uganda Constitution?
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Olowooza waliwo ebyetagisa okukyusibwa mu ngeri abantu abaliko obulemu gye bakwatibwamu okusobola okutuukana nekyo ekilagibwa Ssemateeka wa Uganda nda eddembe lyabwe?

Do you know about any International Human Rights Instruments that concern the rights of persons with disabilities?

Olinyo etteeka lyensi yonna lyomanyi erilwanirira eddembe lyabo abalina obulemu?

Do international human rights instruments have any impact on how persons with disabilities are treated within their communities in Mukono District?

Amateeka ago gomanyi agensi yonna galina kye gayamba ku ngeri abntu abalina obulemu gye bayisibwamu mu bitundu byabwe mu ggobolola ye mukono?

(If yes) Describe the impact.

Nnyonnyola engeri gvegayambye mu?

Do you think that the customary law practiced in Mukono District should change to account for the rights of persons with disabilities provided in international human rights instruments?

Olowooza nti etteeka erifuga ebyobuwangwa mu ggombolola ye mukono lisaanye likyusibwe lituukane n’omutindo gwago a’ensi yonna?

4.6. Questions Regarding Ubuntu

What is Ubuntu?

Ubuntu kyekki?

How does Ubuntu impact the customs and cultures of people in Mukono District?

Guyamba ki mu byobuwangwa my ggombolola ye mukono

Does Ubuntu have any effect on the customs and rights of the people in your community?

Ubuntu alina engeri gyakosaamu ebyobuwangwa?

Is Ubuntu relevant to the treatment and rights of persons with disabilities in your community?

Ubuntu ya mugaso mu kulwanirira eddembe lyabo abaliko obulemu?

If “yes”, how?

Atya?

If “no”, why not?

Lwaki nedda?
III. Interview Script for Stage 3 Interviews of Persons with Disabilities to Check and Validate Findings from the Stage 3 Customary Knowledge Bearer Interviews:

(Note: Questions were translated directly into Luganda by the translator present for the interviews.)

Who poses the biggest problem for persons with disabilities within Buganda Culture:

Current Buganda society or Buganda traditions?

Buganda society, families in Buganda or individual Muganda?

Is discrimination against PWDs more attributable to hatred/dislike of PWDs or more attributable to a belief that a PWD cannot do things? (give land inheritance example)

Are deaf and mute people given less rights and status in Buganda culture that other PWDs?

Has the NRM government been the most effective change agent for PWDs in Mukono District?

Have foreign nations and foreign individuals in Uganda been effective change agents for PWDs in Mukono District?

Do you need a reason to get divorced under customary law?

Is there any procedure that one must follow to get a divorce in a Baganda customary marriage?

Do the cultural institutions of the Buganda (Ministers, the Court in Mengo) have any positive impact on the lives of PWDs in Mukono District?

Are the cultural institutions of the Buganda weak because of a lack of financial resources?

Can PWDs with knowledge of formal law (court law) use that knowledge to prevent discrimination and mistreatment at the customary level?

Do you agree with the statement “At the end of the day the law will prevail?”

Do you believe that someone can get a disability from witchcraft? Do you know other people that believe this?

Do you believe that someone can get a disability from failing to meet cultural obligations? Do you know other people that believe this?

Do you believe that someone can get a disability from failing to appease gods like Wanema, Magobew and Musoke? Do you know other people that believe this?

Is the amount of bride price paid up to the groom or the father-in-law?

Do PWDs tend to avoid Kwanjulas?

Over the past 30 years have there been changes within Baganda culture or are things the same as they have been from time immemorial with respect to:

-The possibility and practice of PWDs serving as clan leaders

-The possibility of PWDs serving as customary heirs
- The possibility of PWDs serving as guardians
- The ability of PWDs to marry
Appendix III: Interviewee Data Set Tables
### Table A

#### Gender of Person with Disability Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT GENDER</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Gender of PWD Interviews

- **30%**: Men
- **70%**: Women
Table B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPAIRMENT</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Limb Disabilities</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Impairments</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing Impairments</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Impairment only</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albinism</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Burn Survivor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C

People Groups of Interviewees with Disabilities (Bantu)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT</th>
<th>UNITS SOLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buganda (Bantu)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Bantu</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Bantu</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pie chart showing the distribution of interviewees by group:
- Buganda (Bantu): 39 units (62%)
- Other Bantu: 12 units (15%)
- Non-Bantu: 12 units (15%)
Table D

### Religious Affiliation of Interviewees with Disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT</th>
<th>RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mormon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jehovah's Witness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Bar chart showing religious affiliations](chart.png)
### Table E

Formal Educational Background of Interviewees with Disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Studies Only</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formal Educational Background of Interviewees with Disabilities

![Bar chart showing educational background]
### Table F

#### Employment Categories of Interviewees with Disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service &amp; Trade</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability Advocacy</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers &amp; Counselors</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Engineer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed or Retired</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Pie Chart

- Agriculture: 30%
- Service & Trade: 23%
- Disability Advocacy: 10%
- Teachers & Counselors: 6%
- Administrative: 5%
- Homemaker: 5%
- Electrical Engineer: 5%
- Student: 6%
- Unemployed or Retired: 3%
Table G

Gender of Customary Knowledge Bearer Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT GENDER</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender of PWD Interviews

- Men: 65%
- Women: 35%
**Table H**

Religious Affiliation of Interviewees with Disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANT</th>
<th>RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Bar chart showing religious affiliation of interviewees with disabilities]
Appendix IV:
Stage One Interviewee Redacted Matrix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Tests</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging Studies</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Symptoms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table above represents various parameters that may be included in the assessment of a patient's condition. Each column signifies a different aspect that needs to be considered for comprehensive care.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>John Doe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>123 Main St, Anytown USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>555-1234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:johndoe@email.com">johndoe@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medical History**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are you currently taking any medications?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any allergies?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any medical conditions?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you currently pregnant?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you had any surgeries in the past?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Symptoms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>Severe, daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backache</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>Persistent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Allergy History**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergy Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin</td>
<td>Severe rash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>Mild swelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Family History**

Parents: Both have hypertension.

Siblings: One sister has diabetes.

**Other Information**

- John has a history of smoking.
- He exercises regularly but has not been particularly consistent.
- He has a strong family history of heart disease.

**Questions**

- What is causing your current symptoms?
- Have you noticed any changes in your vision?
- Are you experiencing any changes in your appetite?

**Plan**

- Prescription for medication X.
- Referral to specialists for further evaluation.
- Follow-up appointment in one week.

**Signature**

John Doe

[Signature]

[Date]
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